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An Abstract 
In a world where colours are important, black, white, yellow, red 
and brown are not just bold strokes that constitute works of art or 
help determine fashions of the Season. They are, unfortunately, 
shades that define race and identity and have, for centuries, formed 
the ugly basis of hatred and violence, i>ersecution and prejudice, 
supremacy and subjugation. It is precisely this politics of colour, its 
cultural and social connotations, that Toni Morrison has 
magnificently captured in her novels. Of all Afiican American 
authors writing today, her work stands out because of its 
comprehensive and multidimensional approach to the black 
experience in white America. It was only fitting then that the 1993 
Nobel Prize Citation lauded her by describing her as a writer "who, 
in novels characterized by visionary force and poetic import, gives 
life to an essential aspect of American reality." Basing on these 
words, this thesis seeks to show that Morrison's work not only 
reflects American social reality, but also helps shape it by 
highUghting the present multiracial nature of society, and thus 
encotiraging it to think long and deeply about its future so that the 
attitudes of both black and white Americans toward one another 
and toward each other may change for the better. By creating 
characters symboHc of the kind of people found in mainstream 
America, Morrison demonstrates that the awareness of skin colour 
leads to the development of a certain race or colour consciousness in 
each heroine. This consciousness can be either positive or negative. 
When it is positive, it manifests itself in a certain pride the women 
feel in their inherent Africanism, and leads them to place great 
value on their black selves. This allows them to exist as confident, 
nurturing individuals helping others to find meaning in a hostile 
society permeated by the values of the dominant culture. When it is 
negative, however, it inspires in the characters a wish to obliterate 
their inherent blackness and run after elusive goals while searching 
for a meaningful relationship, true selfhood or genuine identity. 
This focus on "blackness" does not, however, take away from the 
universality of the texts. Morrison captivates the reader's attention 
by depicting heroines caught in the rigmarole of everyday Ufe. Each 
aspires to a goal, and finishes with a greater understanding of life 
and its complicated issues. Each heroine is aware of a revelation at 
the end, and changes because of her experience, attitude, or flaws. 
The second focus of this thesis, therefore, is on Morrison's 
redefinition of the word "tragic," and her creation of characters who 
can easily be viewed as contemporary tragic heroines. These 
heroines do not have much in common with their classical sisters, 
but they do demonstrate an occasional error of judgement or 
"hamartia," undergo suffering, and experience revelation. Their 
origins and experiences are such that they become identifiable not 
just to Americans or Afiican Americans but to majority and 
minority cultures the world over. They articulate concerns that 
reflect the pre-occupations of the contemporary woman, and are 
often trapped in circumstances or dilemmas women all over the 
world find themselves in. The pain that each heroine experiences is 
varied and diverse firom that of others, yet is excruciatingly private 
and immensely universal at the same time. This thesis attempts to 
show that each heroine's unmitigated awareness of being black in a 
white world both determines and shapes her perception of life, and 
renders her tragic. 
Chapter one provides an episodic reading of The Bluest Eve 
to show how children first become aware of their class, colour and 
social status, and what effect this race-consciousness has on their 
development as individuals. It also explores certain pertinent 
questions related to Morrison's portrayal of Pecola. Claudia's case is 
examined in juxtaposition to that of Pecola's, and the differences in 
their attitudes toward life, love, and the self are highhghted. The 
chapter also explores the race and class related reasons behind 
Pauhne's development as a woman who mercilessly neglects her 
own home, but goes willingly to work for a white family who, she 
feels, truly appreciates her worth. It stresses the fact that 
Pauline, as a minority, has no voice or authority of her own and 
must constantly refer to an essentially white association in order to 
gain the credibility that ought to come naturally to a citizen of the 
country. The last few paragraphs examine The Bluest Eve and the 
characterisation of Pecola in terms of literary technique to support 
the study's secondary focus on Morrison's creation of race-conscious 
characters who can be viewed as contemporary versions of classical 
tragic heroines. 
Chapter two studies Morrison's second novel Sula -
exploring the physical, mental and emotional quest, growth and 
development of two black girls who are intimate childhood friends. 
The friendship and closeness that brands them inseparable during 
adolescence is, however, broken once the two mature and begin 
living life according to individual priorities. Nel represents the 
good that conventionaUsm implies whereas Sula stands for the 
unconventional that is interpreted as evil. Sula's race, class and 
gender consciousness develops as a consequence of her rebeUious 
attitude, and Nel's because of her conformity, and it is mostly 
because of these varying predilections that the two grow up 
separate, apart and incomplete. In terms of social obUgations, Nel 
delivers what society expects, but Sula does not - yet both are 
equally unhappy. One becomes a victim of her circumstances 
because of her passive nature, and the other becomes a pariah 
because of her tendency to rebel and retahate. Though most critics 
read a deep-seated pessimism in the novel, contending that the 
black woman does not even exist for white society so her struggle 
to create an independent self - which will be recognised and 
respected as such - is negated, this chapter takes a more 
optimistic view. It proposes that both Pecola and Sula are 
somehow ennobled by their quests because they represent milUons 
of other women who have embarked on similar journeys. Sula 
becomes a contemporary tragic heroine because she voices the 
concerns of women at odds with society, women in search of a self, 
women who shun the hypocrisy of convention to claim their own 
genuine identity and values. Her hamartia is manifested in her 
stubborn independence and refusal to connect with other people. 
Her struggle is ultimately meaningful because Morrison creates in 
her a character who foreshadows minority women of the future. 
These are women who will emerge out of repressed or strict 
backgrounds and learn to combine the quest for self with respect 
for the community even as they integrate modern culture with 
their ethnic backgrounds to create well-developed personalities 
capable of both material and spiritual success - no matter how 
adverse the circumstances of their lives. 
Chapter three focuses on the briUiant cast of female 
protagonists in Song of Solomon - women who contribute 
significantly, but in varying measures, to Milkman's development 
firom a headstrong, chauvinistic, arrogant, materialistic young man 
to a mature person who finally comes to appreciate the richness of 
his Afiican background as well as the worth of his ancestors, and 
makes both an integral part of his identity and selfhood. Even as 
these women lead Milkman toward an understanding of his true 
self, the search for their own identity and purpose in life, the 
craving to understand who they are, and what they desire becomes, 
eventually, the deciding factor between life and death, self 
affirmation and self negation, ecstatic joy or desperate misery. It 
decides, ultimately, who finds meaning in Ufe and whose years on 
the earth are a waste - and why. The chapter provides a 
comparison and contrast of the characters of Pilate, Corinthians, 
Lena, Hagar and Ruth Foster Dead to show that the women who 
define themselves in terms of their ethnic heritage and larger 
community do not need to validate their existence by the presence of 
such externals as the compulsory love of a man, a craving for 
material wealth or the desire to be beautiful by majority standards. 
It suggests, ultimately, that the women who deride their blackness 
or try not to acknowledge it fail in life - like Hagar and Ruth. Those 
who view it with pride from the beginning or learn to respect it 
later, find in it their greatest strength and their happiest reason for 
living - or dying. 
Chapter four reads Tar Baby as a novel in which Morrison 
depicts the struggle within the soul of one woman - Jadine - to 
reconcile her black origins with her upbeat white lifestyle. It traces 
the course of Jadine's developing race and class consciousness 
through her interaction with other characters - both black and 
white, but more specifically through her short but extremely 
involved and passionate relationship with Son. It also shows that 
the places Jadine visits or Hvee in - the Caribbean Islands, Eloe, 
Paris, and New York City - also have a direct impact on the 
formation of her sensibiUty. The concept of choice is examined as 
significant because the options that the characters choose either 
lead ultimately to unpleasant tensions between various generations 
and classes, or help resolve them. Over and above these class wars 
and class crimes, however, Morrison's work depicts the dilemma of 
the contemporary African American woman as she stands today. 
Though Jadine starts out as a particularised individual, her 
character takes on a certain universahty once she begins the tug-of-
war between her Tjiological' and 'adopted' culture. Her choices, and 
the self-revelation that follows them, make her tragic in nature. Her 
hamartia is her inability to take advantage of the fact that she is 
both Afidcan and American, to make the best of both worlds, and to 
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bring about the right balance between these two modes of Hfe. The 
chapter makes clear that Tar Baby is not just a failed love story -
the unsuccessful saga of a promising romance gone wrong. It is, at 
bottom, the sad and unfortunate tale of two great cultures - African 
and American - so intricately bound together, yet unable to sustain 
a separate but integrated identity. 
Chapter five examines Morrison's fifth novel Beloved to 
highlight the painful and traumatic repercussions of slavery on 
various generations of women and men represented by Baby Suggs, 
Sethe, Denver and Paul D. Though it demonstrates that 
psychological imprisonment and self denial continue for both male 
and female victims of slavery even after they are physically fi-eed, 
the chapter lays greater emphasis on tracing the course of the 
development of Sethe's and Denver's consciousness of themselves as 
independent and fi:ee women worthy of self respect. For each 
woman, the journey firom utter firagmentation to gradual wholeness 
is both painful and enUghtening. It entails remembering and 
confronting past horrors which at first appear best forgotten. Sethe, 
for example, must grapple and come to terms with two categories of 
memories (pre-fi-eedom and post-fireedom) which belong to two 
different geographical locations, but are as intricately linked as the 
threads of finely woven lace. Denver, likewise, must overcome fear 
of the outside world, and brave the memories of the condemning 
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glances and contemptuous words that had greeted her during her 
first tentative efforts, as a child, to estabhsh contact with society. 
This chapter suggests that it is ultimately Sethe who emerges as a 
contemporary tragic heroine because her quest for physical and 
emotional fi-eedom, combined with her fierce determination to 
protect her family fi-om slavery, lends a certain nobility to her 
character. Her story becomes both private and universal because it 
is identifiable not only to former slave women but to all men and 
women who have lived through traumatic times and are victims of 
repressed memories. Sethe's hamartia is her inability to come to 
terms with her past - to relate to her daughters the terrible events 
of her enslaved life and the death of young Beloved. She, however, 
reaches a kind of equilibrium when she is finally able to speak the 
unspeakable upon the insistence of Paul D and Beloved. This 
equiUbrium initiates the process of the healing of her fractiired 
psyche. 
Chapter six examines Jazz in terms of Morrison's portrayal of 
the four stages of Violet's development fi:om a scared, deprived, 
uncertain teenager to a confident middle aged woman who finally 
decides to take full responsibility for and control of her hitherto 
shattered life. It views Violet's story as a story of the renewal of 
hope, and a reaffirmation of life through continuing faith in the self. 
Violet becomes a contemporary tragic heroine because she 
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represents the modern African American woman who fights hard to 
live a decent life, to make both ends meet, and to hold on to what 
she has. Though her concerns (for a happy home and loving 
husband) may seem limited and narrow to the casual reader, the 
author suggests that they are most significant because the entire 
image of the self depends on their acquisition. Sinc^ the black 
sisterhood plays such an important part in the novel, the chapter 
also examines Morrison's portrayal of Alice, Fehce and Dorcas - all 
of whom contribute in one way or another toward the development 
of Violet's consciousness. The author also shows, however, that each 
woman's own sensibility too develops out of the repercussions of 
living in a racist society. In terms of technique, the chapter 
demonstrates that the subtle metaphor of jazz music as a way of life 
for African Americans runs throughout the text in both form and 
content, and lends a deeper meaning to Morrison's work. 
The conclusion to the thesis sums up the key points discussed 
in various chapters, and provides a comparison and contrast of 
Morrison's main female characters by dividing them into categories 
based on their characteristics or backgrounds, their desires or flaws, 
the degree to which they have been educated, and the fate that 
awaits them at the end of each novel. It also draws attention to the 
fine thread of slavery runjiing across all the novels by 
demonstrating that each book shows a subtle continuation of 
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slavery which strikes at a person's capacity to love naturally, 
normally, appropriately. The conclusion acknowledges that while 
Morrison's work makes clear what the priorities of the modern 
African American woman should be, it also raises certain disturbing 
questions concerning all contemporary women belonging to minority 
cultures. It reiterates, finally, that the power and beauty of 
Morrison's prose have made her one of the most sought-after writers 
today - not only because of her capacity to envision and anticipate -
but also because in a world full of redundant ideas, her books make 
a statement for much-needed change at both local and global levels. 
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To be beautiful, to be petted, to bear children. Such has been women's 
theoretical destiny and if perchance they have been ugly, hurt, and 
barren, that has been forgotten with studied silence... the white world 
has lavished its politeness on its womankind, - its chivalry and bows, its 
uncoverings and courtesies....From black women of America, 
however, ...this gauze has been withheld and without semblance of 
apology they have been frankly trodden under the feet of men. 
- W. E. B. DuBois 
Quoted in No Crystal Stair 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduct ion 
The Colour of Virtue: 
Manifestations of Race-Consciousness in Morrison's Heroines 
In a world where colours are important, black, white, yellow, red 
and brown are not just bold strokes that constitute works of art or 
help determine fashions of the Season. They are, unfortunately, 
shades that define race and identity and have, for centuries, formed 
the ugly basis of hatred and violence, persecution and prejudice, 
supremacy and subjugation. An examination in a historical 
perspective will reveal that the politics of colour is almost as old as 
civilisation itself. Because man has never lived in an achromatic or 
even a monochromatic world, race relations have often been 
strained. White men, or those who considered themselves superior 
because of the light colour of their skins, generally tended to look 
upon their darker skinned brethren as savages or slaves. 
Compelled, it seems, by an irresistible desire to train or subdue 
them, the racially "superior" captured independent continents and 
countries, and turned them into colonies where the natives lived as 
third class citizens. 
In the United States of America, the situation was a little 
different. America, as a nation, concentrated on "training" and 
"civilising" some of its own people. Though the population was 
predominantly white, the landscape was liberally dotted with 
pockets of Native Americans, pejoratively known as Red Indians. 
The other colour on the American geographical front was black -
composed mostly of people of African descent who had been brought 
over as slaves, but after winning their freedom, had settled down in 
the land of their enslavement, and called it home. 
In the twenty-first century, the kaleidoscope has turned 
again to form patterns and colours quite different from those of 
previous centuries. The population of Native Americans has 
decreased considerably, and is now limited to scanty Reserves in 
certain parts of the country. African Americans have increased in 
number, and are now the "largest minority" living in various cities 
across America, whereas Hispanic (brown) and Asian/Oriental 
(yellow) populations are on the rise consistently. All these cultural 
groups contribute, as a whole, to national enrichment in various 
fields. Since the Arts and Humanities that flourish in a country 
reflect the very ethos of the land, America can easily be viewed as a 
typical melting pot where various cultures exist together and lend 
their own flavour to the life and literature of the country. 
The work of African American authors forms an integral part 
of the literature of the United States, and has endowed it with a 
distinctive richness and sense of multiculturalism. The writings of 
most black authors living in the United States fall in the category of 
African American literature, the earliest beginnings of which can be 
traced back to the slave literature of Phillis Wheatley (1753 - 1784) 
and Frederick Douglass (1818 - 1895), as well as the politically and 
socially relevant writings of Booker T. Washington (1856? - 1915), 
and W.E.B. Du Bois (1868 - 1963). African American writing began 
to take a more literary and aesthetic turn with the work of Zora 
Neale Hurston (1891? - 1960), whose primary concern was the 
portrayal of the black woman's quest for identity. Some of the other 
notable African American writers whose prose and poetry continue 
to receive critical acclaim are Langston Hughes (1902 - 1967), 
Richard Wright (1908 - 1960), Ralph Ellison (1914 - ), Alice Walker 
(1944 - ), Adrienne Rich (1929 - ) and Imamu Amiri Baraka [Leroi 
Jones] (1934 - ) - to mention only a few. Though all these writers 
have highlighted, in one way or another, the black experience in 
white America, Toni Morrison's work stands out because of its 
comprehensive and multidimensional approach to the African 
American experience. She invents universally identifiable 
characters, recreates their tragic past, highlights their traumatic 
present, and envisions a better future for them - in an extraordinary 
prose style that has a power, beauty and richness all its own. It 
was only fitting then that the 1993 Nobel Prize Citation lauded 
Morrison by describing her as a writer "who, in novels characterized 
by visionary force and poetic import, gives hfe to an essential aspect 
of American reality." 
Morrison was born Chloe Anthony Wofford on February 18, 
1931, in Lorain, Ohio. She graduated with a B. A. in English 
Literature from Howard University (Washington, D. C.) in 1953, 
and received her Masters Degree from Cornell University in 1955. 
In 1958 she married Harold Morrison - a Jamaican architect, and 
was divorced in 1964. Her first book. The Bluest Eve, was 
published in 1970 when she was almost forty years old. Since then, 
her literary journey and subsequent rise to fame have been steady 
but not sudden, effortless or without struggle. Sula was published 
in 1973, and Song of Solomon in 1977. The latter was her first book 
to receive honour and recognition when it became the main 
selection of the Book-of the-Month Club, and also won the National 
Book Critics Circle Award in the same year. In 1978, she was 
named Distinguished Writer by the American Academy of Art and 
Letters. Her fourth novel, Tar Baby, was published in 1981. In the 
same year Morrison was also elected to the American Academy and 
Institute of Arts and Letters, The Writer's Guild and the Author's 
League. In addition to this, she became the first African American 
woman (since Zora Neale Hurston in 1943) to be featured on the 
cover of Newsweek. In 1986, Morrison's play, Dreaming Emmet 
was performed in New York, and won the New York State 
Governor's Art Award. Beloved was published in 1987, and won 
several awards in 1988: the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, the Robert F. 
Kennedy Book Award, and the Melcher Book Award from the 
Unitarian Universalist Association. In 1989 Morrison won the 
Modern Language Association of America's Commonwealth Award 
in Literature, and in 1990 was awarded the Chianti Ruffino Antico 
Fattore International Award in Literature. Jazz and Plaving in the 
Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination were published in 
1992, and both appeared on the New York Times best seller's list. 
In 1993, she was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. (She has 
since written one other book. Paradise, but only the novels written 
before she won the Nobel Prize are examined in this thesis). 
In addition to being a writer, Morrison has also had a diverse 
career in publishing and teaching. She has taught as a faculty 
member at Howard University (Washington, D. C), University of 
New York (Purchase), Yale, Bard College, University of California 
(Berkley) and Princeton. As far as her experience in publishing is 
concerned, she began as a text book editor for L.W. Singer - a 
division of Random House, and went on to become Senior Editor for 
the same publishing house. While there, she had the opportunity to 
publish many African American authors who are household names 
now: Gayl Jones, Toni Cade Bambara, Henry Dumas, and even 
Muhammad Ali. 
Her own writing, however, both continues the African 
American tradition and marks a departure from it. She 
concentrates mainly on highlighting the predicament of the African 
American woman, and her themes are such that the novels have 
lent themselves to a variety of critical approaches. According to 
searches conducted on Dissertation Abstracts International, 
doctoral and graduate students have examined Morrison's work in 
various ways. Her novels have been read in light of Freudian and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis,' womanist theories, feminist theories,^ 
literary theories,^ and have even been compared with the works of 
great writers and poets of the past like William Faulkner^ and 
1 Susan Gwen Bergner, "Making a Primal Scene: Race, Psychoanalysis, and 
Representation (Frederick Douglass, William Faulkner, Zora Neale Hurston, Toni 
Morrison)," DAI 58 (1997): 454 (Princeton University). 
2 Marya Mae Ryan, "Gender and Community: Womanist and Feminist 
Perspectives in the Fiction of Toni Morrison, Amy Tan, Sandra Cisneros, and 
Louise Erdnch," DAI 56 (1996): 3585 (University of lUinois at Urbana-
Champaign). 
3 Ehzabeth Westhafer O'Brien, "Voicing the Loss, Restoring the Self: Female 
Journeys of Recreation in the Novels of Toni Morrison," DAI 55 (1995): 1957 
(Drew University). O'Brien employs the literaiy theories of M.M. Bakhtin and 
Heinz Kohut's theories of self-formation and restoration to show that one of 
Morrison's central concerns is the African American sense of self and self 
formation in the face of tremendous loss. 
^ Shirley F. Vines, "A Comparison of the Themes of Absalom. Absalom and Light 
in August, by Wilham Faulkner with Beloved and Jazz by Toni Morrison," MAI 34 
William Blake.^ Book length critical studies of Morrison's work have 
also provided readings of her novels in light of a variety of topics 
like folklore'' and Marxism,'' to name only a few. 
This thesis, however, does not attempt to read Morrison's 
novels in light of any pre-existing theories since enough work has 
already been done on that front. Basing on the Nobel Citation, 
rather, it seeks to show that her work not only reflects American 
social reality, but also helps shape it by highlighting the present 
multiracial nature of society, and thus encouraging it to think long 
and deeply about its future so that the attitudes of both black and 
white Americans toward one another and toward each other may 
change for the better. In her study of Toni Morrison's Sula. Estella 
Portillo's Rain of Scorpions. Maxine Hong Kingston's Woman 
Warrior, and E. M. Broner's Her Mothers. Elizabeth J. Ordonez 
writes, "the evolution of this new discourse - or the rebirth of its 
ancient roots - in the texts of ethnic women writers provides us, as 
readers, with the potential to reshape our future as we reread our 
(1996): 1380 (California State University, Dominguez Hills). 
5 Annie Dolores Sterner, "Reading Blake, Reading Morrison: A Blakean Reading 
of Tom Morrison (William Blake)," DAI 56 (1995) 195 (Miami University). 
6 Trudier Hams, Fiction and Folklore: The Novels of Tom Morrison (Knoxville: 
The University of Nashville Press, 1991) 
" Doreatha Drummond Mbalia, Tom Morrison's Develoning Class Consciousness 
(Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press 1991) 
past." She begins by quoting Borges, "[each] work modifies our 
conception of the past, as it will modify the future," and goes on to 
say that "each text explores a particular female and ethnic socio-
historical identity." She continues that "the text itself becomes both 
the means and embodiment of modifying and reshaping female 
history, myths, and ultimately personal and collective identity."* 
The texts mentioned by Ordonez have all been written by women of 
mixed ethnic origins - Afiican, Hispanic, Chinese and Jamaican. 
Their works reflect the multiplicity of their backgrounds, and 
provide for the reader new perspectives on old issues related to 
history, culture and society. These views are very different from 
those presented by white (WASP) writers. The authors mentioned 
by Ordonez offer a new reading of the past by approaching it 
through their own experiences or those of their forefathers, and 
challenging the assumptions of Western and European writers. The 
Euro-centric view is thus countered, and new dimensions of 
American history, society and culture continue to be revealed. One 
hopes that these will lead to the formation of a society where equal 
respect and acknowledgement is given to those who are different 
from the norm or majority - whether it is in terms of race, colour or 
* Elizabeth J. Ordonez, "Narrative Texts by Ethnic Women: Rereading the Past, 
Reshaping the Future," Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States 9.4 (1982): 
19. 
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gender. Since the main characters in these books are women, the 
works succeed in modifying and reshaping the way we look at 
feminine history and myths. By tracing the course of the formation 
of a heroine's sensibility and consciousness, the texts also 
demonstrate the potential for the development of a collective 
identity on the cultural front - not just in America bu t globally as 
well. Morrison's work is of major significance in this respect. Her 
novels explore the damaging effects of assumed Western-European 
(white) historical, cultural and societal values on black women of all 
age-groups and professions. They call for the creation of more 
universally acceptable definitions of beauty, popularity and success 
- so tha t women do not have to undergo the t rauma of watching 
their lives fall apar t just because their features or achievements do 
not conform to the s tandards set by white America. In an essay on 
the work of Gayl Jones and Toni Morrison, Keith E. Byerman 
writes that Morrison's 
rational telling of extreme events forces a radical 
reconsideration of commonly held assumptions 
about black life and black-white 
relationships...it defamiliarizes the reader by 
pointing to the violent effects of such ordinary 
phenomena as popular culture, bourgeois ideas 
about property, love, sexual initiation and sex 
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roles, family and the past....Her novels are quest 
tales in which key characters search for the 
hidden sign capable of giving them strength 
and/or identity.'^ 
Byerman's claim tha t Morrison's work "defamiliarizes" the reader is 
apt because she si tuates us right in the middle of familiar 
surroundings - small towns, cities, closed communities, holiday 
locations - and then proceeds to shatter our assumptions of right 
and wrong, success and failure, rights and duties. Though all her 
characters try to find meaning in their lives as individuals, she 
at t r ibutes success to those who put the community first, and who 
turn to African mythology and culture to give meaning to their 
lives. Where Pecola, Sula, Hagar and Jadine fail, therefore, Pilate 
succeeds because she honours the sanctity of her ethnic heritage 
and upholds the African world view. She demonstrates that a 
woman living in contemporary America - governed by and under the 
influence of white norms or laws - does have the option to forge or 
strengthen her own cultural identity, and live by the guidelines of 
her own race. The present study treats the novels as significant 
because they highlight the condition of the average Afi-ican 
" Keith E. Byerman, "Beyond Reahsm- The Fictions of Gayl Jones and Tom 
Morrison," Fingering the Jagged Grain: Tradition and Form in Recent Black 
Fiction (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1985) 185. 
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American woman from all walks of life (working woman, house-
wife, student, slave, model, cook, maid, prostitute), various age 
groups (school girls to grandmas) and in all relationships 
(grandmother, mother, sister, daughter, aunt, wife, friend, "other" 
woman). By creating characters symbolic of the kind of people 
found in mainstream America, Morrison demonstrates that the 
awareness of skin colour, of being black in a white world - its 
cultural significance and connotations - leads to the development of 
a certain race or colour consciousness in each heroine by virtue of 
her experiences and desires resulting from her interaction and 
confrontation with the dominant culture. This race consciousness 
can be both positive and negative. When it is positive, it manifests 
itself in a certain pride that women like Pilate feel in their inherent 
Africanism. It leads them to value their black selves, and to exist 
as confident, nurturing individuals helping others to find meaning 
in a hostile society permeated by the values of the dominant 
culture. When it is negative, however, it inspires in women Uke 
Hagar and Jadine a wish to obliterate their inherent blackness and 
run after elusive goals while searching for a meaningful 
relationship, true selfhood or genuine identity. Morrison cannot, 
however, be accused of writing only sociology in the garb of 
literature because her work is as aesthetic as it is utilitarian. The 
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disturbing story-lines at the core of her novels may say something 
about society, psychology, history or philosophy and religion but the 
richness and variety of her prose style is pure literature, poetry, 
music. In his review of Tar Babv for The New York Times Book 
Review, John Irving aptly comments that Morrison's "greatest 
accomplishment is that she has raised her novel above the social 
realism that too many black novels and women's novels are trapped 
in. She has succeeded in writing about race and women 
symbolically."'" Irving's observation is correct because Morrison's 
novels are not mere sociological chronicles presenting the atrocities 
of white society on black women and pleading for reform. They are, 
rather, masterpieces written specifically for black women in order to 
help them recognise the significance of African culture and 
mythology in their lives.'' The novels also present characters with 
whose experiences black people can readily identify. This focus on 
"blackness" does not, however, take away from the universality of 
the texts. The books have widespread appeal because all people 
'" John Irving, "Morrison's Black Fable," Toni Morrison: Critical Perspectives Past 
and Present, eds. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and K.A. Appiah (New York: Amistad, 
1993) 24. 
" Toni Morrison, "The Language Must Not Sweat': A Conversation with Toni 
Morrison," with Thomas LeClair, Conversations with Toni Morrison, ed. Danille 
Taylor-Guthne (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1994) 120-121. In this 
interview, Morrison says, "I write...village literature...Peasant literature for my 
people....my novels...should clarify the roles that have become obscured; they 
ought to identify those things in the past that are useful and those things that are 
not; and they ought to give nourishment." 
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living in societies where various cultures coexist can identify with 
them. They raise age-old questions in modern contexts: 
individuality versus the community, gender versus sex, 
relationships versus independence, good/right versus evil/wrong. 
Morrison captivates the reader's attention by depicting heroines 
caught in the rigmarole of everyday life. Each aspires to a goal, and 
finishes with a greater understanding of life and its complicated 
issues. Each heroine is aware of a revelation at the end, and 
changes because of her experience, attitude, or flaws. The second 
focus of this thesis, therefore, is on Morrison's redefinition of the 
word "tragic," and her creation of characters who can easily be 
viewed as contemporary tragic heroines. These heroines do not have 
much in common with their classical sisters, but they do 
demonstrate an occasional error of judgement or "hamartia." 
Morrison herself says in the interview with LeClair^^ that her 
characters undergo catharsis and experience revelation - a certain 
new knowledge or understanding that they lacked at the time of 
their conception. These heroines do not come from royal or 
privileged families or backgrounds, and are neither exceedingly 
beautiful (with one exception - Jadine) nor unimaginably rich. 
12 Toni Morrison, LeClair, '"The Language Must Not Sweat' 125. Morrison says, 
"I write what I suppose could be called the tragic mode in which there is some 
catharsis and revelation...my inclination is in the tragic direction. Maybe it's a 
consequence of my being a classics minor." 
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Their origins and experiences are such that they become 
identifiable not just to Americans or African Americans but to 
majority and minority cultures the world over. They articulate 
concerns that reflect the pre-occupations of the contemporary 
woman, and are often trapped in circumstances or dilemmas women 
all over the world find themselves in. The pain that each heroine 
experiences is varied and diverse from that of others, yet is 
excruciatingly private and immensely universal at the same time. 
This thesis attempts to show that each heroine's unmitigated 
awareness of being black in a white world both determines and 
shapes her perception of life, and renders her tragic. 
Because Morrison highlights, through the medium of her 
books, the black female experience in white, male centred America, 
African American girls and women living in a hostile Euro-
American culture form the basis of her novels. All her heroines, 
therefore, exhibit an intense and singular consciousness of their 
race, class and colour. This race consciousness leads to the 
formation of unique individual sensibilities that determine how a 
particular character will develop as a person, and what values she 
will eventually pass on to her family and community. Such an 
approach is crucial to any study of Morrison's work because she 
constantly stresses the importance of grandmother-mother-
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daughter-granddaughter relationships as well a s the role of 
ancestors in the development of both a unified, balanced personality 
and a strong community. In a deeply provocative and insightful 
essay Barbara Christian comments tha t 
the development of Afro-American women's 
fiction is, in many instances, a mirror image of 
the intensity of the relationship between sexism 
and racism in this country. And while many of 
us may grasp this fact in terms of economics or 
social status, we often forget the toll it takes in 
terms of self-expression and therefore self-
empowerment. To be able to use the range of 
one's voice, to attempt to express the totahty of 
self, is a recurring struggle in the tradition of 
these writers from the nineteenth century to the 
present.'^ 
Christian points out tha t the depiction of the rela t ionship between 
sexism and racism, which often characterises the work of African 
American women, must not be viewed merely as social realism. I t 
must, rather, be seen as an attempt toward self-expression and, 
through it, self-empowerment. Nowhere is this more clearly 
" Barbara Christian, 'Trajectories of Self-Definition: Placing Contemporary Afro-
American Women's Fiction," Conjuring: Black Women. Fiction and Literary 
Tradition, eds. Marjorie Pryse and Hortense J. Spillers (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1985) 234. 
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demonstrated than in the novels of Morrison where each heroine 
tries to fulfil a desire which, she believes will, at once, give 
expression to her true self, and empower her at the same time. 
Pecola, therefore, searches for a pair of the bluest eyes in the world 
- which, she believes, will make her the envy of all others. Sula 
quests for an independent self that will make her feel 
unconstrained and strong. Hagar thirsts for Milkman's love 
thinking that it will give her a true sense of fulfilment. Jadine looks 
for an exclusive identity so that she can be self-sufficient without 
the need to turn to her community or African culture. 
Each chapter of this thesis presents a study of the race-
conscious tragic heroines of a particular novel, examines their 
desires and character flaws, traces the ups and downs of their life, 
seeks to show how and why they become tragic during the course of 
events, highlights the similarities and differences between them, 
and attempts to rationalise their actions or behaviour in light of the 
specific context of their situations. It also seeks to demonstrate that 
each heroine responds and reacts differently to being a 
disadvantaged minority in a privileged majority society. 
In The Bluest Eve, for example, Pecola is consumed by self-
hatred for her black self - especially her black eyes. Tortured day 
and night by the thought that she does not have blue eyes, she 
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ultimately goes mad in her search for these traditionally coveted 
tickets to beauty, acceptance and love. Claudia's consciousness of 
her race, on the other hand, leads to a detestation of all that is 
white - whether it is a doll or one of her own school fellows. Both 
girls demonstrate an awareness of colour and class, but only Pecola 
becomes tragic because she articulates one of the central concerns of 
all minorities - how long can a sub-culture continue to be 
mercilessly dominated, judged and harassed by the majority 
culture? As the book traces the development of her sensibility 
through the damage done to her psyche, her hamartia or error of 
judgement emerges as her desire for blue eyes (an unattainable 
goal) which leads ultimately to the loss of her sanity, and reduces 
her to the state of a vegetable - living but not really alive. Claudia, 
on the other hand, moves toward the realisation that finally comes 
to her at the end of the book - a certain awareness about society as 
it is at present, and the emotional harm it can do to an individual. 
In Sula, Sula Peace grows up in the closed, black community 
of the Bottom but leaves it in search of a college education - only to 
return an unpopular rebel ten years later. She realises that the 
status of pariah has been conferred on her because she has not 
behaved like a typical black woman of the time. Nel Wright, on the 
other hand, is the picture of conformity. She knows what the 
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traditional roles of a black woman are - and performs them 
automatically. She thinks, feels and suffers like an African 
American - and never deviates from that path even in the midst of 
the hardest of times. Both Sula and Nel are confronted with 
experiences that are very different, and both approach life with 
attitudes distinct from those of each other. Sula voices the concerns 
of all women in general and the black woman in particular: should a 
woman live in conformity with her community and culture - blindly 
following its rules, regulations and restrictions - even at great 
personal risk and the cost of her own happiness? Though critics 
tend to see Sula as a failure because she returns to the Bottom even 
though she had initially shunned its limiting confines to become 
truly independent, Morrison sees her as a triumphant character 
who only fails because she cannot become part of the larger, 
sustaining community that provides courage and conviction to its 
members,''' (Morrison also depicts, at the same time, the hypocrisy 
inherent in the entire Bottom community). Sula's error of 
judgement emerges in her fierce desire to be independent and alone 
("I want to make myself) - to do her own thing with total disregard 
''' Toni Morrison, "An Interview with Toni Morrison," with NeUie McKay, Gates 
and Appiah 407. In this interview Morrison says, "Sula's return to Medallion can 
be seen as a defeat for her in the eyes of some critics, because they assume that 
the individual, alone and isolated, making his or her way, is a triumphant thing. 
With black people, her return may be seen as a triumph and not a defeat, because 
she comes back to where she was at the beginning." 
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for another's feelings - and to feel superior to and contemptuous of 
society by being separated from it. This persistent stubbornness 
ultimately leads to total ostracism by the Bottom community, 
leaving her alone, unwanted, and uncared-for even in the midst of 
sickness and death. 
Of all the female characters in Song of Solomon. Pilate alone 
takes pride in the rich heritage of her ethnic tradition and wishes to 
pass it on to others in her extended family - especially Milkman. 
Contrasted with her is her grand-daughter - Hagar - insipid and 
insecure, who blames her miseries on others, and hates herself 
because Milkman does not find her attractive. First Corinthians 
feels like a misfit because she is richer and better educated than 
other black women, but looks for concrete ways in which to assert 
her individuality. Her sister Lena, however, accepts her sordid fate, 
and makes no attempt to get out of the rut she is in. Though these 
female characters are brilliantly drawn and worthy of critical 
attention, it is Milkman, the central character of Song of Solomon, 
who emerges as the tragic hero. His dilemma is universal: how far 
should an individual go in quest of his identity and roots? This 
question is especially significant for African Americans and other 
minorities who may have descended from ancestors who lived 
unrecorded lives in,long forgotten places, and whose names could 
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not be written down. Though Milkman's aim is noble, his hamartia 
is the single-mindedness of his vision combined with a certain 
immaturity and greed that temporarily takes away from the 
significance of his mission. Toward the end of the novel, however, 
he attains a certain grandeur because he is successful in his search, 
gains a new maturity because of it, and leaps into the air with the 
confidence of a man who is sure that he can fly - even if it is a flight 
unto death. 
Jadine, the heroine of Tar Baby, is a graduate of the 
Sorbonne, and a successful model. She utilises her colouring and 
hair to full effect. Dubbed the "Copper Venus" by fashion 
magazines, her race-consciousness manifests itself only in the 
presence of other black women with whom she cannot identify. She 
feels alienated and alone in the midst of the very society she 
rightfully belongs to - if not by association - at least by birth and 
upbringing. Jadine becomes a contemporary tragic heroine during 
the development of her race and class consciousness because she 
articulates a central concern felt by most members of a new 
multicultural generation: is it wrong to aspire for a goal that would 
essentially alienate one from ones origins and roots? Her error of 
judgement mutates into the inability to make up her mind about 
what she really wants - total submersion into white culture, or a 
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gradual acculturation back into the black sub-culture through 
association with Son. Even though she is materially successful, 
therefore, she fails to find the emotional satisfaction she desires 
because she is unable to bring about a balance between her two 
lifestyles. 
The story of Beloved revolves around a mother - Sethe, and 
her daughters - Denver and Beloved (the grown-up ghost of the 
baby girl Sethe had killed to protect from slavery). The presence of 
Baby Suggs (Sethe's mother-in-law) is also crucial to the narrative 
because it helps to demonstrate how three generations of African 
American women dealt with slavery and its bloody after-effects. 
Both Baby Suggs and Sethe realise that their initiation into slavery 
was a direct consequence of their being black. Denver and Beloved, 
who do not know what slave life was like, urge their mother to tell 
them the stories of her life on the Plantation. It is mainly through 
Beloved's haunting presence and persistence that Sethe is finally 
able to rethink her past, dwell on her African connections, and pass 
on the important values of her race to Denver. Sethe's quest for 
physical and emotional freedom and her willingness to go to any 
extent to obtain it, and protect her family from slavery, lends a 
certain nobility to her character, and renders her tragic. Her 
hamartia is her inability to come to terms with her past, to relate to 
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her daughters the terrible events of her enslaved life and the death 
of young Beloved ("it was not a story to pass on"). Even though she 
had become physically free of the chains of slavery, her emotional 
enslavement continued and acted as a deterrent to her finding the 
happiness she desired. Ironically, it is only after she succeeds in 
passing on the story that Beloved's ghost is finally laid to rest, and 
Sethe, Denver and Paul D begin life on a new note after exorcising 
the ghosts of the past. 
Violet Trace, the heroine of Jazz, is conscious not only of her 
colour but also her age. Her husband Joe had fallen in love with 
Dorcas - a light skinned, high school girl, and then murdered her 
because she went to a dance with someone else. Violet goes to the 
funeral and tries to disfigure the face of the dead girl lying in the 
coffin. Her attempt is thwarted, but she comes to be known as 
"Violent" after the incident. Her character takes on tragic 
proportions because even though the longing for marital bliss may 
seem like a narrow concern, it is a valid desire with which women 
and men the world over can identify. Violet's tragic flaw is her 
inferiority complex and a feeling of inadequacy that leads to an 
insecurity about her own self. This chapter seeks to show how black 
women survive on very little hope and how much they struggle to 
overcome their inadequacies and limitations - both as individuals 
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and as a community. 
It is significant that in all these novels, Morrison never 
depicts white society or white characters as actively condemning, 
criticising, or harming the black woman in any way. With the 
exception of Tar Baby, in fact, none of her novels have any 
significant white characters. She demonstrates, very subtly, that 
the black community itself blindly internalises, absorbs and 
adheres to all the ideals presented by white society, and judges its 
members according to them. This can best be termed as secondarj-
racism - prejudice which emanates not from the primary source 
(white society) but from a secondary source (the black community). 
One sees, therefore, that black matrons, gentlemen and children 
alike condemn Pecola and Hagar because they are ugly by white 
standards, and both detest themselves because their looks do not 
conform to white concepts of beauty. Hagar and Jadine pursue 
goals and seek to define themselves according to white analogues. 
Sethe tries to find an identity as a freed black within a black 
community that views her as an outcast. Violet Trace attempts to 
have a trouble-free, happy home and family life - in spite of the fact 
that most people in her community view her as a mad woman. 
Morrison's characters are contemporary race conscious tragic 
heroines because their psyches and sensibilities develop through 
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their confrontation with the ruHng values of the modern world. 
Whatever they want at a personal level signifies something larger 
than life at the universal level. Their desires - whether for blue 
eyes, a self, an identity, happiness, freedom, or marital bliss - are 
ultimately symbolic of a larger need felt by people the world over. 
Their concerns become the concerns of humanity, and their lives 
have meaning because they are lived in pursuit of noble goals which 
might seem selfish at first but ultimately come to represent the 
struggles of the past that sometimes threaten to continue into the 
future as well. 
The conclusion of the thesis sums up the points discussed in 
previous chapters, presents an overview of the reasons why race 
consciousness is such an important part of the psyche of Morrison's 
characters, and provides a final comment on the larger significance 
of the bitter portrait of America painted by Morrison in her novels. 
The study of the race consciousness of Morrison's characters is 
significant also because these heroines represent, as it were, all 
minorities on the cultural landscape of America. The Indian, 
Chinese, Spanish, Latin American and countless other experiences 
find an echo in the travails and trauma, happiness and heartbreak 
of people like Pecola, Sula, Pilate, Hagar, Jadine, Sethe and Violet. 
In her article "Race, Sex and Self: Aspects of the Bildung in Select 
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Novels by Black American Women Writers," Sondra O'Neal wri tes 
t ha t the aim of Black American women writers 
has been to make the fiction more compatible 
with actual black female experience in this 
country. While their novels are concerned with 
race, the works are more than just chronicles of 
oppression and rejection. In seeking self-
discovery, heroines must struggle with issues of 
not only race, skin color, and sex, but of 
procreation. Black feminine images inherited 
from mothers, and often despicable expectations 
for Black women preordained by society.'^ 
O'Neal contends that African American women wri t ing today are 
making efforts to create characters more identifiable to black 
American women. The issues these works deal with are those t h a t 
confront heroines and citizens alike: is there a proper way of 
behaving or acting if one belongs to a certain race, h a s a certain 
skin colour, or is female? What happens when a woman acts 
differently from the way t h a t she is expected to? Does a woman 
belonging to a minority culture err when she aspires to define 
herself according to majority s tandards and goes in pu r su i t of goals 
15 Sondra O'Neal, "Race, Sex and Self: Aspects of the Bildung in Select Novels by 
Black American Women Novelists," Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States 
Winter II 9.6 (1982): 26. 
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disapproved of by her own community? In Morrison's work, the 
answers are never clear-cut or straight. The endings are always 
ambiguous and inspire debate. The portrayal of her female 
characters and their victimisation is enough to make one wonder if 
the notion of America as a nation conceived in liberty and dedicated 
to the proposition that all men are created equal will ever hold true 
for African Americans and other minorities living there. The 
achievements of Morrison and, ultimately, those of her heroines, all 
of whom are black, and women, in a male dominated white world, 
suggest that this proposition may not be so ridiculous after all - that 
these women have just as much right to Life, Liberty and the 
Pursuit of Happiness as any other person living on American soil. 
As focus shifts, in the contemporary world, from "white" 
writers to "coloured" ones, new research too must look toward 
alternative topics that better reflect these changing trends. 
European and Western white literature has already experienced 
some of its finest moments, and reached unprecedented zeniths of 
popularity. It is now crumbling, and out of its ashes a new 
literature is rising - a literature that owes as much to the Third 
World as it does to the ethnic populations or sub-cultures of North 
America and Europe. The research undertaken during the writing 
of this thesis will be a recognition of the fact that African American 
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writers are not just shadows falling across white America. They 
are, in fact, dynamic, vital beings with the power to change present 
prejudice and mould a bias-free future for the generation to come. 
Review of Critical Literature 
For an author who has written only seven novels and published just 
one collection of essays so far, Toni Morrison's work has generated a 
tremendous amount of criticism. Writers, scholars, critics and 
journalists all over the world - from North America to Asia, From 
Africa to Europe - have contributed essays, reviews, articles and 
theses about this Nobel Prize winning author and her books. 
With a few simple strokes of her pen, Morrison seems to have 
revolutionised the whole concept, tradition and sLyle of African 
American writing. Because she was hailed as being unique, 
original and versatile, the canon of Morrison criticism includes 
material that is as varied and diverse as the novels themselves. In 
the literature reviewed here, an attempt has, therefore, been made 
to include a wide variety of available criticism. This will ensure 
that different aspects of Morrison's work - ranging from the female 
protagonists in her novels to the folk tradition inherent in her 
writing - are all aptly summed up and discussed. The articles, 
essays and books are arranged novel-wise, and in chronological 
order by publication date to enable the reader to understand the 
whole body of Morrison criticism as it has evolved, developed and 
changed throughout the years. 
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The Bluest Eve 
Writing as early as 1977, Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi, in 
his article "Order and Disorder in The Bluest Eye [Critique: Studies 
in Modern Fiction 19 (1977): 112-120] looks upon Morrison's first 
book as a novel structured in triadic patterns depicting the tragic 
condition of blacks in racist white America. Their condition is 
tragic because all the white American ideals are unattainable for 
the black man - symbolised by the idealism of the primer contrasted 
with the brutal reality of Pecola's life. Blacks suffer severe 
psychological repercussions because of white oppression which 
forces dominant standards of beauty on them. He blames both 
blacks and whites for Pecola's obsessive desire for blue eyes because 
right from her childhood she has been made to play with toys and 
admire movie stars that uphold the values of the white world. 
Ogunyemi also suggests that the bluest eye can be a pun on "the 
bluest I" - which he sees as the "gloomy ego," "the black man feeling 
very blue from the psychological bombardment he is exposed to 
from early life to late." By extension, therefore, the novel becomes, 
for Ogunyemi, "a blues enunciating the pain of the black man in 
America and an attempt to grapple with the pain which is 
sometimes existential." He labels the Soaphead episode as an 
indictment against the black man who "fails to be his brother's 
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keeper." He sees Geraldine's cat, Soaphead's dog, and Pecola as the 
scapegoats meant to "cleanse" American society by undergoing 
"violent rituals." These sacrifices are, however, meaningless 
because they fail to cleanse society: the death of the cat does 
nothing to improve the relationship between Geraldine and her son; 
the death of the dog does not give Pecola her blue eyes, and Pecola's 
physical sacrifice at the hands of her father does not exorcise the 
humiliation of his first sexual encounter. Ogunyemi finds only one 
weakness in The Bluest Eve - the fact that Morrison lets Calvin 
Hernton's book. Sex and Racism in America, rule her work witbont 
distancing herself from it - so that the novel becomes a mere 
fictionalisation of the sociological factors that govern Hernton's 
treatise. 
Unlike Ogunyemi who sees The Bluest Eve as a blues song, 
Phyllis R. Klotman views it as a Bildungsroman in her article 
"Dick-and-Jane and the Shirley Temple Sensibility in The Bluest 
Eve" [Black American Literature Forum 13 (1979): 123-25]. 
According to her, the book is about growing up young, black and 
female in a society conditioned by white values. She contends that 
the dominant theme of the novel is education by the school and 
society - symbolised respectively by the Dick-and-Jane Reader and 
Shirley Temple. The school primer paints a tempting and inviting 
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picture of the white world, and the child star represents the 
ultimate in beauty and attractiveness. Klotman attributes Pecola's 
destruction to this lopsided view of life because, like other black 
children, she can neither identify with that kind of a family set-up, 
nor with the fair-complexioned, golden-haired good looks of Shirley 
Temple. The author suggests that Pecola dies a "psychic death" 
because her surroundings, her school, and her family succeed only 
in teaching her that she is "black, poor, and ugly" - and does not 
have any of the attributes that society values. Klotman reasons 
that because goodness, truth and beauty are all epitomised in the 
figure of Shirley Temple, black children feel that in order to be 
accepted by society they too should emulate that style. Pecola's 
existence is therefore twice denied - by the primer which depicts 
only white family life, and by herself because she wants to negate 
her own being in favour of a Shirley Temple look-alike. Klotman 
notes the absence of a much needed reader series depicting black 
lifestyles - school books that would present a positive picture of the 
black world to black children, and make them understand its true 
worth and value. The only one that she came across was 
disappointing because it imitated white values. She concludes that 
if African Americans are to grow up balanced and sane, society 
must establish more neutral norms of goodness and beautj' - or at 
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least ones that the black population can better identify with. 
Differing only slightly from Klotman's point of view, Ruth 
Rosenberg, in the article "Seeds in Hard Ground: Black Girlhood in 
The Bluest Eve [Black American Literature Forum 21 (1987): 435-
445] reads The Bluest Eye as an initiation story quite unlike any 
other - firstly - because it lays emphasis on a girl's coming of age in 
a culture which has traditionally only appreciated tales of the 
young boy's road to manhood, and secondly, because the heroine is 
extremely dark-skinned as opposed to her other literary 
counterparts who are either light complexioned or almost white. 
She contends that Morrison presents a thematic redefinition of 
beauty in this book by caricaturing Maureen Peal, and by creating 
Claudia - the girl who insists upon creating her own identity as a 
black woman in spite of the images of whiteness constantly thrust 
upon her by society. Pecola, however, becomes a victim of self-
hatred because she learns to devalue herself by holding up for 
comparison such existing models of beauty as Shirley Temple, Mary 
Jane and Maureen Peal. Rosenberg asserts that through its 
rendering of Pecola's tragic tale, the novel explores the "hard 
ground," i.e. the "world that permits the foreclosure of childhood, 
(and) imposes a premature adulthood." She quotes sociologist Joyce 
A. Ladner who theorises that adolescent black girls grow 
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emotionally mature faster than their white counterparts because 
they experience extreme violence, either personally or vicariously, 
at a very young age, and thus develop survival skills which enable 
them to deal better with the world around them. Rosenberg's 
thesis, however, is not very convincing because Pecola, who suffers 
the most, learns no survival skills, and goes mad instead of 
maturing faster into an adult. Though "Seeds in Hard Ground" 
touches upon many of the issues informing The Bluest Eve. 
Rosenberg fails to develop and support her ideas fully - with the 
result that the article appears incomplete and seems to end 
abruptly. 
Like the above-mentioned critics, Jane Kuenz too highlights 
the effects of the hegemony of the dominant majority culture on the 
minor sub-culture, but her article "The Bluest Eve: Notes on 
History, Community, and Black Female Subjectivity" [African 
American Review 3 (1993): 421-431] examines the book more from a 
historical and cultural point of view rather than a sociological or 
psychological one. Kuenz asserts that the book aptly demonstrates 
how black female bodies and African American experiences have 
traditionally been encroached and colonised by a "seemingly 
hegemonic white culture." This inva.sion has lead to the erasure of 
"specific local bodies, histories, and cultural productions" -
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especially where sexuality "intersects" with commodity culture. 
Examining Pecola's case, Kuenz suggests that a person not 
represented in the mass culture either tries to abandon her true self 
or see that self in the body of another. She cites as example, the 
white baby dolls, the Shirley Temple cups, the Mary Jane candies 
and Maureen Peal's clothes - in which Pecola tries to imagine 
herself. She holds the film industry primarily responsible for 
projecting these fixed iconographic images of femininity and beauty 
that do not allow more identifiable alternative images to emerge 
and flourish. Both Pecola and Pauline suffer as a result of this 
because they do not find in themselves and their families the beauty 
that they so desperately seek. For Pauline it leads also to a 
foreclosure of sexual pleasure because she does not possess the 
"strength, beauty and youth" as defined by the films that govern her 
life. Pecola, too, experiences sexual pleasure only when she eats the 
Mary Jane candies, and imagines herself as the white and cute 
Mary Jane. Kuenz suggests that these erasures of Pecola's body 
and sexuality ultimately result in her madness and isolation. 
Sula 
Barbara Lounsberry and Grace Ann Hovet begin the article 
"Principles of Perception in Toni Morrison's Sula" [Black American 
Literature Forum 13 (1979): 126-129] by highlighting the major 
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dilemma confronting American blacks as explored by Morrison in 
Sula: "How can Afro-Americans today preserve some vestige of vital 
cultural identity from the past and, at the same time, 
move...toward the multiple perspectives and opportunities of 
cultural pluralism?" They suggest that Morrison offers, through the 
character of Sula, new perspectives on feminine reality - holding 
them up for comparison with the traditional "ordering principles" of 
the people of the Bottom. Sula represents a rejection of traditional 
notions of feminine respectability like family, marriage, children, 
grandparental care, sexual mores, and the concept of a steady job. 
She refuses to see women as only wives and mothers. Referring to 
male characterisation in Sula. Lounsberry and Hovet contend that 
Morrison presents men as "diminished" to enable us to reconsider 
the traditional view that all men are "heroic and powerful," as well 
as to suggest that American society does not provide the black man 
enough space to grow and develop. This "homogeneity of the 
stunting male experience" is represented by the deweys. The 
authors laud Morrison for identifying the limitations of both old and 
new perspectives, and recognising that perspectives alone cannot 
guarantee cultural pluralism - new visions must have a meaningful 
outlet - like artistic expression. Lounsberry and Hovet do, however, 
criticise Morrison because she does not offer any solutions toward 
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the resolution of the conflict between the new and the old. 
As opposed to Lounsberry and Hovet, Chikwenye Okonjo 
Ogunyemi takes a somewhat different perspective. In the article 
"Sula: A Nigger Joke" [Black American Literature Forum 13 
(1979): 130-133] he sees as Morrison's primary aim a wish to 
"uplift" the reader who too is a victim of the unfulfilled dream. 
Borrowing Morrison's phrase, he reads the novel as a "Nigger joke" 
because the supposed villainess, Sula, turns out to be a heroine 
whose behaviour not only has a positive effect on the community 
but also gives Nel a deeper understanding of her own self, whereas 
Nel, the assumed heroine, emerges a villainess - the original "witch" 
and "devil." He interprets her name to mean "knell"- drawing people 
closer to "sadness, doom, or hell." He observes that Sula calmly 
watches her mother burn to death because she has been taught to 
do so by Nel after the Chicken Little episode. What Ogunyemi 
overlooks, however, is the fact that Sula's actions benefit the 
community only by chance, and not because of any deliberate 
attempt on her part, whereas Nel actually tries to be of some use to 
others. Thematically, he sees the novel as highlighting the position 
of the black woman - which he claims has remained unchanged 
through generations: she is deserted by black men. and generally 
left to fend for herself. Ogunyemi finds that Sula looks inward on 
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the "imitative" and "artificial" nature of black life rather than 
focusing on white racism. He is of the opinion that Morrison 
demonstrates, through the characters of Nel and Sula, the elements 
that separate blacks from the white world, and exposes, in the 
characterisation of the Wrights, the hypocrisy of the black middle 
class. 
Though Karen F. Stein looks upon Sula as a novel written in 
the epic tradition rather than a mere "joke," she agrees with 
Ogunyemi that Morrison highlights the lives of those whose dreams 
have been deferred. In the article "Toni Morrison's Sula: A Black 
Woman's Epic" [Black American Literature Forum 18 (1984): 146-
150] she writes that Morrison's books, set against a background of 
mythic narrative structure, catalogue the frustration of the hopes 
and plans of black characters by whites and by fate. She finds that 
Sula. especially, is firmly rooted in the epic tradition but the ironic 
reversals of epic expectations inherent in it also allow it to create a 
new definition of heroism to encompass the lives of black women. 
Comparing Morrison's contemporary novel with the traditional epic 
style. Stein observes that whereas the epic hero embarks on a 
perilous journey, and returns to restore order to a fallen world, 
Sula's quest is an inward quest through which she gains only a sad 
knowledge of her own alienation and loss. She interprets Sula's 
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final speech as symbolising the distance between the ideal of epic 
regeneration and the impossibility of redemption in the fallen world 
of modern America. Stein sees only Nel as enacting the epic promise 
of renewal - but contends that she does not attain the epic 
realisation of the mythic hero. Comparing other aspects of the epic 
with Sula. she interprets the black community's struggle for 
survival against whites as the epic struggle between life and death. 
She also looks upon Nel's and Sula's choices as representing the 
range of options available to black women in modern America as 
well as the difficulties of survival in a hostile world. 
Vashti Crutcher Lewis brings a fresh perspective to her 
reading of Sula in the essay "African Tradition in Toni Morrison's 
Sula" [Phvlon 48 (1987): 91-97]. She finds in the novel a reflection 
of "...the African point of view - an African aesthetic" - a fact made 
especially clear by the highly significant names used by Morrison in 
the novel. Shadrack and Sula represent a traditional West African 
water priest and water priestess respectively. The birthmark on 
Sula's eye also signifies African tradition since West African water 
priestesses often had hierarchical body markings of water creatures 
on their person. She contends further that unlike the West, where 
neither Sula nor Shadrack find acceptance, they would be welcomed 
in their original homeland - Africa, because nobody would view 
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them as pariahs or mysteries. Another theme in Sula that 
represents African tradition is the drowning of Chicken Little -
which symbohses a sacrifice to the river god - a practice quite 
common in Africa. Nel's sense that Sula is somewhere near the 
river during Eva's funeral also indicates African tradition which 
believes that spirits linger in desolate places like fields, forests, 
ravines and grave-yards. Sula's and Shadrack's power, reversed in 
traditional West African culture, is apparent in the confusion, pain 
and even death that comes to people who have criticised or harassed 
the two. Lewis claims toward the end that the violent deaths of 
several of the Bottom inhabitants on National Suicide Day are 
symbolic of the killing of memories of deferred dreams in racist 
America. She cites relevant research to conclude that the cosmology 
and world view of African Americans is distinctly African though 
the community is not always conscious of it. She appreciates 
Morrison for recognising African tradition in African American 
culture, and thus attempting to explain what makes Black folk act 
the way they do. 
Song of Solomon 
Since Song of Solomon has at its centre a male hero, none of 
the articles surveyed were found to deal directly with the female 
characters in the novel. Most examine and analyse, quite 
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understandably, the meaning of the quest undertaken by Milkman 
who embarks on a journey of a lifetime in search of his past and, by 
extension, his true self and identity. A few articles have, however, 
been reviewed here to give the reader a general idea of the existing 
criticism on Morrison's third book. The sections dealing specifically 
with the female characters have been examined in greater detail. 
Robert James Butler, in the article "Open Movement and 
Selfhood in Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon" [Centennial Review 
28-29 (1984-85): 58-75] contends that Morrison's fiction reflects the 
long, rich tradition of the journey motif common to both American 
and African American fiction. He contrasts this with European and 
English literature in which the protagonist achieves a state of 
"completed being" - as opposed to the open-endedness of American 
and African American fiction where she/he moves only toward a 
state of "endless becoming" eventually culminating in "unlimited 
personal development." Butler establishes that Morrison's fiction 
embodies the "search for human liberation through open movement" 
which, symbolised by "soaring" and "flying," has the potential to 
both destroy and liberate. He sees Song of Solomon as a novel that 
juxtaposes the "possibilities of space" with the "securities of place." 
According to him, the journey motif plays a significant role in the 
novel because most of the scenes portraying character growth deal 
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with various kinds of open motion leading to "expanded 
possibilities" and "deepened awareness." Though the article 
examines in great detail the meaning and implications of Milkman's 
journey, the author, nevertheless, devotes some space to the 
importance of the journey motif for the female characters of the 
novel as well. Pilate's journeys are, of course, the most crucial. Like 
Milkman's journey South, hers is also "open" because she does not 
seek out any particular place or destination deliberately. Her free 
movements "enliven" her humanity and bless her with a liminal 
status so that she both remains in touch with society, and away 
from its "contaminations." She is thus able to transcend the 
"stagnant thinking" which ails the minds of other characters. Even 
though she lives slightly outside of society, her actions benefit 
humanity - so that her name, Pilate, instead of epitomising her 
death-giving namesake of the Bible, comes more to symbolise a pilot 
who steers people to health and happiness. In spite of the fact that 
he had earlier mentioned Corinthians's local journey, Butler 
contends that Ruth, Lena and Corinthians all remain "landlocked" -
mostly because of the physical restrictions placed upon them by 
Macon Dead. Ruth, especially, is seen by him as a peacock woman 
completely weighed down by her fine plumage and unable to fly at 
all. Only in Pilate does he see a merging of the best that the world 
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has to offer - "the stabilities of place and the fluid possibilities of 
space." 
The traditional approach of Butler's article is countered by 
the radical nature of James W. Coleman's article "Beyond the Reach 
of Love and Caring: Black Life in Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon" 
[Obsidian II 1.3 (1986): 151-161]. Coleman suggests that the 
various ways (creative, imaginative, practical) in which black 
people respond to severe oppression lead inevitably to extremely 
destructive behaviour that forms a kind of "unbreakable cycle in the 
black community." He thus disagrees with critics who view the end 
of the novel as a positive thing portraying hope for uplifting the 
black community. He allows that Milkman's quest is in the 
tradition of other mythic quests, but contends that it places him on 
such an unreachable plane that the black community cannot 
identify with, understand, or utilise his experience. Even when he 
returns to Pilate, dizzy with the success of his journey, he fails to 
influence the black community positively because Hagar, the 
member of that community who needed him most, and was most 
devastated by his attitude, is dead. His quest also fails to inspire 
his father Macon whose survival skills lead to the dissolution of his 
personality and endow it with a callous attitude which is very 
harmful to the black community of which he is a member. Though 
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he lives an affluent life - inaccessible to other blacks - he does so at 
the cost of his own community's prosperity and well-being. Coleman 
finds that Black women in the novel are even more vulnerable to 
destruction. Their entire life is characterised by a "passive 
endurance" required to live with a husband or father like Macon, 
and a society whose most coveted avenues are closed to them. 
Ruth's forced acceptance of her fate leads to such abnormal 
behaviour as necrophilia - demonstrated by her nightly trips to her 
father's grave, and her continued breast-feeding of Milkman beyond 
the normal age. Like other critics, Coleman sees only Pilate as 
someone who manages to survive whole and sane. Agreeing partly 
with Butler, he too observes that she lives on the periphery of 
society, but whereas the former sees her actions as beneficial to the 
community, Coleman argues that she cannot influence it enough to 
help it to survive or prevent self destruction. In that sense, 
therefore, she is not much different from Milkman whose journey 
and flight, in the end, liberate only him as an individual and do 
nothing at all for the black community. 
Taking a stand quite different from that of Coleman's, Harry 
Reed's article "Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon and Black Cultural 
Nationalism" (The Centennial Review 32 (1988): 50-64] presents the 
theory that all of Morrison's novels have a definitive cultural 
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nationalist thrust which most of her critics have continually 
overlooked. He is of the opinion that by examining the lives of 
black female characters, black women writers provide a very 
satisfying yet disturbing interpretation of black culture. Following 
in this tradition is Morrison's Song of Solomon - a novel that pleads 
for the regeneration of the black community from within so that it 
both affirms and criticises Black Cultural Nationalism. He sees in 
the work a "reverence" for black women and their entire network. 
Morrison's triumph lies in the fact that she never idealises or 
romanticises the harsh circumstances of her characters, yet depicts 
their moments of triumph as and when they occur. Reed views 
Pilate, Ruth and Circe as nationalist archetypes. Pilate's intimacy 
with nature, her magic and wisdom demonstrate her inherent 
though unconscious Africanism. Circe's affinity to her past and her 
ability to use it in the modern present represents the ability of 
black women to survive the horrors of slavery. Unlike these two 
women, Ruth does not undergo any revolutionary change. She 
awakens slowly but steadily. The change and adjustment in her life 
is demonstrated in her anger against her son, and when she coerces 
Macon to pay for Hagar's funeral. These females are not just 
important in themselves, however. They play a phenomenal role in 
the realisation of Milkman's quest because they continue to love, 
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support, guide, and even reject him when required. Reed indicates 
tha t Ruth draws at tent ion to her suhjugation by pointing out her 
oppression by the black males in he r life rather than white society. 
He asserts tha t Morrison presents a new view of black life by 
highlighting in her work the black woman's quest for selfhood, 
autonomy and growth. He thus sees her as envisioning a black 
society with the black woman as its generative force bu t not a 
matriarchy. Pilate, the embodiment of this generative force, "gives 
black women strength and black men freedom." He concludes t h a t 
Song of Solomon is a Pan-African novel which shows tha t survival 
in the future depends on how successfully you keep the faith and 
preserve the past . 
Tar Baby 
In the article "The Quest for Wholeness in Toni Morrison's 
Tar Baby" [Black American Literature Forum 20 (1986): 63-73] 
James Coleman examines Tar Baby in light of the general question 
posed by Morrison's first three novels: "whether the t r iumph of the 
community,.. .and immersion in the sources of natural and primit ive 
can only be achieved outside the scope of the lives of most 
twentieth-century blacks?" He finds that she answers the question 
unsatisfactorily because the book neither suggests t ha t black 
characters should live by clearly defined black folk values in the 
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context of a white world nor that they must become increasingly 
sophisticated in the white Western sense. Son, the embodiment of 
black folk values, fails as a modern twentieth-century man while 
Jadine, despite her anti-folk values, appears to know how to survive 
and succeed. This seems to imply that folkways have no practical 
value in the modern world - a stance which is at odds with 
Morrison's world view. Coleman argues that Morrison neither 
clarifies the place of white Western values in the value system of 
late twentieth-century blacks, nor explores fully the options 
available to Son - a "twentieth-century black man burdened with 
black cultural tradition" and Jadine - a "twentieth-century black 
woman who has reverted to negative white Western values." His 
opinion diverges a bit from those of other critics when he finds that 
Morrison fails to convince the reader that Eloe is an ideal town. He 
interprets Son's departure from there to mean that it was too 
limited a community which stunted his growth because its folk 
tradition failed to be meaningful in the context of a changing 
twentieth-century reality. Similarly, in a radically difierent 
approach from most critics who idealise Therese as a nurturing and 
guiding force, Coleman sees her, Gideon and Alma Estee as people 
who have been so overpowered by modern American ideas that they 
no longer find respite in old traditions. 
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Angelita Reyes expresses views totally opposite to those of 
Coleman in the article "Ancient Properties in the New World: The 
Paradox of the Other in Toni Morrison's Tar Baby" P l i e Black 
Scholar 17.2 (1986): 19-25]. She suggests t h a t the main theme of 
the book is Morrison's plea to the Black people of the New World 
diaspora to acknowledge their African consciousness, and cling 
firmly to their ancient properties. She in terpre ts these ancient 
properties to mean the "sacred and psyche-cultural bonds of a past 
t ha t has its center in the traditions of Africa." Reyes suggests t ha t 
through the paradox of the "Other," Morrison connects the 
archetype of the ear th mother (tar lady) with the object of the 
"other" i.e. Jadine - a par iah who becomes the "useful conscience" of 
the New World Community, and shows it wha t it does not need. 
Reyes contends tha t Morrison employs the folk tale by Joel 
Chandler Harris to depict the necessity for "holistic survival in a 
modern world where.. .racism is a constant reminder of the slave 
history and exploitation of people of color in the Americas." She 
argues that Morrison presents two uses of the quali ty of tar: as the 
t a r baby, Jadine represents false bonding and false values, but t a r 
is also a symbol of positive bonding, and indicates those things in 
the African diaspora which people of colour need for cultural 
cohesiveness. The ta r motif, therefore, becomes a metaphor for 
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entrapment as well as for bonding things. Reyes is of the opinion 
that this nature of tar, as it is presented in Tar Baby, accounts for 
the fact that though Jadine is the central figure, it is ultimately the 
tar lady who comes to represent "self-confirming black womanhood." 
Jan Furman moves on to an entirely different focus in the 
essay "Community and Cultural Identity: Tar Baby" [Toni 
Morrison's Fiction (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
1996) 49-66]. She explores Morrison's use of the "point of view 
inside" which prevents stereotyping of her characters. One of the 
few critics to pay attention to white characters in Morrison's work, 
Furman finds that though the Streets fare poorly in all their 
relationships, they are not beyond redemption. Valerian, for 
example, is depicted as cynical and arrogant, but the guilt that 
accompanies his innocence keeps him from becoming a stereotj'pical 
character. Even Margaret emerges redeemed and with an actual 
identity once the truth about Michael's abuse is revealed. Furman 
views Sidney and Ondine as power-hungry people whose pride and 
arrogance is responsible for Jadine's cultural disconnectedness. She 
looks upon Jadine as a tar baby (created by Valerian, the white 
farmer) whose portrayal allows Morrison to voice her usual 
thematic concerns about the reconstruction of black womanhood, 
and the dangers inherent in the choices women make. She views 
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Son as Jadine's foil - embodying the black culture that she has 
discarded. He is a specimen of what she calls Morrison's "traveling 
man" - contending that he runs from Eloe because he is a fugitive. 
This view differs from that of Coleman's who says that there was 
nothing in Eloe to hold Son back. Furman also provides a brief but 
interesting comparison between Jadine and Sula before finally 
concluding that Tar Baby is a "paradigm" of black/white relations, 
and confirms the status of blacks as survivors.. 
Beloved 
Deborah Horvitz's article "Nameless Ghosts: Possession and 
Dispossession in Beloved" [Studies in American Fiction 17 (1989): 
157-167] identifies the themes of the book as the degradation of 
slaves by slave-owners, mother-daughter relationships, and the 
effect of time and memory on a person's future. She sees Beloved as 
both mother and daughter to Sethe who not only allows her to 
speak the unspeakable, but also forces her to remember her own 
mother. The relationship between the two, however, recalls for both 
the slave-master relationship. First it is Sethe's sense of protection 
and possessiveness that leads to Beloved's murder; later, the grown 
Beloved transforms into a possessive tyrant trying to clutch Sethe 
in a death-like grip. Referring to the moral dilemma underlying 
Sethe's act, Horvitz argues that Morrison holds Sethe (rather than 
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the institution of slavery) responsible for the infanticide. She reads 
the novel as having a positive ending because the African and 
American Beloveds (signifying each other's matrilineal heritage and 
future) ultimately come together and bridge the gap between 
"America and Africa, the past and the present, the dead and the 
Uving, the flesh and the spirit." She contends that that even though 
the dilemma of hving a full life in the present without cancelling 
out the hurts of the past is not totally worked out toward the end of 
the novel, a sort of "healing" definitely takes place. This is 
manifested in Sethe's realisation that she is her own "best thing" -
quite capable of finding happiness with Paul D, and in Denver's 
overcoming her fear and gaining a new self confidence. Even 
Beloved's story is ultimately "passed on" though she herself returns 
to the water. 
"Dis-Membering and Re-Membering in Toni Morrison's 
Beloved" appears as the last essay in Arnold Weinstein's book 
Nobodv's Home: Speech. Self, and Place in American Fiction from 
Hawthorne to De Lillo (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993) -
a study of the fi'eedom of speech in American literature. Where 
Horvitz studied the overall effects of slavery on various aspects of a 
person's life, Weinstein claims that Morrison creates in Beloved a 
speech of the flesh - a body language that expresses itself in "fluids 
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such as urine, milk, blood." His central contention is that slavery 
deforms the speech of the body, and the book must "translate the 
crimes of slavery back into natural organic language" - thus 
reassembling "broken bodies, broken families, broken selves." He 
holds the traditional view that the unspeakable past must be 
spoken and exorcised before peace can come. He sees Morrison's 
characters as re-membering their bodies by affirming them - in 
spite of the system that fragments and abuses these very bodies. As 
each character crosses over from enslavement to freedom, she 
discovers and claims her own being as self rather than slave - a 
sense of ownership which culminates in language, e.g. Baby Suggs 
telling Garner her real name. Weinstein views Beloved's entry as 
"narrative magic" because it brings out into the open the repressed 
trauma of Sethe's infanticide. Throughout the novel, Beloved moves 
others, and re-fuses what violence and death have torn apart. Her 
return gives Denver a sister, Sethe a child and Paul D a "siring 
role." In Sethe's act of infanticide, Weinstein sees Morrison's 
"parable of motherhood: Sethe does not destroy her children, she 
saves them" - a fact confirmed by Beloved's return. On the flip side, 
however, is the possibility that Beloved may not really be Sethe's 
daughter - a fact supported by her referral to a real past on a slave 
ship. 
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As opposed to the literary styles of Horvitz's article and 
Weinstein's essay, James Berger's "Ghosts of Liberalism: Morrison's 
Beloved and the Moynihan Report" [Publications of the Modern 
Language Association 3 (1996): 408-420] gives a decidedly political 
twist to Morrison's fifth novel by reading it as an intervention in 
and challenge to all American racial discourse of the 1980s. He 
examines Beloved in terms of Daniel Patrick Moynihan's 
controversial report "The Negro Family: The Case for National 
Action," which described black urban life as a "tangle of pathology"-
at the centre of which lay the "weakness of the family structure." 
Berger argues that Beloved looks upon the African American family 
as a site of violence, and is mostly concerned (like the liberals) with 
the traumatic effects of institutional racism. At the same time, 
however, Morrison also emphasises African American and feminist 
perspectives, and thus corrects such liberal errors as the denial of 
African American culture and agency, and the slighting of African 
American women. Berger sees Sethe's murder of Beloved as an 
apocalyptic scene which is both revelatory and catastrophic -
demonstrating an act of unspeakable violence between blacks. 
Berger devotes the last section of the article to a brief review of the 
work of three critics with whom he disagrees because they claim 
that the exorcism of Beloved represents a successful working 
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through of America's racial traumas. He chooses, rather, to agree 
with Freud's theory that repressed or denied traumatic memories 
eventually return, and contends that even though the novel appears 
to indicate that the haunting is over, the last word, "Beloved," 
shatters this assumption. Berger also wonders if Sethe's attack on 
Bodwin can be viewed as an attack on white liberals. He believes 
that Morrison links Bodwin with a view of 1960s liberalism seen 
from a 1980s perspective. Though Bodwin is an abolitionist, the 
black boy statuette in his house points to racist tendencies. 
Morrison depicts him as a vain and self-absorbed man interested in 
abolitionism only because it makes him feel morally superior to 
others. He remains blind to the interests and culture of African 
Americans. Ultimately, however, he contends that Morrison wants 
the reader to recognise Bodwin's contribution and realise that 
Sethe's attack on him is delusional. Being a traumatised woman, 
she (like the Leftist attackers of liberalism) mistakes him for 
someone else. 
Jazz 
In the article "Women Who Run with Wild: The Need for 
Sisterhoods in Jazz" [Modern Fiction Studies 39 (1993): 623-646] 
Doreatha Drummond Mbalia argues that African women are as 
wild today as they were in the 1920s because they still encounter 
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the same exploitation and race/gender oppression that they did 
years ago. She contends that Morrison blends theme and structure 
(just as jazz music combines song and singer) to suggest that 
African people must unite to combat oppression and exploitation. 
She explains that "Wild" in Jazz signifies "defiance, rebelliousness, 
aggressiveness, selfishness and silence." The wildness of Joe's 
mother is reflected in all the female characters - a disturbing trend 
because these women represent the cultivators and nurturers of the 
family unit. Mbalia attributes this "wildness" to the circumstances 
under which such women have had to live. Violet's harsh childhood, 
for example, results in the breakdown of her concept of "African 
womanhood." Dorcas's "inside nothing" is caused by the violent 
deaths of both her parents. Alice's isolation from Afi^ ican life and 
ignorance of African history create in her a fear of life and men. 
Mbalia also indicates the irony inherent in the great migration 
North. She regards Northern cities as wild places where racism 
was alive, and where Africans became silent, selfish and 
individualistic. She sees the narrator as a female character similar 
to the other heroines because she also experiences growth and has a 
little Wild in her. Mbalia concludes that through Jazz. Morrison 
makes clear once again that arriving at solutions for the dilemma of 
African people still remains her first priority. 
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Where Mbalia's article examined the sociological thread 
running through Jazz, Jan Furman's essay "City Blues: Jazz" [Toni 
Morrison's Fiction (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
1996) 85-103] concentrates more on characterisation. She looks 
upon Joe as a variation on Morrison's "prototypical male" and Violet 
as a "study in madness" - who triea hard to keep her life in balance. 
She views Morrison's depiction of Violet's life as a representation of 
the lives of black women who have been wronged. The crimes of Joe 
and Violet are redeemed by "suffering and by spiritual 
enlightenment." Commenting on the elusive narrator of Jazz, 
whom she sees as female, Furman says that she is different from 
Morrison's other narrators because she narrates in the first person, 
but is not a character in the novel - a point of view which would 
place her in strong disagreement with Mbalia. She also finds the 
narrator's comments unreliable because they are a personification 
of the impersonal authorial voice. With the exception of the 
perceptive section on the narrator of Jazz, the rest of the essay is 
disappointing because Furman mostly retells the story without 
providing any real insight into the text. 
Much more comprehensive and analytical than Mbalia's 
article and Furman's essay is "Traces and Cracks: Identity and 
Narrative in Toni Morrison's Jazz" [African American Review 31 
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(1997): 481-495] by Carolyn M. Jones. She successfully works 
through Joe's traces and Violet's cracks to their reconstructions of 
identity through Dorcas. She also examines Golden Gray and the 
Wild in the context of their relationship to these reconstructions. 
Jones views Jazz as a novel in which Morrison combines the 
"movement of music and the structure of tragedy," i.e. she uses the 
improvisational quality of music to deconstruct the form of tragedy, 
allowing a reconstruction of identity to emerge that is not 
determined but fluid and improvisational. In Jazz Morrison retells 
the story of Beloved, which she regards as the essential story of the 
black experience in America. It begins with the fracturing of 
human psyches, souls and bodies in slavery, and causes one to 
devalue the self and to locate the best of the self in an "other": the 
beloved. In Jazz Morrison symbolises this fracture through Violet's 
cracks and Joe's traces. The narrator of Jazz brings these cracks 
and traces together in the centerpiece of the novel - the story of 
Golden Gray and the Wild - the myth of the primordial parents. 
Dorcas becomes the beloved in Jazz - signifying the absent parents, 
the lover who invokes loneliness, the child that Joe and Violet 
decide not to have. Jones sees Violet and Joe as having opposite but 
complimentary problems, and contends that Morrison brings their 
stories together through the metaphor of jazz. The novel ultimately 
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becomes a site of performance, of interaction between reader and 
writer with the text as an instrument both played and heard. She 
concludes that identity, narrative, voice, and their relationship are 
all redefined in Jazz. 
General Articles 
In the article "The Novels of Toni Morrison: Studies in 
Thwarted Sensitivity," [Studies in Black Literature 6 (1975): 21-23] 
Joan Bischoff writes that Toni Morrison's first two books The Bluest 
Eve and Sula essentially provide different answers to the same 
question: "What is to become of a finely attuned child who is offered 
no healthy outlet for her aspirations and yearnings?" She contends 
that the stories of Pecola and Sula are ultimately the same because 
the deep sensitivity inherent in their characters becomes a curse 
rather than a blessing. It makes them vulnerable, and since both 
have problems of self-image and identity, they feel isolated from 
society which finally refuses to accept them. Pecola reacts by trying 
harder to win approval. Sula deliberately rejects the outside world 
and begins to rely only on herself. For both, their sensitivity is a 
liability rather than an asset, and not at all conducive to healthy 
survival in a world dominated by prejudiced images of beauty and 
wealth. Pecola retreats into madness. Sula becomes a recluse and 
social outcast. Bischoff concludes that Morrison views sensitivity as 
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"lovely" but "impractical" - and it is unfortunate that she is right. 
Jacqueline de Weever's article "The Inverted World of Toni 
Morrison's The Bluest Eve and Sula [College Language Association 
Journal 22 (1979): 414] may be seen as an expansion of the themes 
outlined by Bischoff. It studies the ways in which Morrison's novels 
present an upside down world where values and desires are 
inverted because of the black woman's need to transform her 
identity by conforming to pre-existing (white) standards of beauty. 
This leads to a severe identity crisis, and the women find it 
extremely difficult to come out of the dilemma they are in. In The 
Bluest Eve, the inversion manifests itself in Pecola's desire for blue 
eyes, and the ensuing wish to become white, de Weever contends 
that all the pre-existing norms and assumed parameters of beauty 
and prosperity force the Breedloves's life to become an inversion of 
the values mentioned in the Primer. In Sula. the author finds that 
the inverted world shows itself in the positive reactions of the 
people to negative characters or events - especially after Sula's 
return to Medallion when wives begin cherishing hitherto ignored 
husbands and sons - in spite of the fact that they often show 
deviant behaviour. She points to another form of the inversion of 
values in this novel when Sula wastes her college education by 
being unemployed and doing nothing - whereas the uneducated men 
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seek meaningful jobs. She concludes that Morrison depicts the 
helplessness of Pecola and Sula in the face of the ambiguities and 
paradoxes of their lives. Neither is able to establish an identity 
because the society they live in does not acknowledge their 
existence. The inverted world in which Pecola lives makes it 
impossible for her to find a self, and in Sula's case, leads to her 
death. The author mourns the bleakness of Morrison's vision. 
Though Jane S. Bakerman's article continues the general 
theme of deprivation elaborated in the work of Bischoff and de 
Weever, her focus is on love. "Failures of Love: Female Initiation in 
the Novels of Toni Morrison" [American Literature 52 (1981): 541-
63] discusses Morrison's first three novels and suggests that 
successful initiation (the finding of genuine values in life) eludes the 
heroines of The Bluest Eve. Sula and Song of Solomon because they 
fail to achieve either romantic or platonic love. Pecola is raped by 
her father. Sula is rejected by Ajax. Jude leaves Nel. Milkman 
rejects Hagar, and Pilate is not able to grasp the meaning of her 
Father's dying words. Had these encounters with other human 
beings developed and flourished as proper relationships, these 
characters may have found some meaning to their existence, and 
thus been successfully initiated into life. They, however, face 
dismal failure at every step, and hence remain incomplete. Only in 
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Song of Solomon does Bakerman see a glimmer of hope for 
happiness because First Corinthians might, at a much later stage, 
develop a positive relationship with Porter. 
Pursuing themes entirely different from those mentioned 
above, Edward Guerrero introduces his article "Tracking 'The Look' 
in the Novels of Toni Morrison" [Black American Literature Forum 
24 (1990): 761-773] by drawing upon the work of feminist and 
cultural critics to define "the look" as "the representation of woman 
as an eroticized, fetishized, and generally commodified object that is 
displayed for the enjoyment of a controlling male 'look' or gaze." He 
asserts that in the novels of Toni Morrison, this look goes on to 
become "the controlling gaze" of the superior white (and male) 
culture which looks condescendingly down on the African American 
culture, and not only brings about sexual objectification, but also 
brands it as inferior in terms of race and class. Guerrero contends 
that this concept of "the look" manifests itself in various ways in the 
novels of Toni Morrison. In The Bluest Eve, for example, he finds 
that Morrison holds the concept of "the look" responsible for the 
destruction of Pecola and the disillusionment of other characters -
both male and female like Cholly and Pauline Breedlove. It is for 
this reason that her first novel contains the severest criticism of 
Western beauty. In Sula. "the look" becomes the difference between 
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seeing and watching. Nel watches the accidental drowning of 
Chicken Little at Sula's hands, just as Sula watches her mother 
burn in the yard. These episodes reveal a latent sadism inherent in 
the characters of the two friends. In this book too, "the look" affects 
a male character - Shadrack - who comes to terms with the reality 
of being a black male, and is therefore able to rid himself of the 
schizophrenia which had plagued him since the war. As opposed to 
this positive reaction, Hagar, in Song of Solomon, undergoes 
traumatic experience, then death, because of "the look." Guerrero 
argues that such an approach leads to self-negation, and compels 
Hagar to reject the important traditional values and lifestyles of 
Pilate and Reba - creating, instead, a craving for white 
characteristics of beauty which, she believes, will endear her to the 
male gaze. The author then goes on to examine the case of Jadine, 
the heroine of Tar Baby. He states that since she is a fashion 
model, she is depicted as the "narcissistic, exhibitionistic, 
commodified, and professional object of the male gaze." Her 
attributes as a well-educated young woman are therefore 
undermined, and become mere tools to make her more alluring to 
the magazine's audience. This ultra-modern look is contrasted with 
the traditional but powerful features of the African woman in the 
canary-yellow dress, whom Jadine cannot help but admire. 
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Guerrero finds that Beloved is the only one of Morrison's novels that 
does not continue what he calls the "narrative exploration of looking 
relations." He attributes this to the fact that the media did not 
exist in quite so intense and powerful a form during the time in 
which the novel is set. He does quote one example, however, where 
he believes that Morrison "historicizes 'the look' of the oppressor...." 
This episode occurs when the black community spots some slave 
catchers, and recognises the look of domination and pretentious 
righteousness in their eyes. 
Timothy B. Powell's essay "Toni Morrison: The Struggle to 
Depict the Black Figure on the White Page" [Black American 
Literature Forum 24 (1990): 747-760] finds a common thread 
running through the first three novels of Toni Morrison whose 
central concern in The Bluest Eye. Sula and Song of Solomon is to 
depict a quest for black identity. This urge has been precipitated by 
the strong ethnocentrism inherent in the Western Literary 
Tradition since the time of Plato who claimed that the followers of 
the white horse (Plato's metaphor for the soul) will "live in light 
always" but those who follow the black horse will be doomed "to go 
down again to darkness." Powell contends that this connotation of 
black or dark as evil, negative, absent must be overcome if the 
"black self has to be recognised as "presence, affirmation, and 
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good." The black logos must, in essence, be released from "the 
semantic shadows of the Master's language" - which means that 
black meanings inherent in the English language must also be 
recognised and understood as such. According to the author, Toni 
Morrison has attempted to do exactly this in The Bluest Eve and 
Sula, and achieved it fully in Song of Solomon, and has thus 
succeeded in creating a "(w)holy black text." 
Just as Powell's article focused on the quest for black 
identity, Malin La Von Walther's "Out of Sight: Toni Morrison's 
Revision of Beauty" [Black American Literature Forum 24 (1990): 
775-789] examines the new concept of (black) beauty presented by 
Morrison. She contends that the work of feminist critics like Luce 
Irigaray, while discussing the objectification of women, generally 
assumes a "universal" standard of beauty, and presupposes the 
entrapment of only white females in the "male gaze." Morrison, 
however, uses her work - both fictional and non-fictional - to 
redefine beauty as white feminists know it, and to force them to 
reconsider the parameters upon which their concept of beauty and 
the specular system is based. Walther integrates the contents of 
Morrison's essay "What the Black Woman Thinks About Women's 
Lib," with the themes of her novels to demonstrate that she 
redefines the concept of beauty by linking it directly to 'usefulness,' 
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the essential realities of the body, and "racial authenticity." 
Walther looks upon The Bluest Eye as Morrison's severest critique 
of the specular system and her rejection of beauty as defined by 
white standards, propagated by popular media, and appreciated by 
both black and white women alike. In Song of Solomon, the author 
finds that Morrison redefines the concept of female beauty, and 
insists that its basic foundation should lie in racial identity. She 
examines Morrison's fourth novel to reveal that issues of "artifice, 
nature versus nurture, the gaze, sexuality, racial identity and 
commercial images of female beauty" merge to make the concept of 
beauty and the specular system central themes of Tar Baby. It is in 
this context of prevailing values that Morrison unveils a new 
definition of black female beauty - using as her vehicles the 
marginal characters of the woman in yellow, Therese, and even the 
island landscape (which she considers as a character because of the 
author's rich personification of the surroundings). Walther sees 
Morrison as using the characters of Margaret and Jadine to critique 
white concepts of beauty, and to illustrate the internalisation of 
these standards by the black community respectively. At the end of 
the essay she suggests that Margaret's life becomes useful and 
meaningful when she sheds artificial make-up and takes the reins 
of the house into her own hands. She concludes that this drastic 
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transformation reiterates Morrison's point that true beauty 
incorporates the reahty of both the body and the racial experience -
which can neither be "objectified, represented, or appropriated." 
In the article "The Mellow Moods and Difficult Truths of Toni 
Morrison" [The Southern Review 29 (1993): 614-28] Marilyn 
Sanders Mobley credits Morrison's work with being different from 
that of other black authors because she delves deep into African 
American and American history and culture to explore issues that 
others have left unexamined. She contends that Morrison not only 
highlights the damaging effects of racism and sexism, but also 
shows how it distorts the self-image of African American girls and 
women. In each of her novels Morrison steps into a different 
cultural or historical moment and meditates on contemporary 
African American life. Just as she finds The Bluest Eve to be an 
example of Morrison's meditation on beauty, and a record of how 
black people attempt to take control of their lives, Mobley reads 
Sula as a meditation on "female friendship, race and power, 
mothering and family, individual identity and community 
responsibility." In Song of Solomon, she finds a meditation on 
identity, and a chronicling of the African American journey from 
enslavement to freedom. This meditation becomes stronger in Tar 
Babv as it widens to expose conflicts arising out of the encounters 
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between the coloniser and the colonised. Mobley sees in Beloved the 
detrimental effects of slavery on black women's choices about love 
and maternity. Inscribed on the bodies of ex-slave women are 
gruesome stories that male slave narratives have never told. There 
is, however, a glimmer of hope in Beloved because in spite of the 
horrors that they had to face, slaves could still find it in their 
hearts to love themselves and each other, and come to Sethe's 
rescue as she fights for her sanity and her life. Mobley feels 
intrigued by the wordplay in Jazz, and appreciates the way that the 
novel resembles this form of black music structurally. 
Thematically, she sees it as a critique of the "political realities of 
black life during the 1920s" and a celebration of the "cultural 
resources Afi-ican Americans drew on to survive and thrive." 
Mobley lauds Morrison's attempt to bring to the fore the hidden 
signs of racism in the great canonical works of American literature 
in Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literarv Imagination. 
She compliments Morrison for highlighting the fact that most of 
these works assume white readers, and proceed accordingly - so 
that they become racist texts - even though on the surface they may 
seem to be about everything but race. Morrison has done great 
service to readers by breaking the silence about the inherent racism 
hidden in some of the greatest works of American literature like 
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Ernest Hemingway's To Have and Have Not. Mark Twain's 
Huckleberry Finn. Edgar Allan Poe's The Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon Pvm. and Willa Gather's Sapphira and the Slave Girl. 
Books on Morrison 
Conjuring: Black Women. Fiction, and Literary Tradition 
[Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985], a collection of 
essays edited by Marjorie Pryse and Hortense J. Spillers presents a 
systematic study of the literary tradition in the fiction of African 
American women writers like Ann Petry, Toni Cade Bambara, 
Paule Marshall, Toni Morrison and a few others. The two essays 
most relevant to the present study are "Lady No Longer Sings the 
Blues; Rape, Madness and Silence in The Bluest Eye by Madonne 
M. Miner, and "Recitation to the Griot: Storytelling and Learning in 
Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon" by Joseph T. Skerrett, Jr. Miner 
traces the sequence of events (rape, madness, silence) in The Bluest 
Eve to similar sequences in Ovid's Metamorphoses (8 A.D.) and 
some versions of Homer's Persephone story. She draws parallels 
between Pecola, Philomela and Persephone, and suggests that 
Morrison's very contemporary novel is structured around these 
ancient archetypes. Skerrett contends that though Morrison is 
"contemporary," "literary" and "experimental," her work is firmly 
rooted in the traditional culture of the African American 
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community. This essay revolves around the basic premise that 
Song of Solomon is a fictional replication of the various folk 
processes of communication - especially story-telling. Story-telling 
plays a key role in Song of Solomon because it enables the 
protagonist to learn more about himself and his roots. It is only 
after listening to countless stories from numerous people that 
Milkman, according to Skerrett, finally matures, and is able to take 
possession of his heritage. 
This focus on mythology and cultural history is replaced by a 
metaphoric reading of Morrison's novels in The Novels of Toni 
Morrison: Explorations in Literary Criticism [Dubuque, Iowa: 
Kendall/Hunt, 1985] by Bessie W. Jones and Audrey L. Vinson. The 
authors argue that each novel reveals certain metaphors of escape 
in various traditional and innovative ways. In The Bluest Eve, for 
example, the metaphors are unveiled through the predominant 
imagery of blue eyes. The other peripheral images are those of 
birds, costumes, colours, and the street. All these combine to 
contribute to the development of the plot. In Sula, the authors find 
that the metaphor of escape is provided by the supernatural 
elements inherent in the story. They contend that the Peace women 
try to escape reality by exploiting it. Vinson and Jones also find 
manifestations of the supernatural in Song of Solomon - especially 
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in the concept of the flying African. Pilato's smooth ("navelless") 
stomach, and her conjuring - all of which reveal a desire to escape 
the present, and embark on the exciting journey toward self-
discovery. In Tar Babv. elements of the supernatural can be found 
in Son's incredible swim, the wild horsemen, and the unending flow 
of milk in Therese's bosom. As far as form and structure are 
concerned, the authors credit Morrison's work with containing 
metaphors of escape in the form of such rhetorical devices as "point 
of view, syllogistic thought, negations and ambivalence." Multiple 
points of view like those of Pilate, Ruth Dead, Macon Dead, and 
Circe are required, for example, to convey Milkman's search of the 
self in Song of Solomon. Negations abound in Sula. and can be 
witnessed in the naming of a mountain as the "Bottom" and a white 
man as "Tar Baby." Ambivalence can be witnessed in the 
characters of both Sula and The Bluest Eve. Shadrack's neat 
cottage, for example, is totally opposite in nature to his other 
aberrant characteristics, and Soaphead both hates and is fascinated 
by disorder or decay. The authors argue further that Morrison's 
statements about morality, virtue and justice, combined with the 
suffering that her characters undergo, and the knowledge that they 
eventually gain from it, makes it valid for her work to be examined 
from the standpoint of Greek Tragedy. Jones explores this concept 
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fully in the eighth chapter entitled "Greek Tragic Motifs in Song of 
Solomon" - where she finds that the Dead family seems doomed by 
a "family curse, ancestral guilt and incestuous relations." 
Structurally too, the novel incorporates a chorus and the achieving 
of an epiphany, but it does not fall into the strict tragic design 
codified by Aristotle because the hero overcomes all adversity, and 
emerges triumphant in the end. 
The book Critical Essays on Toni Morrison [Boston: G.K. Hall 
& Co., 1988] edited by Nellie Y. McKay includes reviews of and 
critical articles on The Bluest Eve. Sula. Song of Solomon and Tar 
Baby. Of particular relevance to the present study are the essays 
"Roadblocks and Relatives: Critical revision in Toni Morrison's The 
Bluest Eve" - by Michael Awkward, "'The Self and the Other': 
Reading Toni Morrison's Sula and the Black Feminine Text," by 
Deborah E. McDowell, "The Fabulous World of Toni Morrison: Tar 
Baby." by Eleanor W. Traylor, and "The Convergence of Feminism 
and Ethnicity in the Fiction of Toni Morrison" by Carolyn DenaYd. 
Awkward claims that The Bluest Eve is a revisionist rendering of 
the works of such authors as Richard Wright, James Baldwin, 
Ralph Ellison and Zora Neale Hurston. He provides, as evidence, 
the inclusion of the themes of incest and adjustment as well as 
Claudia's dismemberment of white dolls - all of which occur in 
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different contexts and situations in the work of Ellison, Wright and 
Baldwin. He contends that this revisionist practice clears various 
roadblocks that Morrison might have faced, and allows her to create 
a novel in which "nationalist and feminist concerns combine to 
produce what Morrison elsewhere has called a 'genuine 
Black...Book.'" Awkward also claims that this revisionist tendency 
has allowed Morrison to "change permanently the overwhelmingly 
male disposition of the Afro-American literary canon." McDowell's 
assertion is that the Self has almost always been projected as 
"positive" and "right," whereas the 'Other,' is almost always seen as 
"negative" and "bad." She contends that Morrison's narrative Sula 
blurs the margins between such binary oppositions as the "self and 
the "other." This allows the script to go beyond the boundaries of 
social and linguistic conventions, and enables the reader to look at 
character as a process rather than an individual, self-centered self. 
Traylor looks upon Tar Babv as a fable in which values are 
juxtaposed and exposed. She throws light upon that aspect of Tar 
Babv which shows how other people "measure" women and men, 
and determine whether they are "good" or "bad." The author claims 
that Tar Baby, as a narrative, represents women from all walks of 
life - the warrior women, the market women, the calabash-carrying 
women, the queen women, the life-bearing, culture-bearing women -
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whose images she sees in the women mentioned in the dedication. 
These are the women who disapprove of Jadine's behaviour and 
reject her as a person because she has forgotten her "true and 
ancient properties" and does not, therefore, belong with them. 
Denard writes that Morrison celebrates in her novels the unique 
feminine cultural values that black women have developed in spite 
of or because of their oppression. Pecola, Sula and Jadine are, 
however, not the real heroines according to her. That role is better 
fulfilled by Mrs. MacTeer, Eva, Pilate and Ondine because they are 
the "Tar Women" who have an inherent ability ("consistency") to 
hold their families and communities together. She concludes by 
saying that in her role as ethnic cultural feminist, Morrison has 
sought to reinforce the value that racism and sexism continually try 
to take away from the beauty, work, and cultural values of black 
women. Also included in Critical Essays on Toni Morrison is an 
essay titled "Straining to Make Out the Words of the 'Lied': The 
German Perception of Toni Morrison" - by Anne Adams. To take 
the German connection further, Ros6marie K. Lester's interview 
with Toni Morrison, aired on the Hessian Radio Network, appears 
in this Collection as an interesting and informative interview essay. 
In Fiction and Folklore: The Novels of Toni Morrison 
[Knoxville: The University of Nashville Press, 1991], Trudier 
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Harris argues that Morrison creates "literary folklore" in her novels 
by transforming historical folk materials before incorporating them 
into the text. This means that only slim outlines or general 
patterns of traditional folklore can be recognised in her work. They 
are, however, almost always "reconceptualized" and "restructured" 
and cannot, therefore, be found in any documented source as such. 
It is primarily this particular trait that distinguishes Morrison from 
other African American writers before her (Waddell Chesnutt, Zora 
Neale Hurston, Ralph Ellison) who also adapted folklore into their 
fiction. Through a number of essays on The Bluest Eve. Sula. Song 
of Solomon. Tar Baby and Beloved. Harris reaches the conclusion 
that Morrison's work can easily be placed in the particular context 
of Afro-American folklore because the novels share with it a 
"striking male-centered perspective." When viewed within this 
frame of reference, her treatment of women takes on new meaning, 
signifies wider implications. Harris cites, as example, the fact that 
the traditional qualities bestowed upon men by folklore are 
attributed by Morrison to her rebel heroines. Female sacrifice at 
the altar of male desire forms as important a part of Morrison's 
novels as of African American folklore. She argues convincingly 
that in all of Morrison's novels, as in traditional folklore, men shape 
women's characters or Uves; male ideas define female roles, and 
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most female characters are viewed as witches and scapegoats. 
Toward the end of the book Harris pays the ultimate complement to 
Morrison by suggesting that she constantly "creates new myths and 
new ways of perceiving what we mean by 'folk.'" In addition to 
these well- thought-out essays, the book also contains detailed 
notes and a comprehensive bibliography. It is an invaluable 
companion for any Morrison scholar. 
Just as Harris studied the folkloric elements in Morrison's 
work, Doreatha D. Mbalia's book Toni Morrison's Developing Class 
Consciousness [Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press, 1991] 
seeks to find a connection between all the novels to support the 
thesis that there are "developmental patterns" in the Morrison 
canon, and "one work picks up where the other one leaves off, 
thematically and structurally." According to Mbalia, Morrison 
begins by exploring racism in The Bluest Eve and then takes up the 
concept of gender oppression in Sula. The crucial role played by 
family, community, race history and heritage in the development of 
an individual's personahty is persuasively examined in Song of 
Solomon. Tar Babv goes on to pinpoint imperialism and capitalism 
as the worst enemies of African people, and also pleads for the 
abolition of class contradictions (within the race) that keep Afi^icans 
divided. Beloved, finally, elaborates fully the need for solidarity 
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among all the people of African descent, no matter where they 
reside. Mbalia integrates the theories of Kwame Nkrumah and 
Karl Marx with the text of her book - not only to demonstrate the 
plight of the African people but also to show how literary authors 
like Morrison can help to highlight and eventually suggest solutions 
to their problems. Mbalia concludes by pointing to certain key 
questions which, she contends, have remained unanswered in 
Morrison's books. What, for example, are the African people 
struggling for? How and why is a land base or united homeland 
important in the African struggle for survival and, finally, how can 
scientific socialism benefit Africans the world over? 
Edited by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and K.A. Appiah, Toni 
Morrison: Critical Perspectives Past and Present [New York: 
Amistad, 1993] contains fifteen essays on Morrison's work as weU 
as several book reviews reprinted from the popular press. Also 
included are four comprehensive interviews with the author -
conducted by scholars like Nellie McKay, Robert B. Stepto, Thomas 
LeClair and Christina Davis. These interviews present Morrison's 
views on aspects of her work that have baffled critics and readers 
alike. They also provide an insight into Morrison's concept of the 
art of writing, society, and the importance of folklore and heritage. 
The essays examine various aspects of Morrison's work - ranging 
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from the problems faced by her heroines or her use of counter-texts 
to the sense of place in her novels or the narrative problems in her 
texts. Barbara Christian's essay "The Contemporary Fables of Toni 
Morrison" examines The Bluest Eye and Sula as texts that 
illustrate the struggles of African American girls as they travel on 
the rocky road to womanhood. "Beyond Realism," the essay by 
Keith E. Byerman, lauds both the stability of Morrison's characters 
and the reliability of her narrators. He also suggests that by 
portraying the evil effects of familiar, everyday things like popular 
culture, the family, the past, love, sex roles, etc., Morrison's first 
four novels defamiliarize the reader. Byerman argues convincingly 
that Morrison projects society and community values that condition 
the character to act and behave in a specific way.' In her essay, 
"Maternal Narratives: 'Cruel Enough to Stop the Blood,"' Marianne 
Hirsch argues that the writing of black women has mostly been 
characterised by the "daughterly tradition," i.e. authors writing as 
daughters rather than mothers. In Sula and Beloved, however, 
there is a definite "confrontation and interaction of maternal and 
daughterly voices." She suggests that when mothers speak, then-
voices or stories enhance the text and enrich the characterisation of 
the protagonist daughters." These essays provide but a glimpse 
into the variety and depth of others of their kind that constitute this 
' i t ' 
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Collection. Together with the reviews and interviews, they combine 
to make Toni Morrison: Critical Perspectives Past and Present one 
of the most comprehensive critical works on Morrison. 
Linden Peach's book Toni Morrison [New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1995] begins with an introduction in which the author 
suggests that the best approach to Morrison's novels is a 
biographical one. Agreeing with Mbalia, he says that Morrison's 
family background, places of residence, college, university, jobs, and 
even the fact that she had to bring up her sons alone - all had a 
direct effect on her work. Her novels, moreover, are "evolutionary, 
circular, repetitive, contradictory and ambiguous." They cannot, 
therefore, lend themselves to such concepts of European literary 
criticism as "linearity, progress and chronology." In his own 
reading of the novels, however, Peach concentrates on Morrison's 
technique - stating confidently that the innovative form is "driven 
by" the radical content. In The Bluest Eve, for example, he finds 
that Morrison uses a language "enmeshed with power structures" in 
order to show how inappropriate white values are for judging black 
culture. The content and form, similarly, run together in Sula too. 
Where there is silence between Sula and Nel, for example, no 
narrative voice intrudes. The language also helps to support the 
ambiguity that is a part of the book: what exactly did the mark on 
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Sula's eye look like? Or, which one of the stories about Eva's leg is 
true? The author also points to the significance of the names used 
by Morrison in her second novel. Following a train of thought with 
which Jones and Vinson would agree, he looks upon Song of 
Solomon as a "dialogical" novel in which a particular character or 
event is viewed firom various perspectives. It is unique in terms of 
both form and content because it combines elements of American 
and European Romance with African myth, African ontology, and 
African American concerns. In Tar Baby Peach finds the language 
"elusive." Simple words like 'family' and 'bank' are found to have 
multiple meanings. Drawing upon Michael Bakhtin's work, the 
author argues that the language of Tar Babv is not "unified," "fixed" 
or "stable" - rather, as a social and historical process, it is always in 
a state of flux. For his study of Morrison's fifth book, Peach turns to 
the work of Roland Barthes, and says that Beloved is a fragmentary 
novel. Like Seth's stories, the language too gives the impression of 
being scattered across various pages - but always sustained and 
composed of black discourse. The author also comments upon 
Morrison's use of Biblical language to support the nature of the 
content. According to Peach, Jazz moves both backwards and 
forward. Though the writing is variously informed by certain 
qualities of jazz music, there are other aspects of the language too. 
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When Morrison has to convey an image of people watching each 
other suspiciously, for example, she uses a language that expresses 
apprehension or fear. When loneliness has to be conveyed, the 
language is again made to switch to the appropriate mode. 
The articles, essays and books reviewed in this chapter 
examined Morrison's novels from various angles and points of view. 
This incredible body of criticism not only makes a statement about 
the varied interests and creativity of the contemporary scholar, but 
also pays tribute to the versatility of Morrison's prose which makes 
such diverse readings possible. But such breadth of vision is not 
without problems. Ever since she won the Nobel Prize, scholars 
have been struggling to place Morrison within an appropriate 
existing literary tradition. Though convenience demands that she 
be placed within the context of the African American canon by 
virtue of her birth, origins, and dominant themes, critics realise 
that such a categorisation would be cultural or sociological rather 
than literary. In a deeply insightful article, Malin La Von Walther 
has identified "race, gender, comparative AmericanAVestern 
literature, or 'universal' paradigms"' as the major contexts in light 
of which Morrison's work is generally read. She argues, however, 
that to position her strictly within any one of these canons would be 
1 Malin La Von Walther, "And All of the Interests Are Vested: Canon Building in 
Recent Morrison Criticism," Modern Fiction Studies 39.3 and 4 (1993): 782. 
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to limit the scope of her work. This chapter has taken a similar 
stand, and previous pages have made clear that each reading of 
Morrison's novels, no matter how different from the other, is 
perfectly valid in itself. To conclude, therefore, it would be 
appropriate to say that Morrison, by virtue of the very nature of her 
work, defies canonisation. She seems to belong everywhere and 
nowhere. Though rooted in specificity, her themes lend themselves 
to a variety of critical interpretations without seeming to fall into 
any particular category. It is this elusive nature of her work that 
the following chapters have attempted to capture and explore. 
All of us...felt so wholesome after we cleaned ourselves on her. We were so 
beautiful when we stood astride her ugliness. Her simplicity decorated us, her guilt 
sanctified us....We were not strong, only aggressive; we were not free, merely 
licensed; we were not compassionate. Me were polite; not good, but well 
behaved....We substituted good grammar for intellect; we SM'itched habits to 
simulate maturity; we rearranged lies and called it truth, seeing in the new pattern 
of an old idea the Revelation and the Word. 
THE BLUEST EYE 
Chapter 1 
Black is Not Beautiful: 
The Tragedy of Colour in The Bluest Eve 
The Bluest Eve tells the traumatic tale of Pecola Breedlove, a 
young African American girl who quests desperately for blue eyes 
in the hope that their acquisition will bring her the beauty and love 
that have always eluded her. Unable to accept the fact that she 
will always have black eyes, Pecola begins the long and painful 
journey to self deception and - ultimately - madness by convincing 
herself that she has been granted a pair of lovely blue eyes. She 
imagines that she is now the envy of every girl in town 
especially her old self with its ugly black eyes. Why does an 
eleven-year-old girl wish to change her features so drastically - to 
exchange dark for light, black for white or black for blue? What 
are the terrible historical and social events that have led up to 
this level of frustration and disillusionment in a tender, 
innocent mind? How far are the individuals who compose and 
inhabit a racist society responsible for the creation, predicament 
and tragedy of thousands of Pecolas the world over? These are 
some of the questions that are explored in the first half of this 
chapter which also provides an episodic reading of The Bluest Eve 
to show how children first become aware of their class, colour and 
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social status, and what effect this race-consciousness has on their 
development as individuals. The last few paragraphs examine The 
Bluest Eve and the characterisation of Pecola in terms of literary 
technique to support the study's secondary focus on Morrison's 
creation of race-conscious characters who can be viewed as 
contemporary versions of classical tragic heroines. 
The Bluest Eye opens with an extract from a primer which 
describes the ideal American home: a beautiful house and a 
complete family consisting of Mother, Father, Dick, Jane, a cat, a 
dog and a friend. By using this primer as a preface, and lines of it 
as chapter headings later, Morrison effectively frames the story of 
black Pecola against that of white Jane, and suggests through it 
the stark differences between the life-styles of these two girls. Jane 
is privileged and lucky. She has parents who look after her 
emotional and material needs. A cat, dog and fiiend are the 
accessories, so to say, that complete her little world - a world she 
will probably never peep out of to see the likes of Pecola. The 
primer, in short, describes a home - Pecola lives in a dilapidated 
structure that cannot even be called a house. The primer details 
the security and joy of family life - Pecola is insecure and unhappy 
in her domestic life - raped by her father and looked upon with 
suspicion and mistrust by her mother. The two people who are 
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supposed to cherish and shelter her are ultimately as responsible 
for her tragic fate as society itself. Donald M. Gibson writes that 
"the implication of the novel's structure is that our lives are 
contained within the framework of the values of the dominant 
culture and subjected to those values. We have all...internalised 
those values, and...we are instruments of our own oppression. The 
text says we are oppressed by the values of the ruling class; the 
countertext says we participate in our own oppression usually to the 
extent of being the very hand or arm of that oppression."^ Gibson 
rightly points out that even though it appears that the majoiity 
culture is the direct oppressor of the members of the minority, it is 
in fact the absorption and dissemination of dominant values by the 
minor sub-culture that causes the most harm to the victim. This 
can best be observed in the case of Pecola who is viewed as ugly by 
other black people rather than by whites - a prime example of what 
is termed as secondary racism in the introduction to this thesis. 
Morrison introduces Pecola as the product of a broken home. 
Her Father ChoUy Breedlove is in jail. Her mother Pauline and 
brother Sammy are staying with different families, and she 
herself has been put up with the MacTeers by a social worker. 
' Donald M. Gibson, Text and Countertext in The Bluest Eve." Toni Morrison: 
Critical Perspectives Past and Present, eds. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and K. A. 
Appiah (New York: Amistad, 1993) 162. 
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The MacTeer family consists of Mr. and Mrs. MacTeer, and their 
daughters - Claudia - the nine-year-old narrator, and ten-year-old 
Frieda. Claudia's narration begins the first chapter. Her words 
and observations reveal her awareness of the class differences 
between African Americans like herself and European Americans 
like the Villanuccis - their next-door neighbours. Rosemary 
Villanucci is privileged - like Jane. Her family owns a new car, and 
as she sits there eating bread and butter she tells Claudia and 
Frieda that they cannot come in. The rolled up windows of the 
car symbolise a life-style that is out of reach of the MacTeers - an 
elite world from which they are excluded because of their race. 
They resent this ostracism because it hurts their pride and 
throws their depravation back in their faces. "We stare at her, 
wanting her bread, but more than that wanting to poke the 
arrogance out of her eyes and smash the pride of ownership that 
curls her chewing mouth. When she comes out of the car we will 
beat her up, put red marks on her white skin...." (The Bluest Eve 
5).^ Rosemary's smug expression comes from an awareness of the 
fact that she is rich and privileged, and much better off than her 
Afi'ican American neighbours. Claudia and Frieda crave for the 
- Toni Morrison, The Bluest Eve (London: Picador in association with Chatto and 
Windus, 1990). Subsequent references are to this edition, and appear in 
parentheses throughout this chapter. 
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bread tha t she is eating, but the desire to mar her whi te skin is far 
greater because they reahse tha t it is colour, r a the r t h a n mater ia l 
prosperity, t h a t is more responsible for her fortune and the i r 
misfortune. The same impulse later leads Claudia to 
dismember precious white dolls - supposedly the most coveted 
gift a child can get. 
All the world had agreed that a blue-eyed, yellow-
haired, pink-skinned doll was what every girl 
child treasured....! could not love it. But I could 
examine it to see what it was that all the world 
said was lovable.... Remove the cold and stupid 
eye-ball,...take off the head, shake out the 
sawdust...The gauze back would spUt, and I 
could see the disk with six holes, the secret of the 
sound. A mere metal roundness. (14) 
Keith Byerman writes that "the doll is an emblem of a 
manipulative, inverted order. Adults and children a re encouraged 
to believe tha t this combination of wood, cloth and me ta l is a n 
idealization of girlhood and that the noise it makes is a h u m a n 
cry."3 Because she has been thus taught , Claudia w a n t s to 
dismantle whi te baby dolls to reach the hear t of the m a t t e r - to 
delve deep into white plastic to see if there is something rea l or 
3 Keith Byerman, "Beyond Realism," Gates and Appiah 105. 
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magical inside that gives the doll this overwhelming popularity, 
and makes it such a sought after model of ideal girlhood. On 
taking it apart, however, she finds that it is made up of ordinary 
plastic and fitted with a round metal disc inside which accounts for 
the sound. In the same way, white girls are also made up of the 
same blood, bones and voice-box that other children are made up of. 
The whiteness of their skin, however, lends popularity to them, and 
they are adored and appreciated by teachers and parents alike. 
Claudia wants to "dismember" them too. 
But the dismembering of dolls was not the 
true horror. The truly horrifying thing was the 
transference of the same impulses to little 
white girls. The indifference with which I 
could have axed them was shaken only by my 
desire to do so. To discover what eluded me: 
The secret of the magic they weaved on others. 
What made people look at them and say, 
"Awwwww," but not for me? (15) 
In Claudia's eyes white girls are just as detestable as white dolls 
because they are appreciated only for the "beauty" that arises out 
of their whiteness. The objective of the violence that she directs 
toward both is twofold: an attempt to assuage the curiosity of a 
young mind (is there really something "magical" inside that 
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accounts for this awesome popularity) as well as to somehow punish 
the racist society they symbolise. Her childhood is torn apart by the 
politics of colour - leading to a prejudice she cannot even begin to 
understand. Everything in the world, it seems, is tailored to the 
needs of white people - dolls and ice-cream parlours, schools and 
playgrounds. Even dignity and desire appear to be exclusive 
domains of the racially "superior." 
While Claudia's race-consciousness leads to a detestation 
of all that is white, however, Pecola's leads to self hatred and the 
usual desire for those blue eyes that hold all the promises of beauty 
and love in their unfathomable depths. 
It had occurred to Pecola some time ago 
that if her eyes, those eyes that held 
the pictures, and knew the sights-if 
those eyes of hers were different, that 
is to say, beautiful, she herself would be 
different, Cholly would be different, and 
Mrs. Breedlove too. Maybe they'd say, 
"Why, look at pretty-eyed Pecola. We 
mustn't do bad things in front of those 
pretty eyes." Pretty eyes. Pretty blue eyes. 
Big blue pretty eyes....Morning-glory-blue-
eyes. Alice-and-Jerry- blue-storybook-
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eyes. Each night, without fail, she prayed 
for blue eyes.... (34-35) 
Barbara Christian philosophises that "this simple theme, the desire 
of a black girl for blue eyes, is a real and symbolic statement about 
the conflict between the good and the beautiful of two cultures and 
how it affects the psyche of the people within those cultures. The 
theme...is complicated by the psychopolitical dominance of one 
culture over another....Pecola's desire is more than the result of her 
own personal story. It encompasses three hundred years of 
unsuccessful interface between black and white culture."'^ Christian 
rightly asserts that Pecola's extraordinary desire has its roots in the 
age-old conflict between the races. She is not just one individual 
aspiring to a dominant culture's standard of beauty. She 
represents, rather, the historical inability of two communities to 
agree upon a definition of beauty and worthiness that does not 
exclude members of any particular group. Pecola's upbringing and 
exposure have been such that she blames everything on what she 
thinks is her ugliness arising out of the black colour of her skin, 
hair and eyes. The repeated references to eyes here suggest that 
Morrison is trying to depict a culture that lays stress on 
physical beauty - features that can be seen and appreciated -
'i Barbara Christian. "The Contemporary Fables of Toni Morrison," Gates and 
Appiah 60. 
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ra ther than felt or sensed. Society uses its condemning eyes to 
look upon Pecola, and find^ her want ing This society is 
symbolised by Mr. Yacobowski, whose store she visits to buy her 
favourite Mary Jane candies He does not treat her like an 
esteemed customer at all, looking at her with disdain and distaste 
instead. 
How can a fifty-two-year-old white immigrant 
storekeeper...see a little black girP She looks up 
at him and sees the vacuum where curiosity 
ought to lodge. Yet this vacuum is not new to 
her It has an edge somewhere in the bottom 
hd is distaste... The distaste must be for her, her 
blackness All things in her are flux and 
anticipation. But her blackness is static and 
dread. And it is the blackness that accounts for, 
that creates, the vacuum edged with distaste 
m white eyes. (36-37) 
In the eyes of the white world, Pecola is invisible because she is 
black. The storekeeper does not need her business or patronage. 
Being racially inferior, and materially poor, she does not exist for 
him at all. It is no wonder then that she cannot coherently 
communicate to Mr. Yacobowski tha t she wants the Mary Janes . 
His incomprehension of her need symbolises not onh society's 
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inabilitj' to understand her desperate wish for blue eyes, but also its 
failure to grasp and analyse the reasons that have lead to this 
frantic wish. 
Pecola eats the Mary Janes not so much for the taste of the 
candy itself, but because she is attracted to the picture of the blond, 
blue eyed girl on the wrapper. This is similar to her drinking out 
of the Shirley Temple mug - not because of any fondness for milk 
but because to sip from it is somehow to absorb arid radiate the 
beauty of Shirley Temple - a beauty that will make her feel 
accepted and loved by society. Karla Alwes suggests that "the Mary 
Jane candies, like the Shirley Temple cup, offer Pecola an identity, 
but one that can only be achieved through the usurpation of 
herself."^ Pecola's craving for the Mary Janes marks a deveduation 
of her self, and points to her desire to become like the blond, blue-
eyed Mary Jane. This feat can, however, be accomplished only if 
she negates her own personality and erases her looks as they are 
now: "to eat the candy is somehow to eat the eyes, eat Mary Jane. 
Love Mary Jane. Be Mary Jane" (38). If she becomes a little white 
Mary Jane she can no longer be the little black Pecola she now is. 
She must internalise the whiteness of America at the cost of 
5 Karla Alwes, 'The Evil of Fulfillment: Women and Violence in The Bluest Eve.' 
Women and Violence in Literature, ed. Katherine Anne Ackley (New York: 
Garland, 1990) 92. 
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banishing from her being the blackness of Africa. Her willingness to 
go to any extent to get blue eyes shows also her willingness to go to 
any extent to be accepted and loved by society. 
Though Pecola and Claudia go to the same school and, for the 
most part, encounter the same kind of people, their reactions to 
similar situations are entirely different. Where Claudia responds 
violently to every act of racism or discrimination, Pecola does not 
react at all - except to pray for blue eyes. Life, for Claudia and 
Frieda is bitter-sweet because they have their family's love and 
support - no matter how shrouded in scoldings and whippings. 
As a grown-up, Claudia recalls those days, and changes her 
opinion about them. 
But was it really like that? As painfid as I 
remember? Only mildly. Or rather, it was a 
productive and fructifying pain....in the night, 
when my coughing was dry and tough, feet 
padded into the room, hands repinned the 
flannel, readjusted the quilt, and rested a 
moment on my forehead. So when I think of 
autumn, I think of somebody with hands who 
does not want me to die. (7) 
This assurance of love helps to sustain Claudia through traumatic 
times. To Michael Awkward this passage suggests "Claudia's 
i)4 
rejection of white evaluative standards vis-a-vis Afro-American 
life...her childhood, formerly conceived in a vocabulary of pa in . . .has 
been reconceptualized as filled with [the] protective love of a 
mother."'' Claudia is fortunate - not only because she has paren ts 
who care for her, but also because she recognises tha t love for wha t 
it is, and is able to draw sustenance from it. The above passage 
demonstrates t ha t she rejects the unat ta inable idealism of the 
primer and seeks comfort in the reality of her circumstances. For 
Pecola, however, life is bitter all the way because she has to bear 
the brunt of being black and poor - without familial support of any 
kind. She wishes tha t she could just disappear from the face of the 
earth - part by ugly part . Lying in her own house, and having 
just witnessed an explosive quarrel between her paren ts , she prays 
to God to make her disappear. 
Pecola covered her head with the quilt "Please, 
God," she whispered into the palm of her hand 
"please make me disappear."...Little parts of 
her body faded away....Her fingers went,...then 
her arms,...Her feet...The legs....Her 
stomach....Then her chest, her neck....Only her 
tight, tight eyes were left. They were always 
'' Michael Awkward, "The Evil of Fulfillmenl," Inspiriting Influences: Tradition. 
Revision, and Afro-American Women's Novels (New York: Columbia I'niversity 
Press, 1989) 65. 
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left. Trj' as she might, she could never get 
her eyes to disappear. (33) 
Pecola is able to imagine t h a t all the parts of her body composed of 
black skin have faded away, but her eyes always remain. Even her 
imagination is not strong or powerful enough to make them 
disappear because they symbolise the permanence of her blackness. 
She knows that as long as they do not turn blue, she will r emain 
an ugly little black girl in a beautiful white world, and 
discrimination and prejudice will hound her always. Since she does 
not have the strength t h a t Claudia draws from her family, she 
breaks down completely under the twin pressures of racism and 
prejudice, which surround he r from all sides - domestic as well as 
societal. 
Claudia, on the other hand, learns from her experiences -
grows, develops, and is even able to philosophise later in life. 
When I learned how repulsive this 
dismterested violence was... my shame 
floundered about for refuge. The best hiding 
place was love. Thus the conversion from 
pristine sadism to fabricated hatred, to 
fraudulent love. It was a small step to 
Shirley Temple. 1 learned much later to 
worship her, just as I learned to delight in 
9G 
cleanliness, knowing even as 1 learned, that the 
change was adjustment without improvement 
(15-16) 
As Claudia grows older, she learns to adjust to her circumstances, 
to view her si tuation with a sense of irony and humour. She 
realises that childish acts like dismembering dolls and hat ing 
Shirley Temple will not bring an end to her victimisation. Though 
she does not exactly resign to her fate, she learns to compromise 
and accept, to a certain extent, some aspects of the majority culture 
without subscribing blindly to the values they represent. Mrs. 
MacTeer's practical, no-nonsense approach to life, her lack of self 
pity and the ability to burst into song at odd moments also 
enables Claudia to have an optimistic view of life. Pecola's family, 
on the other hand, is prey to the worst possible combination: 
material poverty, internal discord, and physical ugliness, all of 
which lead to self hatred. 
It was as though some mysterious all-knowing 
master had given each one a cloak of ugliness to 
wear, and they had each accepted it without 
question The master had said, "You are ugly 
people" They had looked about themselves 
and saw support foi it leaning at them from 
ever>' billboard, every movie every glance 
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(28) 
Morrison suggests that the Breedloves think that they are ugly 
because they are constantly exposed to white society's s t andards 
of beauty and popularity, and judged by the values of the 
dominant culture - with the result that they begin to feel ugly and 
despised. Billboards depict beautiful light-skinned models, the 
movies have for their heroines blue-eyed blondes like Shirley 
Temple and Jean Harlow, and the very glances (both black and 
white) that appreciate these epitomes of beauty and virtue fall 
with disdain on the likes of Pecola. To make mat ters worse, her 
parents contribute just as much to the t rauma of her life as the 
standards set by white society. Her mother views her as ugly and 
therefore useless; her brother pays no attention to her, and her 
father ultimately turns to her with lust instead of love. Fai l ing 
death, which evades her, she has no choice except to pray again and 
again for blue eyes. She looks within herself to see what makes he r 
ugly just as Claudia dismembers white dolls to see what makes 
them beautiful. 
Claudia. Frieda and Pecola's consciousness of their own 
depravity and ugliness is highlighted and intensified by the 
coming of Maureen Peal - a light skinned, wealthy, "pretty" new 
girl - to their school. Frieda and Claudia approach the s i tuat ion 
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with mixed emotions of amusement , resentment and envy, but 
Pecola's reaction is entirely different. 
Frieda and 1 were bemused, irritated, and 
fascinated by her....we were secretly prepared 
to be her friend...but I knew it would be a 
dangerous friendship, for when my eye traced 
the white border pattern of those Kelly-green 
knee socks, and felt the pull and slack of my 
brown stockings, 1 wanted to kick her. And 
when I thought of the unearned haughtiness in 
her eyes, I plotted accidental slammings of 
locker doors on her hand. (48-49) 
Claudia's violent reactions toward white dolls and white girls are 
now re-directed toward Maureen Peal. Both sisters, however, take 
the situation in stride even though they are aware of the 
materially poor quality of thei r own life as compared to hers. They 
look for little flaws in her appearance, make vicious plans behind 
her back, and even call her names on occasion - but do not break 
down as Pecola does after her encounter with Maureen. 
When Maureen runs away screaming, "I am cute! And you 
ugly! Black and ugly! Black and ugly black e mos. I am cute!" 
(56), Claudia and Frieda shout the final insult at her 
disappearing back, "Six-finger-dog-tooth-meringue-pie!" (57). 
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Pecola's reaction is, however, entirely different: she "seemed to fold 
into herself, like a pleated wing. Her pain antagonized me. I 
wanted to...force her to stand erect and spit the misery out on the 
streets. But she held it in where it could lap up into her eyes"(57). 
At least Claudia and Frieda have the satisfaction of insulting 
Maureen and arguing away their irri tation with her. Pecola, 
however, cannot unleash the feelings tha t are inside her, and 
shrinks back into the shell of ugliness she has created around 
herself. As opposed to this hurtful acceptance of her situation, 
Claudia and Frieda try to rationalise on their way home. 
We were sinking under the wisdom, accuracy, 
and relevance of Maureen's last words. If she 
was cute...then we were not....We were lesser. 
Nicer, brighter, but still lesser. What was the 
secret? What did we lack? Why was it 
important? And so what?....And all the time we 
knew that Maureen Peal wa.s not the Enemy 
and not worthy of such intense hatred. The 
Thing to fear was the Thing that made her 
beautiful, and not us. (57-58) 
Even in the midst of such hur t and anger, Claudia and Frieda 
realise that Maureen Peal is just a scapegoat. As an individual, she 
cannot be blamed for being traditionally beautiful and popular, and 
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for viewing them as ugly. Morrison implies here that her physical 
features are not important in themselves, but their cul tural 
significance is of utmost consequence. It is not Maureen's fault tha t 
she is light-skinned, has long hair, or looks a certain way. The 
blame lies with the people - both black and white, teachers and 
parents - who appreciate a certain kind of look over another , and 
allow it to prejudice their perception of an individual. The real 
culprit, by implication, therefore, is a society conditioned by values 
of the dominant culture which it shamelessly passes on to both 
black and white members - without caring about the consequences. 
Perhaps the most t raumat ic of all experiences for Pecola 
occurs in Geraldine's house. She is tortured by Junior , and 
wrongly accused and insulted by Geraldine who takes pride in her 
light colour, her neat home, and her pristine, false life. This 
episode is also important because it convinces Pecola tha t she can 
have blue eyes in a black body - like the cat . ' It does not take 
Geraldine long to stereotype Pecola, to typecast her into a pre-
existing mould of prejudice and hatred. 
She had seen this little girl all of her 
life....Hair uncombed, dresses falling apart. 
' Chikwenye Otonjo Ogunyemi, "Order and Disorder in Tom Morrison's The 
Bluest Eve," Critique: Studies m Modern Fiction 19 (1977): 112-120. Ogunyemi 
writes that "Pecola is associated with the black cat with blue eyes,...presaging 
Pecola's peculiar situation when she, a black girl, acquires' blue eyes' 116. 
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shoes untied and caked with dirt. They had 
stared at her with great uncomprehending eyes. 
Eyes that questioned nothing and asked 
everything....The end of the world lay in their 
eyes, and the beginning, and all the waste in 
between. (71-72) 
Geraldine is one of those women who have deliberately initiated 
themselves into white society and adopted its culture and norms. 
Her family tree is of the hybrid variety - composed of black 
ancestors who mated with members of the white population to 
l ighten their skin colour and produce offspring like herself and her 
son Junior . Awkward explains that "Pecola is everything that 
Geraldine is fighting to suppress. She is, for Geraldine, 'funk,' 
shadow, the blackness of blackness."*^ Geraldine shows deliberate 
ha t r ed and cruelty toward Pecola because of her own complexes -
because Pecola stands there as a model of what she herself would 
have been like had she not tried so hard to obliterate all signs of 
blackness from her being. She also reacts so contemptuously 
because it gives her a chance to show off in front of the less 
privileged girl, and assert her superiority over someone darker and 
poorer than herself. Instead of looking a t Pecola with compassion 
and sympathy, she reacts violently and with intense hatred -
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further proving the point that black society is just as responsible as 
white society for the predicament that Pecola and thousands of 
others like her find themselves in. 
Though some of their experiences are different from Pecola's, 
something or the other always reminds Frieda and Claudia that 
they are disadvantaged and underprivileged. Whatever road they 
decide to take, wherever they decide to go, the contrasts between 
black, coloured and white life-styles are only too evident. This fact 
sinks in when the two sisters go to see Pecola at the house where 
her mother works. 
We walked down tree-lined streets of soft gray 
houses leaning like tired ladies....Then came 
brick houses set well back from the street, 
fronted by yards edged in shrubbery....The 
lakefront houses were the loveliest... .The 
orange-patched sky of the steel-mill section 
never reached this part of town. This sky was 
always blue. (81) 
Claudia's observation shows that both poverty and wealth are 
visible - and clearly divided. Jus t as the smoke and pollution from 
the industr ial area does not invade the blue umbrella of sky over 
these houses, so the families that live there do not interact with 
* Awkward 79. 
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the disadvantaged sections of society. Claudia and Frieda's 
realisation of this fact makes them even more conscious of class 
differences between people, and aware of how low a rung they 
occupy on the societal ladder. When they pass Lake Shore Park, 
they look longingly at it because black people are not allowed in 
it. They feel the injustice of a ban based entirely on colour and 
status - but cannot do anything about it. 
In the Fisher house Pecola, Claudia and Frieda see a little 
girl who is everything they are not: white, pretty and rich. She 
makes them even more aware of their own colour, ugliness, and 
poverty. When Pecola overturns the pie by mistake, Pauline's 
wrath falls on her. The hurtful words uttered by her mother scorch 
her more deeply than the hot insides of the pie. Unwanted even by 
her own mother, held up for comparison and contrast with the doll-
like, pampered child, her inadequacies surface again, and her self-
esteem reaches an all time low. 
Mori'ison depicts Pauline as a woman who mercilessly 
neglects her own house and family - but shows also that there is a 
class and race related reason behind it. The move from Kentucky 
to Ohio with Cholly after their marriage, is disastrous for Pauline. 
She feels uncomfortable and out of place among the white and 
coloured people here: "everything changed....! weren't used to so 
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much white folks....they was everywhere...and colored folks few 
and far between. Northern colored folk was different too....No 
better than whites for meanness. They could make you feel jus t as 
no-count...." (91). Pauline is an outsider here because she is black -
and aware of it. She knows tha t people look down on her because 
of the colour of her skin. What makes matters worse is t ha t she 
does not feel at ease even in the company of other black and 
coloured women. 
Pauline felt uncomfortable with the few black 
women she met. They were amused by her 
because she did not straighten her hair. When 
she tried to make up her face as they did, it 
came off rather badly. Their goading glances 
and private snickers at her way of talking and 
dressing developed in her a desire for new 
clothes. (92) 
The values tha t other black women judge Pauline by are 
essentially white values - straight hair, specific make-up, a 
certain way of talking. When held up against these ideals, she is 
naturally lacking - just as her daughter Pecola is found want ing 
of the ingredients of beauty. Morrison shows the incongruity 
inherent in a black woman's a t tempts to recreate herself in an 
image of whiteness by using materials that are all wrong for her. 
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This theme recurs in Song of Solomon where Hagar plasters her 
face with make-up made specifically for white women, and begins to 
look ridiculous instead of "beautiful." As Pauline's feelings of 
loneliness and alienation become stronger, she s tar ts going to the 
movies - the only place where she feels really happy. She gets 
lost in a world of beauty and romance - both of which have been 
denied her because of her colour. It is significant to note here t h a t 
women like Pauline and Hagar are themselves responsible for the i r 
fate too. They allow themselves to be completely overwhelmed by 
the dominant world view ins tead of questioning, fighting or even 
rejecting it as Claudia and (with much more aggression and 
intensity) Pilate do. 
Along with the idea of romantic love she was 
introduced to another - physical beauty. 
Probably the most destructive ideas in the 
history of human thought. Both originated in 
envy, thrived in insecurity, and ended in 
disillusion. In equating physical beauty with 
virtue, she stripped her mind, bound it, and 
collected self-contempt by the heap. She was 
never able, after her education in the movies, 
to look at a face and not assign it some categor>' 
on the scale of absolute beauty, and the scale 
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was one she absorbed in full from the silver 
screen.... (95) 
The movies are Pauline's introduction to a glamorous and ideal 
white society - the concepts of beauty and love - judged and 
classed by white standards hold up her own life for poor 
contrast, comparison - and criticism. Physical beauty for her now 
is Jean Harlow whom she tries to imitate in dress and style. It is 
not very long, however, before the absurdity of the situation 
dawns on her because there is absolutely nothing that she has in 
common with Jean Harlow - neither colour nor figure nor fortune. 
Morrison both confirms that the mass media propagates the 
dominant myth, and reiterates how ridiculous it is that society 
should hold up for emulation only one type of an ideal which is not 
representative of the entire population, and therefore remains an 
unattainable goal for many - leading to feelings of dejection and 
depression. Alwes theorises that "in the darkness of the theater, 
where no one can see her face, Pauline Breedlove seeks the same 
type of magic...that her daughter had hoped to achieve by 
'disappearing.' Pauline can disappear in the theater....The 
darkness of the theater provide [s] the opportunity for her to feel a 
part of an otherwise alien world."'' Just as Pecola thinks that the 
acquisition of blue eyes will bring love and acceptance, Pauline 
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feels, ironically, that by dissolving into the blackness of the theatre, 
she will somehow become part of the glorious whiteness that it both 
represents and propagates. 
Because of this acculturation into the movies, and judging by 
white standards, Pauline finds her baby, Pecola, ugly and wanting 
beauty. She calls her a "cross between a puppy and a dying man" 
(98), and shows no interest in her. Ignoring her own family, she 
goes willingly to work for a white family who, she feels, truly 
appreciates her worth. In their little, white daughter, she finds 
the "beauty" Pecola lacks and she herself craves. In their neat, 
organised, luxurious house, she finds all the assets her own lacks. 
To these "beautiful," rich people, she gives all the love, care and 
attention her own family desperately needs. "She became what is 
known as an ideal servant, for such a role filled practically all of 
her needs....soon she stopped trying to keep her own house" (98-
99). Pauline's own standard of living falls short of the style and 
plenty she sees in the white household, and Pecola is like a poor 
Raggedy Anne when compared to the sweet, cuddly baby-doll-like 
Fisher girl, so she feels that her time and energy would only be 
wasted at the storefront. Another advantage of working for affluent 
whites is that she actually develops an identity and a certain 
" Alwes 99. 
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amount of self-esteem because of it. "The creditors and service 
people who humiliated her when she went to them on her own 
behalf respected her, were even intimidated by her, when she 
spoke for the Fishers....Power, praise, and luxury were hers in 
this household"(99). Morrison shows how society treats people 
according to status - and what difference wealth and position make 
to ones self-esteem and standing. Pauline is compelled to draw 
attention to her Fisher connection in her daily transactions -
because without white patronage she stands nowhere in society. As 
a minority, she has no voice or authority of her own and must 
constantly refer to an essentially white association in order to gain 
the credibility that ought to come naturally to a citizen of the 
country. It is deplorable that as a black woman her existence is 
nullified unless white support validates her presence and actions. 
Pauline never takes the Fisher part of her personality back to her 
own storefront house. "Pauline kept this order, this beauty, for 
herself, a private world, and never introduced it into her storefront, 
or to her children" (100). She feels that her nurturing traits are not 
worth demonstrating to her black and ugly family so, like precious 
jewels, she shields them from its view, and unveils them only before 
the admiring blue eyes of the white Fisher family. 
The result of this neglect is felt most strongly by Pecola 
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whose painful consciousness of being black and ugly, as well as 
the desire for blue eyes ultimately takes her to Soaphead Church -
a self-proclaimed wish fulfiller. She voices her wish simply, 
directly - as far as her eyes are concerned, "I want them blue" 
(138). Soaphead is taken aback, though he can understand her 
need. 
He thought it was at once the most fantastic 
and the most logical petition he had ever 
received. Here was an ugly little girl asking for 
beauty....Of all the wishes people had brought 
him...this seemed to him the most poignant 
and the one most deserving of fulfilment. A 
httle black girl who wanted to rise up out of the 
pit of her blackness and see the world with blue 
eyes. (138) 
It is ironic tha t only a jerk like Soaphead can understand th is 
crying need for blue eyes - the circumstances tha t must have 
brought Pecola to him, and the cruelty of a society tha t allows 
discrimination and prejudice to thrive uninterrupted in the 
very midst of civilisation. This does not, however, prevent him 
from utilising her to poison Bob the dog. Like everyone else, he 
too takes advantage of Pecola but does not wan t to be responsible 
for her well-being. Though Soaphead thinks he understands her 
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craving for blue eyes, and sympathiseb with her situation, he is not 
much different from her father who decidet< to show his "love" for 
her by raping her on the kitchen floor. Too young to understand the 
implications of this act, and too emotional to comprehend the 
consequences for the victim, only Claudia and Frieda want 
Pecola's baby to live. 
I thought about the baby that everybody 
wanted dead, and saw it verj- clearly. It was in 
a dark, wet place, its head covered with great 
O's of wool, the black face holding, like nickels, 
two clean black eyes, the flared nose, kissing-
thick Ups, and the living, breathing silk of 
black skin. No synthetic yellow bangs 
suspended over marble-blue ej'es, no pinched 
nose and bowline mouth...] felt a need for 
someone to want the black baby to live--just to 
counteract the universal love of white baby dolls, 
Shirley temples, and Maureen Peals. (149) 
Claudia visualises a baby who will be born black - like them. I t will 
have black, "woolly" hair instead of golden curls falling over a white 
forehead. The eyes will be black instead of blue, the nose wide, and 
the lips - thick and dark. She, however, speaks of these features as 
desirable, and imbues them with positive qualities ("clean black," 
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"kissing-thick," "silk of black skin..."), whereas universally accepted 
"beautiful" white features are spoken of with contempt ("synthetic 
yellow," "pinched nose"). A newer generation is about to begin, and 
Claudia wishes, perhaps, that the dark beauty with which it will be 
endowed will have a chance to be appreciated or, at least, accepted 
by the nation to which she belongs. The death of Pecola's baby, 
however, suggests that the concept of black as beautiful has 
perished even before it could be born. Morrison hints, perhaps, 
that in spite of the thousands of Pecolas, and their stories, that 
exist in the world, contemporary society is not yet ready to accept 
anything other than a peaches and cream complexion as the 
ideal definition or standard of beauty. The dominant culture is 
neither willing to surrender its hegemony in favour of a more 
balanced approach, nor separate the concept of beauty from that of 
self-worth. 
Does this mean that girls like Pecola, Claudia and Frieda will 
have to face rejection, disapproval and disappointment at every 
stage of their journey through life? Will their capabilities as 
individuals be undermined just because they sport the stamp of 
blackness in a society where being white and wealthy is like holding 
a passport to new worlds of possibility and opportunity? Pecola's 
search for and inability to obtain blue eyes suggests that there are 
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several key aspects of material culture which continue to evade the 
less fortunate, and compel them to live in a state of unhappy 
delusion. 
Through the pages of The Bluest Eve. Morrison has 
successfully demonstrated the damaging effects of race prejudice on 
African Americans - especially women and young girls. Though she 
begins by saying that one must "take refuge in how"(3) the book 
suggests that what is really important is not what Pecola wants 
(blue eyes), but why she wants them. The problem, therefore, is 
not of mere "beauty" or "looks" but of acculturation and initiation 
into a society that promotes, propagates and declares certain 
physical features as better than others, and judges harshly the 
people who fall short of them. In The Bluest Eve Morrison has 
highlighted the life of the black woman from all angles - housewife 
(Mrs. MacTeer), working woman (Geraldine and Pauline 
Breedlove), prostitute (China, Poland and the Maginot Line), and of 
course, the school-going girls Pecola, Claudia and Frieda. With the 
exception of the prostitutes, each tries, somehow or the other, to 
compensate for this unbearable blackness of being, and for each the 
need to be accepted by the majority culture is just as great as the 
need to be accepted by the minor sub-culture. 
Though all three girls spend their growing up years together, 
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Pecola is most vulnerable to the hostile milieu surrounding their 
lives. Several factors account for this trauma. Unlike Claudia and 
Frieda, she does not have the warm and steady support of her 
family. Whereas Mr. MacTeer goes to the extent of throwing out 
the boarder who tries to paw Frieda, Cholly rapes his daughter. 
Mrs. MacTeer keeps vigil in the night to see if her children are 
sleeping peacefully, whereas Pauline showers all her love and 
affection on the Fisher girl - ignoring her own daughter completely. 
The protective shield of a supportive family that surrounds the 
MacTeer sisters is conspicuous by its absence in Pecola's life. Thert 
is a yawning gap of insecurity where the cloak of safety ought to be 
- thus enabling the cold winds of hatred and prejudice to lash 
mercilessly at Pecola who is too weak to resist the cruel onslaught. 
Though Morrison wishes her writing to be appreciated for its 
literary rather than sociological qualities,'" a book like The Bluest 
Eve is bound to raise questions about contemporar>' American 
1" Toni Morrison, 'The One Out of Sequence," Anne Koenen, Conversations with 
Toni Morrison, ed. Danille Taylor-Guthrie (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 1994) 67-83. In this interview Morrison says. "I'm always a little 
disturbed by the sociological evaluations white people make of Black literature.... 
I don't think it is possible to discuss a literature without taking into consideration 
what is sociologically or historically accurate, but most of the criticism in this 
country stops here. It's demoralizing for me to be required to explain Black life 
once again for the benefit of white people..." In another interview printed in the 
same collection, Morrison says, "Whenever you have any subject about women, 
even if it's poetrj", short stories, or whatever, half of it is always sociolog>- or some 
other -ology before you get to simply see what is beautiful, and why, and what the 
criteria are, the criteria for that book" (Kathy Neustadt. 'Tom Morrison and 
Eudora Welty" 86). 
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society, and the kind of values being passed on to the young 
multicultural generation now inhabiting the country. The author 
makes it a point to suggest that both blacks and whites are 
responsible for the creation and plight of the Pecolas of the world. 
Her work, however, maintains its aesthetic and literary merit even 
as it reflects the harsh reality of contemporary American society. 
Morrison moulds Pecola's character in such a way that she becomes, 
in her own right, a contemporary tragic heroine who undergoes 
traumatic experience due to an inherent tragic flaw, is transformed 
by it, but lives on instead of succumbing to death under the burden 
of adverse circumstances. Christian writes that "Pecola is the 
passive center of the novel, the one to whom things happen and 
whose only action, her prayer for and receipt of blue eyes renders 
her tragic. Her tragic flaw is her particular vulnerability and her 
generic ill-luck to be born black and female, to be born into the 
chasm between two cultures" (72)." Pecola's desire for blue eyes, 
and what she hopes to gain by their acquisition, symbolises the 
need of all minorities to be accepted by society, to be appreciated for 
what they are instead of how they look, and to be cared for and 
cherished by those close to them. By voicing this concern, she 
attains a certain universality, and rises above the level of the 
1' Christian 72. 
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individual to become more representative of humanity. 
The Bluest Eye, ultimately, closes on a sad note. No catharsis 
takes place, and no balance is restored at the end. Claudia 
concludes that "this soil is bad for certain kinds of flowers. Certain 
seeds it will not nurture, certain fruit it will not bear, and when the 
land kills of its own volition, we acquiesce and say the victim had no 
right to live. We are wrong, of course, but it doesn't matter. 
It's...much, much, much too late" (164). It is too late for black to 
blossom as beauty because Pecola's baby has died. Contemporary 
American society - both black and white - cannot nurture and 
sustain a healthy minority culture because the weeds of racism and 
prejudice will kill the black saplings even before they can sprout. 
Awkward contends that "the planting of seeds...serves to 
demonstrate not nature's harmony with humanity and the 
possibility of preserving...life, but, rather, a barren earth's 
indifference to humanity's needs."'^ The general atmosphere of 
American society, it seems, is reflected in nature too. The majority 
culture is the apathetic, "barren earth" which does not even make 
an attempt to acknowledge or understand the subdued minority 
culture, let alone allow it to flourish. Though a majority of the 
critics tend to see The Bluest Eve as a novel of hopelessness, this 
•2 Awkward 91. 
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chapter seeks to assert in the end that the clouds of pessimism do 
have a silver lining which glimmers across the horizon in the figure 
of Claudia. A product of the same general milieu as Pecola, Claudia 
embodies the beginnings of individual selfhood and rebellion 
leading to reform. Her portrayal by Morrison does not allow 
foreclosure of the hope that young black seedlings will one day fight 
the earth and determine to sprout like Claudia instead of wilting 
away in desolation and madness like Pecola. 

She had been looking all along for a friend, and it look her a while to discover 
that...no one would ever be that version of herself M'hich she sought to reach out to 
and touch with an ungloved hand. There was only her mood and whim, and if that 
was all there was. she decided to turn the naked hand toward it, discover it and let 
others become as intimate with their 011/7 selves as she was. 
SULA 
Chapter 2 
The Black Sheep of Society: 
Rebellion and Conformity in Sula 
Morrison's second novel, Sula. is the story of the physical, mental 
and emotional quest, growth and development of two black girls -
Nel and Sula - who are intimate childhood friends. They live and 
grow up together in the Bottom - the black district of Medallion, 
Ohio. The friendship and closeness that brands them inseparable 
during adolescence is, however, broken once the two mature and 
begin living life according to individual priorities. In the article 
entitled "The Mellow Moods and Difficult Truths of Toni Morrison" 
Marilyn Sanders Mobley writes that "when Nel takes the 
traditional road of marriage and family and Sula chooses the more 
unconventional road of college and the single life....Sula...becomes 
Morrison's meditation on race and power, mothering and family, 
individual identity and community responsibility."' Mobley seems 
essentially to be saying that Morrison uses the diverse Ufestyles of 
Nel and Sula to reflect upon the politics of race and power that 
inform American culture and do not allow women to thrive -
regardless of the choices they make. Nel represents the good that 
conventionalism imphes. She is committed to family values and also 
» Marilyn Sanders Mobley, 'The Mellow Moods and Difficult Truths of Toni 
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feels a certain responsibility toward the community. Sula, on the 
other hand, stands for the unconventional that is interpreted as 
evil. She derides the institution of marriage and the family, and 
does not care about the community at all. Nel selects all the options 
considered proper by the black community, whereas Sula makes 
random choices that scandalise and horrify the residents of the 
Bottom. Unfortunately, however, neither achieves the happiness or 
wholeness of being she aspires for. This chapter seeks to show that 
Sula's race, class and gender consciousness develops as a 
consequence of her rebellious attitude and Nel's because of her 
conformity, and it is mostly because of these varying predilections 
that the two grow up separate, apart and incomplete. Both Nel and 
Sula develop the way they do because of their diverse backgrounds, 
the influence and expectations of society, and as a reaction to what 
they see and hear during the course of their initiation into the 
Bottom community. In terms of social obligations, Nel delivers 
what society expects, but Sula does not - yet both are equally 
unhappy. One becomes a victim of her circumstances because of her 
passive nature, and the other becomes a pariah because of her 
tendency to rebel and retaliate. In Sula, Morrison takes the readers 
step by step through the emotional trauma surrounding the black 
Morrison," The Southern Review 29 (1993): 617. 
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American woman, and provides a comprehensive perspective on the 
implications of growing up black and female in America. The book 
demonstrates that women remain the black sheep of society -
regardless of whether they rebel against established norms and 
traditions or conform to them. 
Though Sula is the central character of the novel, it is Nel 
who is introduced first. To understand Nel's upbringing, however, it 
is important to first understand the psyche, background, and 
parentage of her mother, Helene Wright. Helena's mother, 
Rochelle, is described by Morrison as a "Creole whore" (Sula 29)^ 
working at Sundown House in Southern Ohio. Helene is rescued 
from this atmosphere by her grandmother who takes her to New 
Orleans, and brings her up "under the dolesome eyes of a 
multicolored Virgin Mary, counseling her to be constantly on guard 
for any sign of her mother's wild blood" (29). She also arranges for 
her to marry her nephew, Wiley Wright, a ship's cook, and settle in 
Medallion, Ohio. In this town, Helene slowly becomes a righteous 
pillar of the Bottom community - one of their most decent citizens 
who behaves with poise and propriety on every occasion. She 
determines never to let her mother's shadow fall on her own child, 
- Tom Morrison, Sula (London: Picador in association with Chatto and Windus, 
1993). All subsequent references are to this edition, and appear in parentheses 
throughout this chapter. 
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and thus brings Nel up according to the strictest patterns of 
obedience and good moral behaviour. Morrison writes that "under 
Helene's hand the girl became obedient and polite. Any 
enthusiasms that little Nel showed were calmed by the mother until 
she drove her daughter's imagination underground" (30). At this 
point, Nel is not allowed to have an independent mind or character 
of her own. Her personality is curbed and dominated by her mother. 
She is forced to accept Helene's views of right and wrong, and 
disallowed any opinion of her own. Nel's initial awakening, 
therefore, comes only when she travels to New Orleans to attend 
the funeral of her great-grandmother. While boarding the train, she 
and her mother step into the "white" compartment by mistake. 
When the conductor upbraids Helene, she apologises profusely, but 
he is unmoved, and speaks with unwarranted harshness. Nel then 
watches her mother in shock and horror as she, "for no earthly 
reason," smiles "dazzlingly and coquettishly at the salmon-colored 
face of the conductor" (34). With a sinking feeling, Nel notices the 
attitude of the other passengers in the compartment, including two 
black soldiers, turn from disinterestedness to disbelief as they look 
absolutely "stricken" (34) by this sudden show of vulgarity. This is 
the beginning of Nel's initiation into the race and sex politics of the 
time. Right in front of her eyes, she watches her mother turn into a 
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lady of disrepute - silently but surely condemned by other members 
of the coach. Nel's first movement away from the closed Bottom 
community thus brings about a serious disjunction of her self. Even 
before the journey begins, the mother-daughter bond is first shaken 
then severed. It is almost as if Helene has unwittingly passed on to 
Nel her own legacy of distancing herself from her mother because 
that mother is viewed as imperfect, flawed and no longer worthy of 
emulation. As long as they lived within the narrow confines of the 
black community where one view hardly diverged from another, Nel 
saw her mother as an epitome of virtue and morality. With her 
exposure to larger society, however, comes a shattering of this ideal 
image which also brings with it fear that she too might turn into a 
loose woman or "custard" (36). She wonders if she will be able to 
resist the onslaught of racist and sexist insults - especially since she 
has just seen her mother fail at it. At this time Nel is only ten 
years of age, but as she travels on this fateful journey, something 
inside her matures and leads her to actually make a decision about 
herself, thus marking the emergence of a certain independence in 
her character. She determines that, unlike her mother, she will 
never give anyone an opportunity to objectify her. "It was on that 
train, shuffling toward Cincinnati, that she resolved to be on guard 
- always. She wanted to make certain that no man ever looked at 
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her that way. That no midnig:ht eyes on marbled flesh would ever 
accost her and turn her into jelly"(36). Nel's early awakening comes 
as a result of race and sex related issues - how black and white men 
look at black women and what it means. Her resolve to be on 
"guard" at all times mutates into a certain reticence when she 
reaches adolescence. 
This trip, related to an actual family death, thus signifies 
also the death of Nel's former, subdued self. After returning to her 
house, her perspective on familiar things changes. Morrison writes, 
"she had gone on a real trip, and now she was different" (42-43). 
She is different because she has been offered a preview of the reality 
of racism and sexism. At the same time, she has also been exposed 
to a certain hypocrisy inherent in her mother's character. She has 
been in a house where death resides, and where the aura of 
prostitution lingers. She returns a changed person and, back in her 
own room, stares into the mirror, whispering to herself, "I'm me. 
I'm not their daughter. I'm not Nel. I'm me. Me....Each time she 
said the word me there was a gathering in her like power, like joy, 
like fear...." (43). Since Nel had always been repressed and 
dominated by her mother, she had never felt the force of her own 
personality before. After this trip, however, she luxuriates in the 
awakening of her own consciousness - and the joy that she feels 
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because she has discovered the power that hes within her self - the 
abihty to be a distinct, separate being with the scope of exploring 
her own individuality. Though this self-exploration marks 
something positive in terms of the development of a certain 
independence in Nel's character, it also signifies the early breaking 
of her ties with her African past - manifested in her separation from 
Helene. Significantly, this is also the time that she makes friends 
with Sula - gently defying her mother's previous instructions. 
Morrison declares that Sula and Nel "felt the ease and 
comfort of old friends" because "each had discovered years before 
that they were neither white nor male, and that all freedom and 
triumph was forbidden to them," and so "they had set about 
creating something else to be" (72). She implies here that black 
women in white America are bound by the constraints of race and 
sex, and have only limited scope to explore their options. Against 
such a background, the beginning of Nel and Sula's friendship 
marks an important phase in the initial development of their race 
and gender consciousness. This is the time that they are growing 
physically as well, and both share and discover with each other the 
fearful and exciting thrill of being looked at suggestively by men. 
On their way to the ice-cream parlour, even Nel seems to forget, for 
a moment, her initial resolve to be "on guard." When the two are 
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together, they are able to explore their own emotions and feelings 
without interference from the outside world. "In the safe harbor of 
each other's company they could afford to abandon the ways of other 
people and concentrate on their own perceptions of things" (75-76). 
The friendship is significant to their development as individuals 
because it allows them to ignore both black and white ideologies, 
and see the world with unprejudiced eyes. In Sula's company, Nel 
is able to emerge out of the cocoon created by her parents, and 
assert herself to a certain extent, while Sula ceases to bother about 
such things as the shape of her nose or the texture of her hair. It is 
almost as if each fills an unrecognised void in the other's life. 
Together they complete the circle of their personalities and become, 
as several critics have asserted, two sides of the same coin. Their 
union, however, is never quite complete or whole because 
somewhere along the road to adulthood the cord of their friendship 
breaks, and leaves each dangling in a void of her own creation. Jane 
Bakerman claims that "the personalities of Sula and Nel, could they 
have been merged, would have amounted to one whole person. Just 
as their friendship is essential to their well-being as children, so 
would their learning from one another's faults have made them 
adult women capable of well-being."'^ This comment implies that if 
^ Jane S. Bakerman, "Failures of Love; Female Initiation in the Novels of Toni 
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Nel and Sula had given their friendship a chance to flourish, the 
development of their sensibiUties would have been more positive 
since they could have learned from each other's mistakes, and 
supported each other through difficult times. Ashraf H. A. Rushdy 
too has written in support of this thesis - contending that both Sula 
and Nel require "an element the other possesses for her 
completeness."'' This means that each girl has certain traits that the 
other lacks, and the coming together of these would benefit both 
and enrich their personalities. These opinions are strongly endorsed 
by Morrison as well. In an interview with Robert Stepto, she says "if 
they had been one person, I suppose they would have been a rather 
marvelous person. But each one lacked something that the other 
had."5 If Nel's and Sula's personalities had merged, the combination 
would have resulted in the creation of a balanced person. Each girl 
would then have been better able to cope with the stress of living 
within a community that is both influenced and suppressed by a 
male dominated white world. This failed merger suggests that the 
existing conditions of American societ\' are not conducive to a total 
Morrison," American Literature 52 (1981). 549 
•• Ashraf H A Rushdy, "'Rememory': Primal Scenes and Constructions in Toni 
Morrison's Novels," Contemporary Literature .31 (1990) 304. 
•' Tom Morrison '"Intimate Things m Place' A ("on\ eisation with Tom 
Morrison " w ith Robert B. Stepto, The Massachusetts Review 18 (1977): 476. 
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integration of the black self which remains fragmented throughout. 
Even though the friendship is headed toward eventual failure, 
however, during childhood, at least, Nel and Sula enrich each 
other's lives emotionally, and do not feel the absence of other people. 
Their friendship is, however, soon to be tested. When Sula 
accidentally overhears her mother telling her friends, "I love Sula. I 
just don't like her. That's the difference"(78), the words hit her like 
lightning, and kill something within her. It would be worthwhile to 
mention here a point critics have so far overlooked or chosen not to 
comment upon: though Sula soon joins Nel downstairs, she does not 
mention a word about this episode to her. She has thus, 
subconsciously, begun to separate herself emotionally from the 
other part of her self, Nel. Sula's overhearing her mother's words 
marks the beginning of the development of her pecuHar 
consciousness. It is from this point onward that her life changes 
drastically, and gives way to the next episode which seems to follow 
as a natural corollary to the first. Nel and Sula go to a little 
clearing by the river where they idly pull out blades of grass, and 
peel fallen twigs which they use for digging holes in the earth. 
After a while both merge their holes, and fill them up with little 
pieces of trash like cigarette butts and bottle caps. Then they 
replace the mud and cover the mound with the pieces of grass they 
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had earlier pulled out. Morrison describes it so: "carefully they 
replaced the soil and covered the entire grave with uprooted grass" 
(80). The word "grave" is of crucial significance here because their 
act of digging it and covering it up together foreshadows the 
accidental drowning of Chicken Little, and their combined 
responsibility for it. It is, however, Sula, who bears the strongest 
burden. She has just discovered that her mother does not like her, 
and a boy has just slipped out of her hands to meet a watery grave. 
These two incidents mark a crucial phase in her further 
development as an individual. According to Morrison, "the first 
experience taught her that there was no other you could count on; 
the second that there was no self to count on either" (156). At the 
age of twelve, Sula has learnt a cruel and bitter lesson - that one 
has to live without the support of either a self or any other 
dependable being. (The mother-daughter bond is severed once 
again and, like Nel, Sula too experiences an early estrangement 
fi"om the primal nurturing source - thus growing up alone and 
without guidance). She carries the burden of this knowledge around 
for the rest of her life, and it is ultimately this which is responsible 
for her alienation from society, and her introspection into her own 
self to find out what she is all about. Her mother's words kill all 
feelings of love within her, and Chicken Little's drowning, after an 
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initial period of dread, cleanses her heart of all fear. These two 
experiences, and her reactions to them, set the tone for her eventual 
initiation into society - fearless and with no love lost for anybody 
except Nel. 
The next death that Sula is involved in is that of her own 
mother - Hannah - whose body leaps up in flames as she is lighting 
the yard fire. Her grandmother Eva's contention is that Sula 
simply stood and watched her mother burn to death - "not because 
she was paralyzed, but because she was interested" (104). 
Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi claims that she reacts in this manner 
because she has been taught to do so by Nel after the Chicken Little 
episode.* Another way of looking at it, however, is that Hannah is 
already dead for Sula, so her physical presence or absence no longer 
makes a difference. Such a reaction to her mother's death, therefore, 
is not unrelated to the events that have preceded it. The year is 
1923, and Sula is thirteen years old. 
The next chapter begins with the year 1927, and a wedding -
Nel's. (The time gap seems to have no particular significance except 
perhaps as a literary device used to show the transition from 
adolescence to adulthood, from the melancholy of the funeral to the 
joy of a wedding). Sula plays an active role in organising the 
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wedding, and makes perfect a r rangements for the ceremony. Nel 
gets married to Jude - the tenor of Mount Zion's Men's Quartet , and 
a waiter at the Hotel Medallion. Even though Jude had chosen her 
for marriage because he liked her best amongst all the girls who 
came to church to hear him sing, his reasons for getting married 
were different. He 
needed some of his appetites filled, some posture 
of adulthood recognized, but mostly he wanted 
someone to care about his hurt....And if he were 
to be a man, that someone could no longer be his 
mother....Whatever his fortune, whatever the 
cut of his garment, there would always be the 
hem - the tuck and fold that hid his raveUng 
edges; a someone sweet, industrious and loyal to 
shore him up....Without that someone he was a 
waiter hanging around a kitchen like a woman. 
With her he was head of a household pinned to 
an unsatisfactory job out of necessity. The two of 
them together would make one Jude. (109-110) 
J u d e had failed to be hired as a road builder because the authorit ies 
had only selected white men for the job. This had h u r t his self-
6 Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi, "Sula: A Nigger Joke," Black American 
Literature Forum 13 (1979): 131. 
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esteem considerably, and he wanted to "take on a man's role 
anyhow" (109), so he proposed to Nel. Behind his decision lay a 
desire to be cherished and pampered, to feel important, 'manly' and 
empowered - because by rejecting him for employment, white 
society had essentially stripped him of his feelings of self-worth as a 
man. He gets married only because his ego needs a boost. He 
chooses Nel because he is confident that she will tend carefully to 
all his hurts and pains, and thus give him the feeling of well-being 
that society has so far denied him. Bakerman contends that "Nel's 
marriage...is limiting rather than defining.... [Her] life-long search 
for conformity is the result of her mother's training...The 
marriage...is doomed both through her own and her husband's lack 
of self-worth."'' The relationship between Nel and Jude is not a 
nurturing one because it satisfies only his ego instead of enriching 
him spiritually, and it does not contribute to her growth at all -
signifying, rather, the complete take-over of her personality by his, 
and the end of her existence as an independent individual with 
thoughts, ideas, feelings of her own. Ironically, however, Jude's 
attentions had first appealed to her because she felt that he saw her 
as an independent being - as someone separate fi-om Sula. "Nel's 
response to Jude's shame and anger selected her away from Sula. 
Bakerman 552. 
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And greater than her firiendship was this new feehng of being 
needed by someone who saw her singly" (111). In a way, Jude's 
attentions initially flatter her ego and boost her self-esteem too. 
She enjoys being viewed as a person in her own right - rather than 
as a part of Sula. After the marriage, however, she seems to be 
responsible for giving Jude a personality - for making him feel like 
an important man rather than a useless waiter - but her own stands 
completely effaced at the altar of love and matrimony. The 
relationship, therefore, undoes all that the journey to Cincinnati 
had done. It kills the feelings of enthusiasm and independence that 
the trip had inspired in her, and negates all that her friendship 
with Sula had stood for. It converts the confidence of "I'm me" to the 
mistaken conviction that 'I'm Jude.' Maureen T. Reddy writes that 
"the marriage of Nel and Jude demonstrates the crippling effects of 
several types of oppression: Both are victims in the racist war 
against black people...Both have internalized the racist and sexist 
attitudes of the white capitalist society that says that one's value as 
a man is determined by one's work and by that work's economic 
rewards...and that one's value as a woman is determined by one's 
ability to attract a man and then to provide that man with 
children."^ Jude is a victim of white supremacist attitudes because 
8 Maureen T. Reddy, 'The Tripled Plot and Center of Sula." Black American 
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his colour does not allow him to get the kind of work that he wants, 
yet he has been taught to believe that a worthy man is one who has 
a certain proper job which provides him with lush economic 
dividends. Nel is also a victim of gender-based white supremism 
because the dominant culture has taught her that a woman can be 
successful and whole only if she has children, and a husband at the 
head of the family. She feels satisfied only for a while, therefore, 
but when Jude leaves her, and her love for the children stales ("like 
a pan of syrup kept too long on the stove...leaving only its odor and 
a hard, sweet sludge, impossible to scrape off [210]) she has no 
sense of self to turn to. 
Nel's marriage to Jude also marks a physical separation 
between her and Sula who leaves town on the night of the wedding, 
and returns ten years later - in 1937. The marriage symbolises the 
encroachment of the traditional white view upon a territory that 
Morrison depicts as essentially black - the intimate friendship 
between two African American women. She suggests that Nel 
allows the marriage, with its false sense of security and 
completeness, to nip a potentially life-giving friendship in the bud. 
Of the period, stretching from 1927 to 1937, the author only 
mentions that Sula went to college, and travelled around the 
Literature Forum 22 (1988): 35. 
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country - but jiiovidos no details. Hi-i icturn to Medallion is 
"accompanu'd by a plague of lobms" (117) - an unhappy and 
unfortunate omen for the supei'stitious ivsidents of the Bottom. 
She comes back richly attired, and becomes an object of every black 
person's stare. She calmly takes up residence at her old home as if 
she had never been away. Eva asks her to get married, and have 
babies, to which she replies, "1 don't want to make somebody else. I 
want to make myself" (121). This answer reflects Sula 's defiant 
nature , her defensiveness, and her sense of being an incomplete 
person. .She feels that she still she does not have a self, and wan t s 
to delve deep into her psyche and consciousni-ss to ei ther find one or 
create it. When she looks for a self she is essentially looking for 
some sort of meaning to life - a meaning that she feels can come to 
her only from within. She must determine who she is and w h a t she 
wants from life. Her education, and exposure to the whi te world 
have clearly not given her the answers she seeks. From her 
behaviour and actions, the reader can only assume tha t she is 
looking for a self-sufficient personality that does not need the 
support of family, community or friends to define itself. Her views 
do not match with Eva's, and as youth clashes wi th old age, 
modernity with tradition, both have a major fight, after which Sula 
packs Eva off to the home for the aged - much against Eva 's will, 
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and to the consternation and condemnation of the entire Bottom 
community. Shortly after this incident, she goes to visit her old 
friend, Nel. but though their nieetmg i> full of joy and laughter at 
first, the friendship does not have a chance to renew itself fully. 
Sula's ventui'e into white territory has distanced her from Nel who 
has remained within the parameters of black society. Ironically, 
however, this black community has passed on to her the values tha t 
it has absorbed from the dominant culture, whereas Sula re turns 
from the white world after having rejected the options provided by 
it. Nel's mit iat ion into black-absorbed white values is most clearly 
illustrated in the waj' she reacts when she discovers Jude and Sula 
in a compromising position in her own house. She feels tha t "now 
her thighs were truly empty and dead too. and it was Sula who had 
taken the life from them and Jude who had smashed her hear t and 
the both of them who left her with no thighs and no hear t just her 
brain raveling away" (143). Such a reaction demons t ra tes that she 
subscribes to the traditional theory that her body and soul have no 
worth unless they are cherished, admired and appreciated by a 
man. Unlike Sula. Nel needs the support of a m a n arid a woman to 
survive - the support of a husband and a friend, and when these 
are denied her. she is devastated. Sula had never expected such a 
reaction from Nel, but it makes her realise t h a t she and Nel are 
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"not one and the same thing" (153). She is unahle to distinguish 
between their teenage years when the\ compared boyfriends - and 
these years of adulthood when Nel wants to keep J u d e all to herself 
Clearly Sula unders tands only the sanctity of friendship - not of 
marr iage . "Nel was the first person who had been real to her, whose 
name she knew, who had seen as she had the slant of life tha t made 
it possible to stretch it to its limits. Now Nel was one of them" 
(154). Sula had felt close to Nel because she thought that they 
shared a unity of vision combined with the spirit of adventure , and 
could explore various facets of life together. After the episode with 
Jude , however, she gauges that Nel now fits into the role of victim -
joining the other residents of the Bottom who see themselves as 
casual t ies of Sula's evil. Bakerman traces the reasons behind the 
breaking of this friendship to Nel's initial resolve on the journey to 
New Orleans . She writes that "Nel's individual init iation hardens 
he r so tha t when the final terrible test of her friendship with Sula 
comes, she turns her back on love and affirmation and finds refuge 
in t h a t hardness - and in isolation."-' Bake rman blames Nel for 
being unforgiving and refusing to unders tand the motive behind 
Sula 's act. Even though there is no moral justification for what Sula 
did, Nel owed it to their friendship and to her marr iage to try to 
3 Bakerman 549. 
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talk things over with her friend and her husband. Had she allowed 
the channels of communication to remain open she would perhaps 
have been better equipped to work through her pain, and to uphold 
the values that she considers so sacred. Just as Helene had once 
demolished her own values by smiling at the white conductor, so 
Nel forgets all about forgiveness and charity during these trying 
times when both her friendship and marriage are at stake. In spite 
of her best efforts to obliterate it, her mother's hypocrisy finds its 
way into her heart too. 
When the residents of Medallion find out that Sula has sent 
Eva to Sunnydale, they call her a "roach." When they hear that she 
has taken Jude and already ditched him for other people, she 
becomes a "bitch." The fact that Shadrack is civil to her also goes 
against her. The final accusation that brands her an outcast and 
seals the bond of hatred between her and the residents of the 
Bottom is the men's assertion that she sleeps with white men - the 
most unforgivable act a black woman can commit. Cynthia Dubin 
Edelberg argues that Sula's ten year absence from the Bottom has 
taken her into the white world, and educated her in its values. This 
is the main reason that accounts for her ostracism by the people of 
the Bottom. "Sula's education and experience in the white man's 
world alienates her fi"om the community at large as well....Sula 
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slept with white men, so they said, and they ostracised her."^" This 
comment reflects the Bottom's prejudice too. They view Sula 
unsympathetically and with hatred because she breaks the rules of 
the black community - betrays it, in essence, by associating sexually 
with men from another race. It is ironic, however, that the black 
community never sees, at such times, its own subconscious 
absorption of the white world view. The residents finally brand Sula 
a devil because of the various "things" that begin to happen 
whenever somebody comes in contact with her directly or indirectly. 
A little boy named Teapot falls down the steps and sustains a 
fracture as he returns from Sula's house, and a man chokes on the 
chicken bones he is sucking just as Sula passes by. The residents 
also object to her total disregard for tradition - manifested in 
coming to church suppers without proper clothing, and picking at 
the food given to her - not even commending its quality. They find 
even her physical appearance damning - the fact that she does not 
show her age, has lost no teeth, has no bruises, and no rings or 
pockets of fat on her body. They recall that gnats and mosquitoes 
never used to settle on her. They observe and find it queer that she 
does not belch when she drinks beer. Sula, however, is unaffected 
by her unpopularity. In Morrison's words, she 
•o Cynthia Dubin Edelbeig, "Morrison's Voices: Formal Education, the Work 
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lived out her days exploring her own thoughts 
and emotions, giving them full reign, feeling no 
obligation to please anybody unless their 
pleasure pleased her...hers \\;is an experimental 
life - ever since her mother's remarks sent her 
flying up those stairs, ever since her one major 
feeling of responsibility had been exorcised on 
the bank of a river with a closed place in the 
middle. She had no center, no speck around 
which to grow....She was completely fi'ee of 
ambition, with no affection for money, property, 
or things, no greed, no desire to command 
attention or compliments - no ego. For that 
reason she felt no compulsion to verifj- herself -
be consistent with herself. (153) 
Due to her two major childhood experiences, Sula has grown up 
bereft of the concepts of love and responsibility. Due to a lack of the 
former, she is unable to nurture friends or relate to other people and 
participate with them in their joys and sornnvs. Due to a lack of the 
latter, she is unable to make a commitment to the community - or to 
her own family - demonstrated by her callous at t i tude toward Eva. 
Even though she has travelled widely, she has no desire to sett le 
Ethic, and the Bible," American Literature 5K OflSG) 226. 
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down anywhere and acquire property or other material possessions. 
This indicates a certain rest lessness in her character and highlights 
her causal att i tude toward life. Because of her early, harsh 
initiation into relationships, associating with other people is not 
important to her anymore. Other than the boredom she has 
experienced in all the cities she h a s been to, her relationships with 
men have been extremely disappointing too. She discovers tha t 
they taught her nothing but love tricks, shared 
nothing but worry, gave nothing but money. She 
had been looking all along for a friend, and it 
took her a while to discover that a lover was not 
a comrade, and could never be - for a woman. 
And that no one would ever be that version of 
herself which she sought to reach out to and 
touch with an ungloved hand. There was only 
her own mood and whim, and if that was all 
there was, she decided to turn the naked hand 
toward it, discover it and let others become as 
intimate with their own selves as she was. (156) 
I t is unfortunate tha t whenever Sula seeks love or friendship, she is 
always disappointed. Her relat ionships with men make her realise 
t h a t they can never be a meaningful par t of her life because they 
are interested only in the material ist ic aspect of love, and do not 
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give her the respect she craves - a recognition t h a t she is an 
individual too, and has the right to share thei r thoughts and 
feelings. The only person she truly wan t s to uni te with is Ajax 
because he talks to her and listens to her speak. She is attracted to 
h im because she feels t h a t he recognises her as an individual. 
Ajax's rejection of her, however, indicates t ha t for Sula, recognition 
can come from only one person - Nel, the other half of her self As 
long as the two fail to unite, her quest for the "other half of her 
equation" will fail too. Her constant disillusionment with other 
people compels her to t u rn inward, to seek out her own self, to 
discover the very essence of her being. She thus becomes an 
aggressive introvert - one who flaunts her disregard for society, 
derides the company of others, and is proudly self-centred. 
Morrison writes t h a t Sula 's 
craving for the other half of her equation was the 
consequence of an idle imagination. Had she 
paints, or clay, or knew the discipline of the 
dance, or strings; had she anything to engage her 
tremendous curiosity and her gift for metaphor, 
she might have exchanged the restlessness and 
preoccupation with whim for an activity that 
provided her with all she yearned for. And hke 
any artist with no art form, she became 
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dangerous. (156) 
This comment implies that Sula has no specific materiaHstic goals 
toward which to aspire. She has a place to live, enough money to 
take care of all her needs, and no mouths to feed. Since she never 
socialises with anybody, she does not even have to lend her mind to 
the problems or dilemmas being faced by other members of the 
Bottom community. She, therefore, finds her mind completely idle -
and the proverbial devil's workshop. She becomes, in Morrison's 
words, "dangerous." This part of her nature is manifested first in 
her sending Eva to the nursing home, and later in her sleeping with 
Jude and the husbands of almost all the other women in town. 
Cedric Gael Bryant explains the reason for the community's 
adverse, often fearful, reaction to Sula's actions. He writes that 
"the 'danger' she poses to the community lies in the power to 
engender chaos by changing the terms that the community uses to 
define itself. Ultimately, it is change that the community in this 
novel most fears."'^ Bryant suggests that Sula challenges the 
community's definition of itself, and its interpretations of good and 
bad. Her actions offer the Bottom perspectives it has never known 
before. He explains further that when Sula entices the husbands 
away from their wives, both men and women are compelled to 
" Cedric Gael Bryant, T h e Orderliness of Disorder: Madness and Evil in Toni 
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forego their sense of superiority. He observes that Sula "is an 
outsider who steals into the community and takes away its 
comforting, albeit chauvinistic, sense of identity; and she robs men 
of their masculinity while in the act of giving them pleasure." This 
means that Sula's behaviour leaves the Bottom community feeling 
helpless and flabbergasted. Even though the men would like to lord 
it over her, they have lost the moral right to do so because they 
have already succumbed to the pleasures of a physical relationship 
with her. Sula, however, always maintains a safe distance between 
herself and other people. Part of her recklessness and lack of desire 
to mingle with the community, stems from her inability to (what 
she calls) "lie," i.e. "she could not say to those old acquaintances, 
'Hey, girl, you looking good' when she saw how the years had dusted 
their bronze with ash, the eyes that had once opened wide to the 
moon bent into grimy sickles of concern" (157). She has no friends or 
acquaintances because she shuns the hypocrisy that accompanies 
etiquette. She is unconcerned about society's reaction to her 
behaviour because she does not care about the consequences. 
When Sula falls terminally ill, only Nel comes to visit her out 
of a sense of duty. They see each other after a gap of three years, 
and Nel is still bitter about having lost Jude for good. Morrison says 
Morrison's Sula." Black American Literature Forum 24 (1990): 737-738. 
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that she came because now, "virtue, bleak and drawn, was her only 
mooring" (177). In one of their last conversations, Nel tells Sula 
"You can't do it all. You a woman and a colored woman at that. 
You can't act like a man. You can't be walking around all 
independent-like, doing whatever you like, taking what you want, 
leaving what you don't" (181). To this, Sula replies, "I'm a woman 
and colored. Ain't that the same as being a man?" (181). Nel asks 
Sula what she has to show for her life. Sula says, "I got my mind. 
And what goes on in it...I got me" (182). When Nel tells her that 
that's lonely, Sula says, 'Tes. But my lonely is mine. Now your 
lonely is somebody else's. Made by somebody else and handed to 
you. Ain't that something? A second-hand lonely" (182). This 
conversation draws out the difference in the thinking of these two 
women. Nel holds the traditional view that a woman, especially a 
coloured one, is bound by convention. Sula, on the other hand, feels 
that being black and female is not limiting at all, and that such 
women are equally capable of doing all the things that men can do. 
Sula tells Nel that the loneliness that she feels has been created 
because her husband has left, and therefore indicates her weakness 
as a person. Whereas her own loneliness, she explains, is deliberate 
and self-created - and therefore shows her strength - her 
determination to survive alone and unassisted by society. This 
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indicates that for a woman her self is more important than 
anything else. Referring to her relationship with Jude, Nel asks her, 
"...why didn't you think about me?....I was good to you, Sula, why 
don't that matter?" (184). Sula replies that "being good to somebody 
is just like being mean to somebody. Risky. You don't get nothing 
for it" (184). It is here that Morrison indicates the ambiguities of 
good and evil, and implies that the difference lies in interpretation. 
The boundaries of both merge, and it is difficult to distinguish a 
good act from an evil one. That is why, as Nel, disgusted, is about 
to leave the house, Sula hurls the final question at her, "How you 
know....About who was good....I mean maybe it wasn't you. Maybe 
it was me" (186). This is a radical statement. Morrsion implies 
here that traditionalism and conformity are not necessarily right or 
good, and the community is mistaken if it views them as such. She 
suggests that a break from the hypocrisy of convention in pursuit of 
ones own identity or self can be equally ennobling. As Nel walks 
out, disgusted, Sula ruminates, "...so she will walk on down that 
road,...thinking how much I have cost her and never remember the 
days when we were two throats and one eye and we had no price" 
(187). With these words, in the final moments of her life, Sula pays 
a tribute to her fi-iendship with Nel even as she recalls its finer 
moments. 
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In 1965, twenty-five years after Sula's death, Nel goes to the 
old people's home to visit Eva, and is astounded when she blames 
her for killing Chicken Little. Nel says that it was Sula who did it, 
and Eva replies, "you. Sula. What's the difference? You was there. 
You watched, didn't you? Me, I never would've watched" (214). Eva 
implies that Nel aided and abetted the crime because she "watched" 
without attempting to help or save the little boy - just as Sula once 
watched her own mother burn without rushing to her aid. The 
larger implication, however, is that Nel and Sula are one. After this 
revelation, and a few more disturbing words^ Nel leaves the nursing 
home. On the way back she recollects the day that Chicken Little 
had sUpped into the water. She now wonders why, at the time, she 
had felt good about it. A certain self-awakening dawns on Nel. 
"Now it seemed that what she had thought was maturity, serenity 
and compassion was only the tranquillity that follows a joyful 
stimulation. Just as the water closed peacefully over the 
turbulence of Chicken Little's body, so had contentment washed 
over her enjoyment" (216). This is a time of revelation for Nel. Her 
complacence and confidence regarding her own good self and Sula's 
evil self are shattered. She realises that exonerating herself from 
Sula's crimes or misdemeanours is like blaming one hand for a 
wrong deed and excusing the other - because both are part of the 
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same bod\' that responds to one mind, acts with one will and 
conforms to the same set of values. It is this feeling that leads her 
to the cemetery where all the Peace women, including Sula, are 
buried. As she stares at the graves she realises that all her 
feelings of pity and goodwill for Eva had been a waste. After all of 
Eva's accusations, she is able to understand why Sula had never 
liked her grandmother and had put her in a nursing home. Nel 
walks out of the cemetery with thoughts of Sula. The pieces of her 
broken life suddenly seem to come together, and she realises how 
much she misses Sula. Bakerman writes that it takes Nel very long 
to "realize that the great loss she has suffered is really the 
destruction of their friendship, the one chance they had to learn to 
be full, complete women."'^ She knows now that the sense of 
incompleteness and frustration that she had been experiencing all 
these years had not been a result of her separation fix)m Jude but 
rather the consequence of her estrangement with Sula. In Jude's 
company, her own personality had dwindled, whereas with Sula it 
had flourished. Her bonding with Sula had been of a somewhat 
spiritual nature but her union with Jude had satisfied only their 
egos and physical needs. Nel has finally come to understand the 
truly black point of view - as opposed to the false, (supposedly black) 
12 Bakerman 553. 
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Bottom values she had hitherto adhered to. The white world-view 
is obliterated as she realises that a man cannot give her the 
completeness she desires. It can come only from a recognition of her 
own integrated self- the self that she has lost in losing Sula. When 
Nel realises this and looks up at the trees, whispering Sula's name, 
she is really calling back a lost part of her own self. As if in answer 
to her call, "leaves stirred; mud shifted; there was the smell of 
overripe green things. A soft ball of fur broke and scattered like 
dandelion spores in the breeze" (220). This is reminiscent of the 
childhood summer that she and Sula had spent together when they 
were twelve years old and a little boy had drowned at their hands. 
Nel feels Sula's loss and absence strongly and, referring to her old 
friend, says "we was girls together" (221). This statement best 
sums up Sula and Nel's relationship. That they were girls together 
implies that they grew up together, each learning and sharing with 
the other the lessons of love, sex, race and womanhood that life 
taught them. As young girls, their experiences were similar at 
times, different at others, but always brought them closer to each 
other and sealed the bond of friendship between them so that they 
became almost one. Karla Holloway asserts that Nel's "long lonely 
cry...is a cry directed towards the womanhood that she has 
sacrificed, towards the bonding with her feminine potentia - her 
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nature - characterised through her friend Sula, from wliom she 
turned away. It is Nel's cry that signals the spiritual epiphany of 
this novel; her voice awakens its soul." ' ' When Nel finally realises 
the extent of her devastation because of Sula's absence from hei- life, 
she admits to herself what she had evaded for all of her p:rown up 
years - that she is only half a person without Sula because Sula 
gives her completeness and makes her whole. Maxine Lavon 
Montgomery observes that "the novel's circular narrative s t ructure -
beginning with the creation of the Bottom, ending with Nel's 
symbolic rebirth - indicates the possibility of recovering one's lost 
selfhood."'' Montgomery implies that even though Nel's personality 
and consciousness have been repressed because of the indirect 
effects of racism and sexism, there is hope that she can salvage her 
individuality by recognising the things that are really important . 
She must first begin to view herself as an individual in her own 
right and develop a feeling of self worth which exists regardless of 
whether she has a man or not. and regardless of whether society 
views her as a success or not. This feeling of wholeness of being 
'^  Karla F. C. Hollowaj-, 'The Legacy of N'oice: Tom Morrison's Reclamation of 
Things Past," New Dimensions of Spirituahtv: A Biracial and Biculturnl Reading 
of the Novels of Toni Morrison. Karla F. C. Holloway and Stephanie 
Demetrakopoulos (Westport: Greenwood Presb. 1987) 23. 
' ' Maxine Lavon Montgomery, '"A Pilgrimage to the Origins: The Apocalypse as 
Structure and Theme in Tom Morrison's Sula." Black American Literature Forum 
23 (1989); 128. 
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must come from within her. An integral part of this self awakening 
has to be Nel's acknowledgement of Sula's crucial role in the 
development of her personality. This i^ witnessed when Nel cries 
Sula's name out loud. Morrison wri tes that the cry "had no bottom 
and. . .no top, just circles and circles of sorrow" (221). The cry 
indicates that Nel has finally accepted Sula 's presence as integral to 
her own, and her absence as a missing part of her own self. This 
ul t imate realisation lends meaning to Nel's existence and reconciles 
her soul with Sula's. The cry is unconfined and sorrowful because 
Nel has just realised her loss and resents the missed opportunities 
of being with Sula - opportunities tha t would have helped both of 
them to grow as complete human beings. She cries for the spiritual 
and emotional wholeness that could have been hers and Sula's had 
they maintained their unique friendship. In mourning Sula she 
mourns, essentially, a lost part of her own childhood, her own 
personality, her own self 
In Sula. Morrison demonst ra tes t ha t the development of a 
black woman's consciousness of her race and gender is a long drawn 
out process which begins in the experiences of childhood, and later 
muta te s into different behavioural pa t t e rns - like those represented 
by Sula and Nel. Each woman's consciousness of her race, and the 
subsequent quest for her own identity, is determined by the politics 
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of colour and gender. As in all of Morrison's other novels, there are 
no major white characters in Sula either. The book, however, 
conveys ver>' subtly that all the events that unfold in the novel are 
an indirect consequence of the fact that the people to whom they 
happen are all black and suffer the way they do because they are 
victims of racism and sexism in a male dominated white world. 
Apart from these significantly detrimental effects on individuals, 
white oppression has permanently tarnished the Bottom community 
as well. By cheating them on account of the land that has been 
given to them, the oppressors have essentially robbed them of a 
decent way to make a living. The poverty arising out of this act has 
affected not only the self-esteem of the community but also the 
relationships within families - for example that between Eva and 
her children. 
Referring to Morrison's "nigger joke," Timothy B. Powell 
writes that the 
anecdote is an insightful testimony as to how 
blacks have been manipulated by the white 
logos. The black slave is disenfranchised of the 
fertile valley land that should rightfully be his, 
not because of his ignorance but because of the 
duphcity inherent in the white man's logic and 
language, that controUing power which the white 
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man wields in the form of the logos....the 
dominance of white society has not been halted 
by the eradication of slavery or the advent of 
civil rights, since neither of these actions dispels 
the primacy of logocentrism in Western 
civilization....although Sula is a novel centered 
around black people and black culture, the power 
of the white logos is still verj' much in evidence.'^ 
Powell's contention is tha t the white Euro-centric view of life is so 
thoroughly ingrained into American cul ture tha t there is no escape 
from it. Even if a community is all black - like tha t of the Bottom -
it continues to be influenced and dominated by white values 
because no alternative world view has ever been allowed to flourish. 
By wielding the power of the logos, white supremacists have tr ied 
to control the destiny of the minority culture. This is best 
exemplified by the white farmer's act of giving the worst kind of 
barren land to the black slave in exchange for his labour by 
convincing him tha t it is the best available land - the bottom of 
heaven. Even though slavery has been abolished, and the civil 
r ights movement has been accepted, the black population continues 
to be enslaved to the white one because it has to live and judge itself 
15 Timothy B. Powell, "Toni Morrison: The Struggle to Depict the Black Figure on 
the White Page." Black American Literature Forum 24 (1990): 753-754. 
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according to the criteria presented by the dominant culture. Powell 
further goes on to compare The Bluest Eve and Sula. arguing that 
"both novels describe a search for wholeness in the shadowy 
periphery of a society dominated by the white logos....Pecola and 
Sula's quests for identity are of ironic proportion, with no heroes, no 
victories, no redemption."!^ Pecola's and Sula's pursuits of 
wholeness are ironic because the cultural background against 
which they take place is itself incomplete. The black community 
that Morrison depicts in Sula exists in the greater shadow of the 
white community, and appears incapable of lending sustenance or 
support to any of its members. There are no redeeming, stable, 
black characters here (no Mrs. MacTeer, no Pilate, no Baby Suggs) 
who represent the richness or advantage of the African heritage, 
and can acquaint the girls with it - especially since their own 
mothers are conspicuously absent from their lives. According to the 
author, therefore, Pecola's and Sula's quests becomes merely a 
pathetic show of madness and stubbornness respectively. As if in 
agreement with Powell, Jacqueline de Weever observes, "Morrison's 
novels depict the helplessness of Pecola and Sula before the 
ambiguities and paradoxes of their lives. Both suggest that the 
struggle to establish identity in a world which does not acknowledge 
>6 Powell 754-755. 
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one's existence is sometimes lost."'' This observation suggests that 
the black woman does not even exist for white society, so her 
struggle to create an independent self - which will be recognised and 
respected as such - is negated. This thesis has, however, taken a 
more optimistic view. It proposes that both Pecola and Sula are 
somehow ennobled by their quests because they represent millions 
of other women who have embarked on similar journeys. Sula, 
especially, has gone one step ahead of Pecola. She holds on to her 
beliefs until the very end of her life, and dies a sane woman. She 
becomes a contemporary tragic heroine because she voices the 
concerns of women at odds with society, women in search of a self, 
women who shun the hypocrisy of convention to claim their own 
genuine identity and values. Her hamartia is manifested in her 
stubborn independence and refusal to connect with other people. 
Morrison has said in an interview, "I thought she had a serious 
flaw, which led her into a dangerous zone which is, and it really is 
dangerous, not being able to make a connection with other 
people."'** Though Sula is aware that she has shunned the 
community much as the community has shunned her, she 
'" Jacqueline de Weever, "The Inverted World of Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eve 
and Sula. College Language Association Journal 22 (1979): 414. 
'* Toni Morrison, "The One Out of Sequence," with Anne Koenen, History and 
Tradition in Afro-American Culture, ed. Gunther Lenz (Frankfurt: Campus, 1984) 
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understands just before her death, that the people who deride her at 
present will ultimately gain the knowledge that she has gleaned in 
her quest for selfhood. This is the realisation that society will 
ultimately accept women like her and understand their need to 
create a strong, independent, whole self which will be able to 
withstand cultural and emotional onslaughts from all quarters. She 
explains this (in her usual contemptuous, tongue-in-cheek, 
exaggerated manner) to Nel in her dying speech, "It will take time, 
but they'll love me....When Lindbergh sleeps with Bessie Smith and 
Norma Shearer makes it with Stepin Fetchit...and every 
weathervane on every barn flies off the roof to mount the hogs . . . 
then there'll be a little love left over for me. And I know just what it 
will feel like" (185). Sula dies confident that she has forged the way 
for other women like herself in traditional society which will 
ultimately come to accept and appreciate the quest for individuality. 
Morrison indicates, however, that the black woman's search for 
selfhood must also pay respect to the family and community -
always keeping the African ethos in mind. This is most strongly 
communicated through the last lines of the book which imply that if 
Sula and Nel had allowed their friendship to burgeon through 
adulthood, each would have found the completeness she was looking 
207. 
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for, and would have been at peace with herself and the community. 
Sula's struggle is ultimately meaningful because Morrison creates 
in her a character who foreshadows minority women of the future. 
These are women who will emerge out of repressed or strict 
backgrounds and learn to combine the quest for self with respect for 
the community even as they integrate modern culture with their 
ethnic backgrounds to create well-developed personalities capable of 
both material and spiritual success - no matter how adverse the 
circumstances of their lives. 

As fleet and bright as a lodestar he wheeled toward Guitar and it did not matter 
which one of them would give up his life in the killing arms of his brother. For 
now he knew what Shalimar kneM'. if you surrendered to the air you could ride it. 
SONG OF SOLOMON 
Chapter 3 
The Colour of Love: 
Measures of Self Worth in Song of Solomon 
Though Song of Solomon is Morrison's only book with a male as 
the central character, it is, nevertheless, supported by a brilliant 
cast of female protagonists as well. These women include 
Milkman's paternal aunt - Pilate, cousin - Hagar, mother - Ruth, 
and sisters - Magdalene called Lena and First Corinthians. Harry 
Reed comments that Milkman's quest is "buttressed by his female 
relationships. The fluid constellations of black women loving him, 
supporting him, guiding him and even rejecting him confirm the 
nurturing aspects of black life."' All these characters contribute 
significantly, but in varying measures, to Milkman's development 
from a headstrong, chauvinistic, arrogant, materialistic young 
man to a mature person who finally comes to appreciate the 
richness of his Afi*ican background as well as the worth of his 
ancestors, and makes both an integral part of his identity and 
selfhood. Each woman demonstrates characteristics and 
personality traits very different from those of the others. This 
chapter seeks to study these female characters to show how their 
race-consciousness develops as a result of their experiences - both 
' Harry Reed, "Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon and Black Cultural Nationalism," 
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within and outside the community - and manifests itself in their 
varying attitudes toward life. Even as these women lead Milkman 
toward an understanding of his true self, the search for their own 
identity and purpose in life, the craving to understand who they 
are, and what they desire becomes, eventually, the deciding factor 
between life and death, self affirmation and self negation, ecstatic 
joy or desperate misery. It decides, ultimately, who finds meaning 
in life and whose years on the earth are a waste - and why. 
Ruth Foster Dead is the first of the Dead women to be 
introduced in the story. She is the wife of a ruthless real estate 
agent - Macon Dead (he is literally "Ruth-less" because he does not 
even acknowledge her presence), and the daughter of the first 
Negro doctor in town - the late Dr. Foster - a rather conceited man 
who takes pride in his wealthy, light-skinned family, and feels 
superior to other black people. Morrison depicts Ruth as a 
motherless girl whose pathetic existence can be traced back to a 
rich but lonely childhood and her subsequent, unfortunate 
marriage to the ferocious, money-minded Macon Dead who keeps 
"each member of his family awkward with fear" (Song of Solomon 
10).^  He inculcates terror in Ruth by shouting at her, abusing her, 
The Centennial Review 23 (1988): 54. 
-' Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon (London: Picador in association with Chatto and 
Wmdus, 1993). All subsequent references are to this edition, and appear in 
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and even hitting her at times. He also tries to force her to abort 
Milkman while he is still in the womb by making her drink castor 
oil, thrusting knitting needles inside her, punching her stomach 
and forcing her to sit on a heated cauldron. Only timely 
interference by Pilate saves her and the baby. Even though Ruth 
lives a life of comparative luxury and affluence, initially because 
of her father's position, and later because of her husband's, she 
derives no happiness from it. She considers herself too superior to 
other black women, and is ignored by the white women who know 
her father. During her father's lifetime, her days are marked only 
by an unusual devotion to him which continues in strange ways 
even after his death. On the day that Dr. Foster dies, Macon 
discovers Ruth lying naked next to her father's dead body, with 
his fingers in her mouth (she vehemently denies this fact when 
Milkman confronts her, but Macon is convinced that he is right). 
Extremely repulsed by the sight, he decides on the spot to have 
nothing to do with her henceforth. Morrison paints a rather 
miserable picture of Ruth, and attributes most of her problems to 
the lack of meaningful love in her life. She is, in Pilate's words, 
"dying of lovelessness" (151). Her father's death and Macon's 
abhorrence of her lead her to an uncanny relationship with her 
parentheses throughout this chapter. 
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son whom she continues to breast-feed till he is well past infancy. 
Even though she senses Milkman's "restraint, his courtesy, his 
indifference" (13), it only pushes "her into fantasy. She had the 
distinct impression that his lips were pulling from her a thread of 
hght. It was as though she were a cauldron spinning gold....And 
that was the other part of her pleasure, a pleasure she hated to 
give up" (13-14). Ruth feeds Milkman not because she derives 
sexual pleasure from it, but because it makes her feel important 
and useful - as if she is lending him sustenance and life. 
Ironically, however, the milk with which she hopes to nourish 
him, succeeds only in choking all the love out of him so that, like 
the late Doctor, he too begins to find her attentions unwanted and 
unnecessarily stifling. 
In Ruth Foster Dead, Morrison creates a black woman 
whose life is meaningless because she makes no attempt to justify 
her existence. She is immensely passive, and terribly apathetic 
toward her own self. She enjoys all the privileges of being 
connected to a rich and influential family, but does not utilise 
them either for personal growth or for the betterment of the 
community. She entertains or goes out only to show off her well-
clothed family and expensive possessions - like the large Packard -
which the townspeople, now envious, now amused, call "Macon 
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Dead's hearse" (33). She has inherited this trait in part from her 
father. Karla HoUoway blames Dr. Foster for rearing Ruth "away 
from her heritage - establishing her as the 'doctor's daughter' and 
therefore less black than the townsfolk he services. He values her 
lighter skin precisely because of his desire for this demarcation 
between his daughter and other black people. As adults, Ruth and 
Macon Jr. perpetuate this distancing.""' Since Ruth has been 
brought up without a native, ethnic cultural identity, she lives 
under the misapprehension that she is superior to other black 
folks and must not associate with them. She and her husband 
never cross the societal boundaries that separate them from the 
rest of the community because doing so would mean a degrading 
descent down the social ladder. Ruth knows very well that Macon 
is cruel and unsympathetic when it comes to collecting money 
from the poor blacks who rent his houses, but she never comes to 
their rescue. She is never assertive enough to stand up to her 
husband and demand that he treat other members of the 
community with compassion and respect. She has no desire to 
mingle with them, to understand the intricacies of their life, and 
to become part of the community to which she rightfully belongs. 
3 Karla F. C. HoUoway, "Song: of Solomon: The Lyrics of Salvation." Karla F. C. 
Holloway and Stephanie Demetrakopoulos, New Dimensions of Spirituality: A 
Biracial and Bicultural Reading of the Novels of Toni Morrison (Westport: 
Greenwood Press, 1987) 106. 
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Her disinterestedness in the black community is all the more 
strange because she has both the means and the potential to 
alleviate some of its miseries - but lacks the initiative. Though 
Macon Dead holds an iron hand over her. she does have the guts 
to assert herself and stand up to him when she wants to - and does 
so only once, when she compels him to part with a substantial 
amount of cash for Hagar's funeral. In the entire book, this is her 
only redeeming act, but it comes too late. She has already become 
a stranger to her own family, and a permanent alien in the black 
community to which she rightfully belongs. Her emulation c^ 
hollow white values, and conceited efforts tu maintain a superior, 
elitist lifestyle, also tells on both her daughters, and adversely 
affects their initial growth and development too. 
Both Lena and Corinthians are unmarried, and still living 
with their parents even though they are in their forties. Their 
lack of initiative and drive can also be traced back to their 
childhood spent under the shadow of a tyrannical father like 
Macon Dead and an insipid mother like Ruth Dead. Both try their 
level best and succeed, for the most part, at keeping the girls away 
from other black people whom they consider socially inferior. 
They try to inculcate in the children the values of elitist, white, 
America - emphasising the importance of money and social status. 
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Even though Lena and Corinthians appear to live a privileged and 
luxurious life, their existence is no less artificial than the roses 
they laboriously make out of red velvet - showy and delicate on the 
outside - no substance inside. Jus t as the girls cut out pat terns 
from velvet, Macon cruelly cuts out all spunk and individuality 
from their personalities and shapes them into models of envy for 
the rest of the community. Lena and Corinthians are, therefore, 
ultimately caught in the same ru t as their mother. In spite of 
their advantageous position in society, they too remain trapped in 
the tangled web of their family life - a shadow that haun t s them 
wherever they go. 
Only Corinthians makes an a t tempt to pull her life together 
by going to a prestigious white women's college. She even spends 
her junior year abroad in France, but it does not fetch for her the 
advantages she had assumed it would - working, ra ther 
unfortunately, to her disadvantage instead. 
Bryn Mawr had done what a four-year dose of 
liberal education was designed to do: unfit her 
for eighty percent of the useful work of the 
world. First, by training her for leisure time, 
enrichments, and domestic mindlessness. 
Second, by a clear implication that she was too 
good for such work. After graduation she 
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returned to a work world in which colored girls, 
regardless of their background, were in demand 
for one and only one kind of work. (189) 
As in The Bluest Eve and Tar Baby. Morrison is again critical of the 
white education system which, she claims, teaches nothing of 
practical importance, and imparts no life skills necessary for 
surviving in this world. She implies that such education trains one 
only in the elitist pursuits of life, and is based on the assumption 
that the people who have been educated there are far above others 
of their class. Writing further that Corinthians's "education had 
taught her how to be an enlightened mother and wife, able to 
contribute to the civilization - or in her case, the civilizing - of her 
community..." (188), Morrison satirises, once again, the white 
dominated education system which assumes that coloured people 
need to be trained or civilised - i.e., they too should learn to adopt 
the values of the majority culture, and neglect or forget their own. 
Ruth appreciates her daughter's education only because she thinks 
that it will enable her to become "a prize for a professional man of 
color" (188). Her hopes are, however, dashed, because Corinthians 
"lacked drive. These men wanted wives who could manage, who 
were not so well accustomed to middle-class life that they had no 
ambition, no hunger, no hustle in them" (188). The coloured men of 
the day desire wives who are not complacent, who would appreciate 
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the struggle for social status and hold on to it, once they had 
acquired it, as a priceless possession. Corinthians is a misfit in 
their midst because she is "a little too elegant" (188) for them, and 
her training is such that it gives them an inferiority complex. The 
irony of her life is that her wealth and education do not allow her to 
become part of either the black or the white community - leaving 
her suspended between the two classes instead. Stephanie 
Demetrakopoulos suggests that Corinthians is "a perfect example of 
the educated Ivy League daughter who is to use her class and 
learning only as a persona, as a decoration for her family."'' This 
comment reveals an unfortunate truth: Macon and Ruth are so 
obsessed with their elitist image, that they never really give their 
well-educated daughter a chance to utilise her training. They keep 
her merely as just another ornament to adorn their house and 
assert their superiority over other members of the community. 
Corinthians, however, does not give up easily. Her continued 
quest for independence, and her determination to find a job 
ultimately leads her to become a maid to Miss Grahams - the State 
Poet Laureate. She, however, tells her family that she is an 
"amanuensis," and also does her best to hide this fact from other 
girls in the community who are doing the same work. Being a maid 
•• Stephanie Demetrakopoulos, "Song of Solomon: The Interdependence of Men's 
and Women's Individuation," HoUovvay and Demetrakopoulos 96. 
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is, nevertheless, good for her self-esteem because in Miss Graham's 
house she "had what she never had in her own: responsibility. She 
flourished in a way, and exchanged arrogance occasionally for 
confidence" (190). Holloway writes that even though her occupation 
as a maid is a step backwards from the kind of life-style propagated 
by her parents, it acts as a positive force for her because it gives her 
"entry into a self-designed reality, and [makes] the potential of her 
coming to touch herself as a woman a possibility."^ Corinthians 
achieves a certain independence by choosing a difficult and 
humbling occupation over the pompousness of her earlier life-style. 
Just as Pauline Breedlove in The Bluest Eve takes pleasure from 
working for the white Fisher family, so Corinthians too derives 
satisfaction fi-om her job. Morrison implies that it is rather 
unfortunate that some black women have to turn outside their 
family and community to find a measure of self-worth. She blames 
the black community - especially the men - for not providing enough 
support to a woman to flourish as an individual in their midst. 
Holloway rightly contends that "a college-educated woman having 
to assume the position of a maid...illustrates the psychological and 
social abuse suffered and endured by black women who work in 
5 Holloway 110 
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these roles, subjugating their pride for some personal goal."*" This 
comment demonstrates that black women in white society are not 
recognised for their true capabilities. They have to constantly 
diminish and negate their achievements because the dominant 
culture, and its influence on their own families, does not let them 
rise above social and cultural stereotypes. Miss Grahams 
appreciates Corinthians because she can boast to her friends about 
giving her maid a copy of Walden for Christmas - instead of the 
usual envelope of money. Her attitude depicts the pretensions of the 
white community, and demonstrates how its members use less 
privileged people to brag about their status or show their 
magnanimity. This shift in Corinthians's profession is also 
significant because it makes romance with Henry Porter possible, 
and ultimately allows her to view herself as part of the community 
to which he belongs. 
Just as Corinthians hides behind the mask of superiority, 
and refuses to acknowledge the reality of her work, however, she is 
ashamed of accepting Porter's reality as well - even though she is in 
love with him, and feels secure in his company. It is hard for her to 
accept the fact that she is dating a mere yardman. Porter, however, 
confronts her openly one day, and makes her admit that she is 
sHolloway 110 
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ashamed of him. He tells her that he does not want a "doll baby," 
but rather a "grown-up woman that 's not scared of her daddy" (196). 
Porter feels that Corinthians needs to prow up - to act mature , and 
take pride in who she is. If she comes out of her father's shadow, 
she would essentially be rejecting the false, snobbish values for 
which he stands. Corinthians considers his words, and ult imately 
wins the battle to be a grown up woman rather than a baby-doll 
when she hurls her pride and snobbishness aside and raps on 
Porter's car door, begging him to take her back. 
She was First Corinthians Dead, daughter of a 
wealthy property ownei- and the elegant Ruth 
Foster, granddaughter of the magnificent and 
worshipped Dr. Foster...and a woman who had 
turned heads on every deck of the Queen Mary 
and had Frenchmen salivating all over Paris. 
Corinthians Dead...was now banging on the car-
door window of a yardman. (197-198) 
This act of begging before one of her social inferiors is a humbling 
experience for Corinthians, yet it signifies a victory for her because 
it indicates tha t she has finally let go of the falsehood of her 
existence, and acknowledged her origins. She has t aken the first 
step toward becoming a ma tu re woman, and when she wakes up on 
Porter's bed in the morning, she feels like a new person: "she felt 
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easy. In place of vanity she now felt a self-esteem that was quite 
new" (201). Corinthians feels light-hearted and happy because she 
has shed the enormous burden of hypocrisy, and freed herself of the 
shackles of social superiority her parents had wrapped around her. 
Her vanity is replaced by a feeling of self-worth because Porter 
appreciates her for who she is - not where she comes from. Most 
importantly, however, Corinthians has finally begun to carve an 
identity for herself, and identify her own priorities. This is the 
beginning of the formation of her consciousness as an individual. 
She has come to accept herself as she is, and to take pride in her 
friends - regardless of their social status or material well-being. 
She has, in a way become connected to her African roots, and the 
rich background of her people by being with someone from the very 
midst of the black community. She has finally made an attempt to 
abandon the false, uppity, white values that her parents had always 
inculcated in her to make her feel superior to other black people. 
Lena's life is, unfortunately, redundant and quite different 
from that of Corinthians's. She remains resigned to her fate, and 
monotonously carries on the job of making red velvet roses for the 
local department store. Her single redeeming act, like that of her 
mother's, is when she rebels, just once, against her brother, 
Milkman. She finds out that Milkman has complained to Macon 
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about Corinthians's relationship with Porter - with the result that 
her father has forbidden Corinthians to go out, made her give up 
her job, and had Porter evicted from his house. Lena calls Milkman 
to her room and gives him the proverbial piece of her mind. 
"Our girlhood was spent like a found nickel on 
you. When you slept, we were quiet; when you 
were hungry, we cooked; when you wanted to 
play, we entertained you...You have yet to 
...move a fleck of your dirt from one place to 
another. And to this day, you have never asked 
one of us if we were tired, or sad, or wanted a 
cup of coffee." (215) 
Lena's words reveal the pent-up bitterness she has been harbouring 
against the Dead men all these years. She tells Milkman that their 
adolescence was sacrificed at the altar of his childhood, and points 
out that they worked like slaves to please him and never received a 
word of commendation. Her speech indicates the disturbing extent 
to which the Deads have adopted the white value system. They 
believe that only a male can control the family and propagate its 
name. Black values that emphasise the importance and 
contributions of women as important mother figures are totally 
neglected. Lena hints at this when she accuses Milkman of trying 
to run their lives just because he is male. She asks him, "where do 
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you get the right to decide our lives?....I'll tell you where. From 
that hog's gut that hangs down between your legs" (215). These 
insulting remarks indicate Lena's wrath at the fact that a mere 
biological reality gives men the right to dominate each female 
member of the family. They require no mental skills, no 
understanding of human nature, no grasp of every day problems to 
be heads of the household. The fact that they are male is enough. 
She then gives another example to show how their father has 
always exploited them and taken advantage of them. "When we 
were little girls,...he took us to the ice-house once....There were 
other children there. Barefoot, naked to the waist, dirty. But we 
stood apart...in white stockings, ribbons, and gloves....He took us 
there so they could see us, envy us, envy him" (216). Lena wants to 
make Milkman realise that Macon never appreciated his family for 
what it was - but rather for what it looked like, and how many 
people they could impress by their opulence. These words also 
suggest that the girls felt helpless, and were forced into snobbish 
behaviour. Their personalities were curbed because their father 
never allowed them to behave the way they wanted to. Lena's and 
Corinthians's desire to mingle with the other children indicates a 
subconscious wish to be part of their ethnic culture, and participate 
in the joys and sorrows of their people. Where Corinthians rebels, 
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however, Lena chooses to ignore her father's tyranny and, except for 
this one outburst, remains passive throughout the novel. 
Demetrakopoulos views the Hfe of Lena and Corinthians as "a true, 
bitter, virulent portrait of what happens to sisters who are made 
subservient body-servants to a selfish, adored brother simply 
because he is male."'' This comment suggests that the Dead 
household is not unique in its mistreatment of women. It is merely 
symbolic of the preference families give to male children over female 
ones. Lena tries to drive this fact home to Milkman by making it 
clear to him that the only thing he has going for him is his sex and 
nothing else. These words reveal the frustration that women feel 
when they are made to act a certain way just because they are the 
less privileged sex. Lena falls a total victim to this, and makes no 
attempt to come out of it. Her fight with Milkman indicates that, 
like Ruth, she too has the potential to stand up to the men in the 
family, but does not feel the need to do so for herself. She 
represents the women who continue to be repressed and dominated 
by the males of the species, but do not give enough importance to 
their own selves to care to retaliate against the existing system and 
go in quest of their own identity. 
Milkman's sisters are, however, not the only women who 
Demetrakopoulos 95. 
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suffer because of his arrogant, domineering attitude. His 
association with Pilate's granddaughter, Hagar, has a drastic and 
fatally damaging effect on her. She gives up her life not only 
because he rejects her, but also because of the way he chooses to 
do it. Hagar's story reinforces the sad, harsh realities of the 
disastrous effects of white values on black culture. It 
demonstrates the disturbing extent to which young minority 
women have internalised the concepts of beauty and self-worth 
propagated by the majority culture. It also highlights the fact 
that male expectations of attractiveness and romance are based 
only on ideas sold to them by white culture. Milkman first sees 
his cousin when he visits his aunt Pilate's house for the first time. 
He watches Hagar drag a huge basket inside with her back toward 
him, and decides on the spot that he is in love with her: "but 
Milkman had no need to see her face; he had already fallen in love 
with her behind" (43). This very first meeting is symbolic, and sets 
the tone for the strange course the romance is later to take on. 
Milkman sees only Hagar's behind, i.e., he sees only a portion of 
her - not the complete picture. He thinks he is in love with her -
without ever talking to her or trying to understand her. After 
going steady with her for over twelve years, he decides to end the 
relationship just as suddenly as he had begun it - with no input 
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from Hagar, or a word of explanation to her. He writes her a brief 
note on Christmas and encloses some money - expressing his 
"gratitude," thanking her for being his girlfriend for so long, and 
informing her that he would now like to call the relationship off 
Hagar is shattered to learn that he has broken off the 
relationship, and stunned that he has used such distant, cold, 
formal words as "thank you" and "gratitude." Later, when she sees 
him in a bar with another girl, "whose silky copper-colored hair 
cascaded over the sleeve of his coat" (127), she is unable to stand 
the shock, and goes insane with jealousy and desperation. She 
seeks revenge by trying to kill Milkman - and stalks him with an 
ice-pick or knife at the oddest of moments and in the strangest of 
places, but never succeeds. When her last attempt fails, she 
stands like a zombie - mute, and unaware of her surroundings. 
Guitar chances upon her and takes her home. He thinks it ironic 
that this "pretty little black-skinned girl" (307) should want to 
both kill for love and die for it. He blames Pilate and Reba for not 
realising that Hagar is not strong and self-sufficient like them. 
"Hagar was not...strong enough, like Pilate, nor simple enough, 
like Reba, to make up her life as they had. She needed what most 
colored girls needed: a chorus of mamas, grandmamas, aunts, 
cousins, sisters, neighbors, Sunday school teachers, best girl 
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friends, and what all to give hci' the strength life demanded of her 
- and the humor with which to live it" (307). Reba and Pilate are 
independent, self-confident women, but Hagar is not like them. 
She has always been pampered by them, and requires their 
support at every step. She also needs guidance from the women 
mentioned above - women who make up the core of the black 
community, and are capable of passing on its sustaining qualities 
to her through their nurturing abilities. Hagar has been 
conditioned, instead, by exposure to the majority culture, to think 
of a successful woman as one who dresses up in chic clothes and 
has men falling at her feet. Guitar's words indicate that she needs 
to surrender her prissy ways and become tuned to the values of 
the black culture by associating with women who uphold them as 
sacred. Hagar, however, can think of no company beyond 
Milkman's, and does not even know, perhaps, that he has left the 
city for another part of the country to search for the gold his father 
had told him about. She lies silently on her bed all day, and 
refuses to eat, drink or go out - until Pilate gives her a pretty pink 
plastic compact one day. As soon as she releases the clasp, and 
sees a reflection of her face in the mirror inside, she is shocked. 
"No wonder" (308) she says, and that's all she can say several 
times at first. When Pilate asks "No wonder what?" (308) she 
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replies "I look awful. No wonder ho didn't want me. I look 
terrible" (308). Edward Guerrero interprets Hagar's looking into 
the mirror as an invocation of a "deadly, ensnaring, self-reflexive 
gaze into an alien standard of beautJ^" It is unfortunate that even 
when a black girl looks into the mirror she sees only what is not 
there - fair skin, light eyes, straight hair - rather than what is -
her history, her background, her culture reflected in her skin, her 
eyes, her hair. Guerrero contends, therefore, that by rejecting her 
reflection in the mirror, she rejects, essentially, "the self shaped by 
the traditions and lifestyles of...Pilate and...Reba, both of whom 
represent Nature...and...work against the allure of outward 
appearances and the colonizing powers of 'the look.' Hagar 
fantasizes a persona that she imagines will make her more 
desirable to...Milkman."** In a stubborn negation of all that Pilate 
and Reba stand for, Hagar detests her Negroid looks, and yearns 
for the kind of face and hair that she thinks Milkman would 
appreciate - smooth, pale skin and silky hair. She decides to get 
up and "fix" (308) herself up by going shopping for the latest in 
clothes and cosmetics. As she heads downtown, she keeps 
whispering to herself "no wonder" (310). The bedraggled image of 
herself sticks to her mind, and she blames it for her failed 
* Edward Guerrero, "Tracking The Look' in the Novels of Toni Morrison," Black 
American Literature Forum 24 (1990): 769. 
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romance with Milkman. Morrison writes that Hagar "shopped for 
ever3'thing a woman could wear from the skin out..." (310). She 
first buys a garter belt, hose, nylon slips, shoes, a night-gown, a 
skirt and a blouse. Then she moves on to the cosmetics 
department which, Morrison writes, "enfolded her in perfume, and 
she read hungrily the labels and the promise. Myrurgia for 
primeval woman who creates for him a world of tender privacy 
where the only occupant is you..." (311). The author's description 
of Hagar's desperate shopping spree demonstrates the extent to 
which the white culture propagates the values of success based on 
materialism and a certain fixed concept of beauty. The underlying 
assumption is that a woman is worthy only if she is desirable to 
men - and they will find her attractive only if she lures them by 
the power of her clothes, make-up and perfume. Hagar tries to be 
alluring and beautiful for Milkman by attempting to diminish and 
tone down her African looks in favour of a more Westernised style. 
She circles the make-up counters where she sees "peachy powders 
and milky lotions...grouped in front of poster after cardboard 
poster of gorgeous grinning faces. Faces in ecstasy. Faces somber 
with achieved seduction. Hagar believed she could spend her life 
there among the cut glass, shimmering in peaches and cream, in 
satin. In opulence. In luxe. In love" (311). Western white culture 
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presents fantasy as reality, and hypnotises the consumer into 
believing tha t she too can enjoy the ecstasy tha t follows a 
successful seduction only if she has a peaches and cream 
complexion (guaranteed by their products) and lounges around in 
satin robes. Hagar falls a hapless victim to these calculated bates , 
and spends a fortune purchasing clothes and cosmetics so t h a t she 
can achieve the desired look tha t would win Milkman's hear t . Her 
desire to wear satin symbolises a direct rejection of her African 
heritage since black people have traditionally grown and worked 
on cotton plantations with pride. Cotton is a na tura l fabric, 
whereas sat in is synthetic and connotes the artificial values of the 
white culture as opposed to genuine black values symbolised by 
cotton. Her inability to appreciate this difference, and her 
mindless pursuit of a thing tha t is at odds with her na tu re and 
culture, leads ultimately to a pathetic end to her life. 
As she walks back home, she recalls the way she had felt 
when she had stared into the mirror in the compact. 
Yet the momentum of the thing held her - it was 
all of a piece. From the moment she looked into 
the mirror in the little pink compact she could 
not stop. It was as though she held her breath 
and could not let it go until the energy and 
busyness culminated in a beauty that would 
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dazzle him...she looked neither right nor left but 
walked on and on, oblivious of other people, 
street lights, automobiles, and a thunderous skj'. 
(313) 
By depicting Hagar's complete obsession with her looks, Morrison 
shows a black girl totally besieged by the majority culture's concepts 
of beauty, attractiveness and self-worth - to the disturbing exclusion 
of all else. Hagar automatically assumes that her appearance is to 
blame for Milkman's rejection of her because she does not look like 
the women with peaches and cream complexions. This damages 
her self-esteem so much that she is unable to shake off the sight of 
her presumably ugly face staring back at her from the pretty 
compact. She concentrates so single-mindedly on this image that 
she becomes totally unaware of her surroundings, and realises that 
she has been completely drenched by a downpour only when one of 
her shopping bags splits, and everything begins to fall out. 
Morrison paints a pathetic picture of Hagar as she bends to retrieve 
one or two items while the others fall out. Her brand new white 
skirt becomes wet and muddy. The fashionable hose rips, and her 
expensive cosmetics mingle with the mud in the puddles before she 
scoops them all up again. Her inability to hold on to these chic. 
Western items symbolises the futility of her mission - her attempt to 
transform the ugly crow into the proverbially beautiful swan. Hagar 
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reaches home "Hmp, wet, and confused, clutching her bundles in 
whatever way she could" (314). She holds on to the ta t te red 
shopping bags as if they are a life-force keeping her from 
succumbing to the fatal misery of rejection, looking up to them for a 
new vitality and beauty t h a t would give meaning to her existence. 
For this reason she rushes straight into her room and, without 
drying herself, puts on her new, dirty, soiled clothes, and plasters 
wet, lumpy make-up all over her face. It is only when she presents 
herself for Reba and Pilate's inspection tha t she becomes aware of 
the pathos of her condition. 
It was in their eyes that she saw what she had 
not seen before in the mirror: the wet ripped 
hose, the soiled white dress, the sticky, lumpy 
face powder, the streaked rouge, and the wild 
wet shoals of hair. All this she saw in their eyes, 
and the sight filled her own with water warmer 
and much older than the rain. Water that lasted 
for hours, until the fever came, and then it 
stopped. The fever dried her eyes up as well as 
her mouth. (314) 
This episode is significant because it shows Hagar's acceptance of 
reality - and what it does to her. She realises tha t she can never 
become the kind of beauty she has seen advertised in the shopping 
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mall, but she cannot reconcile to this cruel fact. She finds it 
difficult to believe that the products which promise so much deliver 
so little - and make her look so ridiculous. The sheer 
disappointment she feels manifests itself into tears of desperation 
and frustration, and then a dangerous fever that refuses to subside. 
As Hagar's temperature rises, she murmurs deliriously, "Why 
don't he like my hair?....He likes silky hair....Silky hair the color of 
a penny....Curly, wavy, silky hair. He don't like mine" (315). Her 
obsession with the coarse texture and cut of her hair continues, and 
she holds it responsible for the estrangement with Milkman. Pilate 
makes an effort to convince her granddaughter that if Milkman has 
rejected her because of her hair and looks, he has done so in 
ignorance. She wants to make Hagar realise that her hair is her 
strength - the essence of her African origins. It is the thread that 
binds her to Milkman even without the commitment of romance 
because it is proof of the similarity of their culture and origins. For 
him to hate it would be to hate himself. Hagar, however, continues 
to insist that Milkman "loves silky hair....Penny-colored hair....And 
lemon-colored skin.... And gray-blue eyes....And thin nose....He's 
never going to like my hair" (315-316). The description she gives is 
that of a typical light-skinned beauty - with complexion and hair 
she now knows she can never have. These are the last desperate 
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words that Hagar speaks before her voice is silenced forever, and 
her ugliness buried with her. She dies believing that she has failed 
in life because she could not get Milkman's love since she never 
possessed the traditional beauty that would make romance possible 
and lend meaning to her existence. Susan Willis argues that 
"Hagar's hysteria and death mark the limits of her assimilation into 
bourgeoisie culture. Neither through withdrawal nor through 
commodity consumption can [she] transform herself into an object. 
Her marginality, by reason of race and lumpen background, is the 
basis for her inalienable human dimension. As Morrison might 
have put it, she is simply too black, too passionate, too human ever 
to become reified."^ Willis interprets Hagar's inability to become 
white-like as a failure to be commodified ("reified") and views it as 
the reason for her failed initiation into bourgeoisie society. In spite 
of her best efforts, her native cultural background - the inherited 
essence of Africanism - keeps her from becoming an object of 
appreciation for the male gaze. Hagar, unfortunately, is unable to 
appreciate this fact, and instead of viewing the resistance as her 
strength, allows it to become the reason for her doom. 
Hagar's negative outlook and alarmingly low self image are 
juxtaposed by Pilate's zest for life and her self-aflBrmation. The 
9 Susan Willis, "Eruptions of Funk: Historicizing Toni Morrison," Toni Morrison: 
Critical Perspectives Past and Present, ed. Henry Louis Gates Jr., and K. A. 
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difference lies in the \va\' each views herself against the culture to 
which she rightfully belongs, and the culture in which she has to 
live. Pilate rejects the ver>' values that Hagar reveres. She looks 
with disdain on Western concepts of success and prosperity, and 
lives without modern amenities like electricity, gas and running 
water. She is different from the other women characters of the novel 
in several ways - the first being a freakish physical reality. She does 
not have a navel, and is rumoured to have birthed herself - since 
her mother dies seconds before she was born. She lives on the 
outskirts of town, and practices an unconventional profession - the 
illegal production and sale of home-made liquor. Unmarried by 
choice, she heads a strange house-hold of women consisting of her 
daughter Reba (a single mother who lives from "one orgasm to 
another" [150]) and a thoroughly spoilt granddaughter, Hagar. Reba 
has an uncanny knack for winning all sorts of contests, games and 
give-aways. As a result of being thus lucky she brings home 
interesting items ranging from a diamond ring to a year's supply of 
groceries. Neither she nor her mother, however, lay much emphasis 
on material possessions, and are known for their generosity - often 
giving away to others whatever little they own. Pilate is possessive 
only about her bag of bones, her geography book, the rocks she has 
Appiah (New York: Amistad, 1993) 312. 
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collected from each place she visited during her twenty years of 
wandering, and her name which she wears in an earring made out 
of her mother's brass snuff box. These objects, and the owner's 
reverence toward them, indicate her strong ties to her past, and her 
veneration of the culture that has shaped her. Valerie Smith writes 
that "instead of repressing the past, she carries it with her in the 
form of her songs, her stories and her bag of bones. She believes 
that one's sense of identity is rooted in the capacity to look back to 
the past and synthesize it with the present; it is not enough simply 
to put it behind one and look forward."'" Though Pilate settles down 
in a predominantly white town where she has access to various 
contemporary comforts, she rejects them in favour of a simple, 
natural lifestyle. She does not view progress as something that 
involves a negation of history, and a concentration on only the 
future. Rather, she integrates her ethnicity into her present 
lifestyle and, by selecting emotional treasures over material wealth, 
braces herself against the onslaught of Western materialism which 
Macon Dead's family is prey to. 
Morrison traces the formation of Pilate's unique sensibility 
through her traumatic childhood when she sees her father blown 
"five feet up into the air" (40) by some white men who wanted his 
1" Valerie Smith, "The Quest for and Discovery of Identity in Toni Morrison's Song 
of Solomon," The Southern Review 21 (1985): 729. 
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farm, to her youth when she first discovers that it is not natural to 
be without a navel. Othei- people view her with suspicion because 
of this abnormality, but she never lets it damage her self-esteem. 
Smith argues that Pilate's "physical condition symbolizes her 
thorough independence of others;....she is...neither trapped nor 
destroyed by decaying values as her brother's family is. Like 
Macon she is self-made, but her self-creation departs from, instead 
of coinciding with, the American myth."" Smith's contention is 
that the lack of a navel only reinforces the fact that just as Pilate 
needed no assistance to come into the world, so she needs none to 
live in it. By identifying herself as part of a larger African 
community, she is able to reject the imprisonment of white society 
which entraps Macon's family. Though both brother and sister 
have carved independent lives for themselves, their priorities are 
entirely different. Macon has deliberately internalised white 
values, and measures success in terms of money, property and 
social status. Pilate, on the other hand, derides such values and 
draws sustenance only from her memories of the past, her father's 
words, and a recognition of herself as part of a larger Negroid 
community. She does not allow the white West to dictate or 
dominate her lifestyle. 
1' Smith 728. 
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Reed contends that Pilate "transcends...gender-related 
oppression...She can not only support and live happily within a 
woman-centered environment but she can also accept the love of 
men without being devastated by its absence.''^^ Pilate has 
experienced love of the finest kind, and rejected it deliberately 
because she had felt that she would not be able to hide her navel-
less stomach from a husband forever. She does not, however, allow 
this loss to hamper her growth - viewing it instead as something 
that frees rather than victimises her. This suggests that even early 
in life, when she is most vulnerable, she has both the confidence to 
stand alone and the abihty to rise above traditional Western 
anxieties about women being incomplete without the support of a 
man. Unlike Ruth, Pilate rejects artificial Western values 
symbolised by table manners and hygiene - the cleanliness of only 
the body as opposed to that of the mind or spirit. She also places a 
high value on the words spoken by her dead father, and follows his 
advice as she interprets it. All these things connect her to her 
Afiican past, and give her the sustenance required for surviving 
whole in a world given to the emptiness of etiquette and the 
artificiality of modem survival techniques. 
Pilate's basic initiation into life thus puts her through 
12 Reed 58 
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various tests - the most notable of which are poverty, communal 
isolation, and early orphaning - arising from the death of her 
parents, and separation from her older brother, Macon. She, 
however, emerges as a strong individual because she draws 
sustenance from her racial memories and never breaks the vital 
connection to her native agricultural past. This is why, though she 
can claim no umbilical cord that has linked her genealogically to 
traditional mother figures, she is the one, of all the female 
characters, who is most connected to her African heritage, and 
whose relationships with other people have always been nurturing 
ones. Her words are comforting, her touch is healing, and her 
concoctions or potions always work where other endeavours fail. 
Milkman is conceived because of the home-made herbal mixture she 
gives Ruth to put in Macon's food when she learns that they have 
not had a physical relationship since Dr. Foster's death. He is born 
because she thwarts Macon's attempts to force Ruth to abort him by 
placing on his office chair a male voodoo doll with a red circle 
painted on its stomach, and a small chicken bone stuck between its 
legs. She uses these traditional means to ensure both protection 
and privacy for Ruth - instead of going to the police or a social 
welfare organisation which would have violated the latter without 
guaranteeing the former. Just as she plays a crucial role in 
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bringing Milkman into the world, so she instils in him a craving to 
discover his true identity and roots, to go in search of his name, to 
trace his origins back to his rich African past so that he can shed 
the false illusions he has been brought up with, and be able to 
surrender to the air so that he can ride it. 
This process begins early - when Milkman is twelve years old, 
and Guitar takes him to Pilate's house for the first time. She 
reprimands him for saying "hi" - contending that the word should be 
used only for calling pigs and sheep not human beings. Her 
contempt for this common white word of greeting suggests her 
resistance to a blind acceptance of the ways of the dominant culture. 
By condemning this one word, she condemns, ironically, the entire 
system of education that has traditionally claimed to civilise her 
and her ilk. Referring to the significance of Pilate's name, several 
critics have asserted that she acts as a literal pilot who shows 
Milkman the way out of the snobbish, elitist white world and leads 
him to a genuine appreciation of his rich ethnic origins. Peter 
Bruck contends that "Pilate emerges as Milkman's pilot, guiding 
him...out of the deathworld of his parents towards his true destiny, 
i.e. the discovery of his African heritage."'^ Bruck refers to Macon 
'3 Peter Bruck, "Returning to One's Roots: The Motif of Searching and Flying in 
Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon." The Afro-American Novel Since 1960. ed. Peter 
Bruck and Wolfgang Karrer (Amsterdam: B. R. Gruner Publishing Co., 1982) 293. 
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and Ruth's world as a "deathworld" because it encompasses only 
hollow values related to the amassment of material wealth and lays 
emphasis on a decadent, artificial, bourgeoisie lifestyle. It does not 
throb with the pulse of life, love, caring, and the richness of natural 
values as Pilate's household does. Milkman, therefore, needs 
genealogical guidance from his aunt to emerge out of this Hades-
like environment, and breathe the free air of his sweet cultural 
heritage. 
Though Pilate's life is full of creditable deeds, her greatest 
failure is her inability to instil in her beloved granddaughter, 
Hagar, the authentic African values she herself holds so sacred. 
In Tar Baby. Ondine, similarly, fails to inculcate in Jadine the 
values that are of utmost importance to her. Both texts appear to 
suggest that the young woman's alienation from her ethnic culture 
is also a consequence of over-indulgence by black mother figures. 
At the same time, however, this inadequacy on the part of women 
like Pilate and Ondine makes them somehow more human and 
more identifiable. Pilate's one failure is devastating for Hagar 
and ultimately marks for her the difference between life and 
death. As her granddaughter gives up her life in desperation, 
Pilate turns the Christian funeral service into a genuine African 
ritual at the end of which she declares passionately, as if trying to 
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convince herself along with the rest of the congregation, "And she 
was loved" (319). Reed observes that "through her actions, Pilate 
rejected the empty Christian sermonizing. Her references were to 
activities Hagar shared with the living: the music, the morning 
and the evening."*^ This comment suggests that Pilate chooses to 
perform Hagar's last rites in true African fashion - more in 
keeping with her own preferences. She thus brings an element of 
warmth and compassion to an otherwise impersonal, rigidly prim 
and proper ceremony so far removed from the way she and her 
family have always lived. Most importantly, however, by 
manipulating the funeral service, Pilate does for Hagar in death 
what she could not do for her in life - integrates her into African 
culture and reclaims for her the ethnic heritage she had, 
unfortunately, never learned to acknowledge during her lifetime. 
Pilate also performs another duty for her granddaughter when she 
presents a shoe box full of Hagar's hair to Milkman on his return 
from the South. A matured and mellow Milkman, just back from a 
journey which has helped him rediscover himself, has already 
realised the magnitude of his folly and receives the box with 
gratitude - promising to hold on to the hair as a prized possession. 
Smith explains that "Milkman, insensitive to Hagar and unwilling 
i^  Reed 59. 
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to accept responsibility for her in life, understands her 
posthumously and assumes the burden of her death....[he] 
resolve[s] to carry with him the box of Hagar's hair: a symbol of 
his newly acquired cyclical vision of a past he no longer needs to 
escape."'^ After his journey, Milkman has learned to appreciate 
both the larger and the immediate community of black women 
surrounding him. He has also attained a new selfhood by 
assimilating himself into his past, and by recognising the real 
value of his ethnic background which he had previously shunned 
for white, upper-class values. His acceptance of Hagar's hair 
signifies a victory for Pilate not only because she succeeds in 
exorcising her granddaughter's unrequited-love ghost but also 
because it indicates that she has finally handed down to her 
nephew the priceless legacy of his African heritage. He is now able 
to understand why the hair is as much part of him as it was part 
of her, and finally realises the value of the tresses he could not 
cherish while Hagar was alive. 
Milkman also reveals to Pilate the intricate messages 
contained in her father's words which she had hitherto been 
misinterpreting, and stuns her by the revelation that she has, in 
fact, been carrying his bones around rather than those of the 
I'- Smi th 731. 
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white man. He then takes her back to Virginia so that she can 
bury the bone^- on Sokjmon's Leap. It is here tha t Guitar, who has 
come in search of Milkman, shoots him, and kills Pilate. As vshe 
lies dying, she tells Milkman, "1 wish I'd a knowed more 
people....If I d a knowed more, 1 would a loved more" (336). Even 
her last words are about other people - indicating her selfless 
devotion to the black community - and her willingness to sacrifice 
her self in its service. She wants to embrace all humanity - to 
pass on the priceless value of the African cultural heritage to the 
black world before she departs from it. As Milkman bends over 
her, she asks him to sing to her. For the first t ime in his entire 
life. Milkman raises his voice in song. He renders for her the 
Sugargirl version of her favourite Sugarman song - the song of 
Shal imar (Solomon) which has already conveyed its legendary 
wisdom to the singer and helped him define himself genealogically 
and communally. As Pilate breathes her last, Milkman finally 
unders tands that "without ever leaving the ground, she could fly" 
(336). This unders tanding is compounded by the image of a bird 
which scoops Pilate 's earring in its beak, and flies away. Milkman 
realises tha t Pilate could fly because she was without vanity, 
without complexes, and not bound to the ground by earthly 
possessions or materialistic desires. She had, instead, the rare 
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quality of detachment that allowed her to soar far above the rest 
of the world. She was one of the mythic flying Africans who could 
rise above the literal and metaphoric enslavement to white society 
and fly back to the freedom of their African past and ethnic 
origins. 
Jus t as Milkman had retraced Pilate's footsteps through his 
journey South, so now ho replicates her metaphoric flight by a 
literal flight of his own. He knows that Guitar is lurking around 
some undefined corner, waiting to shoot him, but he vaults into 
the air from Solomon's Leap because now he knows "what 
Shal imar knew: If you surrendered to the air, you could ride it" 
(337). Milkman takes a calculated risk by giving himself up to the 
air because he is now confident that he has all the assets required 
to t ame it, control it and ride it - i.e. he is now eligible to re turn to 
Africa because he has understood its value, and is willing to make 
the supreme sacrifice tha t such a going back would entail. His 
hear t is both heavy with sorrow and buoyant with joy. Though 
Pilate 's loss is distressing, his body feels light with the 
weightlessness of relinquished material possessions and petty 
bourgeoisie concerns. He has finally justified his African existence 
by linking his individual self to the black community, and viewing 
himself as an extension of it. He has given up the false vanity and 
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pride that characterised his childhood and youth, and has become 
re-racinated after having first been de-racinated. 
This chapter is not about Milkman's exemplary awakening, 
however, but about the women who shaped his quest and made 
such a self-discovery possible. Roberta Rubenstein asserts that 
Morrison "portrays a hero who achieves manhood by assimilating 
a traditionally female moral perspective into his previously 
limited vision...the sacrifices on his behalf by Pilate and others 
generate his own sense of himself as part of a community to which 
he belongs by reciprocal responsibility.""' Milkman is able to 
define himself as an individual only because of the contributions of 
the remarkable women he has come in contact with. It is Pilate 
whose words and stories make him realise that there is another 
world out there - just waiting to be rediscovered, and Lena whose 
accusations finally send him on the all-important treasure hunt 
for gold. What he discovers, instead, is a much greater wealth of 
folklore and family history. As he begins to initiate himself back 
into the African community so far from home, his understanding 
of the women he has left behind increases and turns into 
compassion and respect. He is finally able to sympathise with his 
mother, feel concerned about Hagar, and respect his sisters for 
"' Roberta Rubenstein, "Pariahs and Community," Gates and Appiah 151 
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who they are. His rediscovery of his selfhood and new identity as 
a black man is compounded by a new awareness of these women 
in his life whom he had always taken for granted. 
In Song of Solomon, therefore, Morrison seems to have 
scored a double victory. The main character is male, but he 
becomes a complete man only because of the direct and indirect 
but always powerful influences of the women in his family. These 
women themselves grow, develop and change - though not 
necessarily for the better - because of Milkman's involvement in 
their lives. After finally laying her dead father's ghost by burying 
his bones, Pilate dies secure in the knowledge that she has 
ultimately understood the message contained in the words he 
always repeated to her. Hagar dies posthumously appreciated by 
Milkman, and one hopes that her ghost will rest in peace. Lena 
and Ruth continue in pretty much the same way, but both have 
redeemed themselves slightly. Lena has finally released her pent-
up anger at Milkman, and Ruth has atoned for his deplorable act 
by ensuring a decent burial for Hagar. Corinthians emerges as 
the most successful of the Dead women (excluding Pilate) because 
she appreciates her new identity, and begins living with Porter in 
a small, ramshackle house. Morrison reiterates in the end that 
the women who define themselves in terms of their ethnic heritage 
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and larger community do not need to validate their existence by 
the presence of such externals as the compulsory love of a man, a 
craving for material wealth or the desire to be beautiful by 
majority standards. This suggests, ultimately, that the women 
who deride their blackness or try not to acknowledge it fail in life -
like Hagar and Ruth. Those who view it with pride from the 
beginning or learn to respect it later, find in it their greatest 
strength and their happiest reason for living - or dying. 

The women looked down from the rafters of the trees and stopped 
murmuring. They were delighted when they first saw her, thinking a 
runaway child had been restored to them. But upon looking closer they 
saw differently. This girl was fighting to get away from them. The 
women hanging from the trees were quiet now, but arrogant - mindful 
as they were of their value, their exceptional femaleness; knowing as 
they did that the first world of the world had been built with their 
sacred properties; that they alone could hold together the stones of 
pyramids and the rushes of Moses's crib; knowing their steady 
consistency, their pace of glaciers, their permanent embrace, they 
wondered at the girl's desperate struggle down below to be free, to be 




The Desolate Canvas of Black Life 
What we are seeking is what is different about us now; 
and within the spectacle of this difference the sudden 
flash of an unfindable identity. No longer a genesis, 
but the deciphering of what we are in the light of what 
we are no longer. 
- Pierre Nora 
In Tar Baby Morrison depicts the struggle within the soul of one 
woman - Jadine - to reconcile her black origins with her upbeat 
white lifestyle. This is her only book in which white characters 
occupy certain key positions, and play an active role in the life of 
the black protagonist. Valerian and Margaret Street are depicted 
as the generous employers of Sydney and Ondine, and happily 
patronise their young niece, Jadine, the central character of Tar 
Baby. The emphasis of the book, however, is not so much on black-
white relations, as on the complications arising out of the complex 
class structure within the black subculture while the 
representatives of the majority culture look on - now with 
amusement, now with disgust - sometimes passing judgement, 
sometimes reserving it. The classes within the black subculture are 
represented by Jadine who is considered "Yella" or almost white -
and belongs on the top rung of the ladder, Sydney and Ondine who 
are true blooded "Philadelphia" Negroes, and occupy the second 
rung, Son who is an uneducated "Nigger" from a minuscule black 
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town - and occupies the third rung, and Therese and Gideon, 
ilhterate, native poor blacks belonging to the category of servants, 
and consequently occupying the last rung of the coveted societal 
ladder. Marilyn Sanders Mobley rightly observes that "Tar Baby 
articulates the intergenerational tensions within the black 
community and redefines black female womanhood not in terms of 
biology but in terms of the choices women make" (620).' The 
conflicts depicted in the book are not just between generations, 
however, but also between the variety of classes mentioned above, 
and represented by the various characters in Tar Baby. The 
concept of choice is significant because the options that one chooses 
either lead ultimately to the tensions between various generations 
and classes, or help resolve them. 
Dubbed the "Copper Venus" by fashion Avatars, Jadine is 
depicted as a high class model who has carved a remarkable niche 
for herself in the highly competitive and cosmopolitan world of 
fashion dominated by white people. Thanks to Valerian Street, her 
benefactor, she has been educated and trained in Paris, and is a 
successful Art History graduate of the Sorbonne - a privilege 
uncommon even among upper class whites. Since she has lived 
mostly in cosmopolitan cities like New York and Paris, her tastes 
' Marilyn Sanders Mobley, 'The Mellow Moods and Difficult Truths of Toni 
Morrison," Southern Review 29 (1993): 620. 
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are 'refined' (read upper class white) rather than 'down home' (read 
ethnic black). According to Mobley, "Morrison's dilemma in Tar 
Baby is how to narrate the quest of the contemporary black female 
hero when she happens to be a cultural orphan, one whose sense of 
self is based upon a denial of her own cultural heritage and an 
identification with one that is not her own."^ Even though Morrison 
herself uses the term "cultural orphan" for Michael, it suits Jadine 
better because she has grown up parentless and, because her early 
initiation was into the white value system, she is cultureless as well 
- at least from the African American point of view. This chapter 
seeks to trace the course of Jadine's developing race and class 
consciousness - mostly through her interaction with other 
characters - both black and white, but more specifically through her 
short but extremely involved and passionate relationship with Son. 
The following paragraphs will also seek to demonstrate that the 
places that Jadine visits or lives in - the Caribbean Islands, Eloe, 
Paris, and New York City - also play an important role in the 
development of her race and class consciousness, and have a direct 
impact on the formation of her sensibility. 
Jadine is first introduced as a successful model who has come 
2 Mobley, "Narrative Dilemma: Jadine as Cultural Orphan in Toni Morrison's Tar 
Baby." Toni Morrison: Critical Perspectives Past and Present, eds. Henry Louis 
Gates, Jr., and K.A. Appiah (New York: Amistad, 1993) 284. 
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to visit her aunt and uncle at the posh Caribbean mansion of the 
Streets where she is immensely pampered by both Sydney and 
Ondine as well as Valerian and Margaret. She is on a sort of 
vacation where she hopes to think things over. At this time, the 
questions going through her mind appear to be those that might 
riddle the brain of any twenty-five year old at the peak of her 
career: whether she should marry the white European man who has 
given her a priceless seal skin coat, whether she should marry at 
all, and whether to continue modelling or start her own business. 
Her adoring aunt and uncle are all praise for her phenomenal 
achievements, and it is here that Morrison subtly demonstrates 
that black people are conscious of their own race and colour as 
something separate and distinct from that of their white 
counterparts when Ondine tells Jadine that her modelling 
photographs in famous French magazines "made those white girls 
disappear. Just disappear right off the page" (Tar Baby S?).^ It 
seems to matter more that Jadine outshmes models who are white -
rather than the fact that they are just good models. Jadine, 
however, lets the statement go without comment, and the reader 
has no way of gauging her views on the issue. Later that night, 
however, she lies awake in bed and recalls an incident in a super 
•' Toni Morrison. Tar Baby (London: Picador in association with Chatto and 
Windus, 1993). All subsequent references are to this edition, and appear in 
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market in Par i s where she had come across an extraordinary black 
woman who had shunned with one look, one action, all t ha t she had 
ever stood for. 
The vision itself was a woman much too tall. 
Under her canary yellow dress Jadine knew 
there was too much hip, too much bust. The 
agency would laugh her out of the lobby, so why 
was she and everybody else in the store 
transfixed?...The woman walked down the aisle 
as though her many-coloured sandals were 
pressing gold-tracks on the floor....Jadine 
followed her profile, then her back as she passed 
the store window....And there...Turned those 
eyes too beautiful for eyelashes on Jadine and, 
with a small parting of her lips, shot an arrow of 
sahva between her teeth down to the pavement 
and the hearts below. (42 - 43) 
This incident marks a turning point in the development of Jadine ' s 
race and class consciousness. It comes at a time when she is riding 
the waves of success, and is particularly pleased with herself 
because she has been chosen for the cover of EUe - the famous 
French magazine, has satisfactorily completed her dissertation orals, 
parentheses throughout the text. 
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and three handsome young men are knocking her door down - ready tx) 
wine, dine or marry her. Even so, all these accomplishments 
combined are not enough to counter the forlorn feeling this moment 
of encounter with the woman in yellow gives rise to. It is a crucial 
incident because it makes her feel unimportant and guilty for the 
first time in several years. She feels chastised and belittled not 
only because the woman does not look at her with the awe and 
admiration she is used to seeing in the glances of ordinary people, 
but also because she even spits on the pavement while seeming to 
be condemning everything that was so precious and priceless to 
Jadine only seconds ago. It is almost as if the woman has spat in 
her face. Jadine wonders what it is about her that draws such 
disapproval from this woman. Perhaps she is contemptuous of the 
cliched image of the ideal American beauty that she is so 
enthusiastically portraying - while forgetting or neglecting her own 
black beauty and, by implication, her African connections. As 
Jadine recollects the incident, she cannot imagine why the 
experience had disturbed and shaken her so much. "She couldn't 
figure out why the woman's insulting gesture had derailed her -
shaken her out of proportion to incident. Why she had wanted that 
woman to like and respect her...The woman made her feel lonely in 
a way. Lonely and inauthentic" (44-45). Perhaps Jadine feels 
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inauthentic because her taste and deportment show a leaning 
toward Western and European standards - symbolised by her liking 
Ave Maria better than Gospel music, and preferring Picasso to an 
Itumba mask. The woman in the super market, however, holds her 
ethnic blackness with pride, and for all the bulkiness of her big 
body, is still able to convey a sense of the ethereal in her fluid 
movements. Roberta Rubenstein observes that "in her incongruity, 
the woman is a manifestation of Jadine's alter ego: beneath Jade's 
regal elegance lies a fear of her ancestral African roots and 
contempt for her social inferiors, as well as anxiety about her 
female role and her sexuality"(140).'' Though Rubenstein is right 
about Jadine's fear of her ancestral roots and, by implication, the 
black culture, because both threaten the identity she has worked 
hard to create, her claim that she is contemptuous of her social 
"inferiors" cannot be wholly justified. One might recall that in spite 
of feeling threatened and being afraid when Son first touches her 
forcefully, she does not complain to Valerian because she does not 
want a black man to have to face humiliation at the hands of a 
white man, and so keeps quiet about the incident. Even in Eloe, 
much later, she makes an effort to mingle with the local women and 
girls even though she feels extremely uncomfortable in their midst. 
* Roberta Rubenstein, "Pariahs and Community," Gates and Appiah 140. 
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Jadine has deliberately and consciously chosen the kind of life she is 
now living and, for her, it is not just a question of fancying a certain 
kind of music or art over another. Inherent in these preferences, 
rather, is a certain type of acculturation - an initiation into the 
dominant culture which is supposedly taking her away from her 
roots - but she is not unaware of the subtle implications of these 
choices. She has, in fact, been conscious of them since her teenage 
years, as one later finds out when she recalls her meeting with 
Michael in which he had chastised her for moving away from her 
ethnicity, for leaning toward white preferences rather than those 
more in keeping with her black heritage. "I knew the life I was 
leaving....But he did want to make me apologize for what I was 
doing, what I felt. For liking 'Ave Maria' better than gospel 
music..." (72). Jadine feels that she has chosen rightly, and sees no 
need to be apologetic about it. Her recollection of the encounter 
with the woman in yellow, however, first draws attention to the 
conflict within her. Her life may have been progressing fast and 
smoothly before, but this encounter makes her stop and think. It 
makes her question the validity of that lifestyle and those values -
as well as the quality of the success that belongs to her. She could 
easily have ignored the incident as something not worth bothering 
about since the woman was one to whom the modelling agency 
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would not have given even a second look, and at whom the world of 
high fashion would have chuckled with disrespect. Jadine, however, 
takes the encounter seriously, and feels guilty for being what she is 
- a 'black white' if one may say so. This encounter is similar to 
Pecola's encounter with Mr. Yacobowski and Sula's overhearing her 
mother saying that she loves her but does not like her. These 
incidents mark a change in the life and thinking of these 
protagonists because the words and gestures of these people -
whether familiar or unknown - make them rethink their lives and 
values, and question the validity of their choices or behaviour. 
The second turning point in the development of Jadine's 
consciousness comes when she meets Son and, after an initial 
period of fear, anger and fascination, goes for a picnic with him. She 
is wearing a white dress, symbolic of her attitudes and 
identification with white Americans and Europeans, and when she 
falls in the marsh, the dress becomes muddy and black - signifying 
the beginning of her submersion into black culture. It is a forced 
beginning, however, because she falls into it accidentally and 
unwillingly. Her association with Son compels her to view other 
black people from another class, from another subculture (which, 
ironically, is rightfully her own culture), in a different light - as 
decent, rational human beings whose pre-occupations may be 
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different from hers, but are just as important nevertheless - a fact 
she acknowledges but cannot understand - as is borne out by her 
visit to Eloe. Her desperate attempts to emerge safely out of the 
marsh foreshadow her struggles in Eloe where she feels that she is 
trapped in a web of blackness in an atmosphere that is trying to 
suck her inside, and to merge her identity with its own. Her 
experience of clinging to a tree, and being observed by the tree 
women is also a precursor to the reception that she will meet in 
Eloe. Just as the tree women first think that one of their own kind 
has been brought back to them, so the women of Eloe look to her 
with keen expectations of adopting her into their midst. After 
observing her attempts to get out of the marsh, however, the tree 
women that she "was fighting to get away from....wondered at the 
girl's desperate struggle down below to be free, to be something 
other than they were" (184). In the same way, the men and women 
of Eloe, including Son, too wonder why she does not want to be part 
of their origins and culture, but has adopted, instead, an entirely 
different way of life. Mobley comments that the "women in Eloe 
represent her familial past, while the women in the 
trees...represent historical tradition....All these women symbolise 
Jadine's refusal to define herself in terms of familial past, historical 
tradition and cultural heritage. In rejecting these women, she 
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rejects the very sources that could teach and nourish her."^ The 
assumption here is that Jadine cannot become a complete person -
an individual worth her weight on this earth until she surrenders 
herself to the arms of African history and culture, and dons, as it 
were, a mantle of ethnicity in place of the garb of whiteness inside 
which she is presently ensconced. Just as she finds it hard to scrape 
the marshy blackness off her legs, so it is difficult for her to emerge 
untouched, unscathed from her contact with the woman in yellow, 
the women of Eloe, the tree women, the night women and, of course. 
Son. It is not surprising, therefore, that Son is not the one who 
ultimately pulls her out of the marsh - because eventually, it is he 
who is to later introduce her to old-fashioned black lifestyles and 
encourage her to be part of the culture to which she rightfully 
belongs. Her going out with him and getting caught in the marsh is 
but an introduction to her initiation into black life, via Son, that is 
soon to follow. 
The close encounter with Son brings about a change in 
Jadine's thinking. She is surprised at herself when she finds herself 
defending him against Margaret. She is surprised when she fi^nds 
herself feeling jealous of Margaret because he hid in her closet and 
not her own. She finds herself feeling angry with Margaret for 
5 Mobley, Gates and Appiah 289. 
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thinking tha t he would rape her. 
Jadine...discovered she was jealous of Margaret 
of all people. Just because he was in her closet, 
she thought his sole purpose in life was to seduce 
her. Naturally her. A white woman no matter 
how old, how flabby, how totally sexless, beheved 
it and she could have shot him for choosing 
Margaret's closet and giving her reason to 
believe it was true. (187) 
A subtle change has already come about because of Son's forced 
intrusion at L'Arbe de la Croix. The placid order of the Street 
household has been disturbed. J ad ine . the "social secretary," now 
views her white female employer wi th slightly different eyes. Gone 
is the feeling of fearful camaraderie t h a t Son's initial discovery had 
raised in both. Black is on the side of black, and white has become 
the 'other.' Jus t as Son had accused J a d i n e of being white when she 
thought he was going to molest her, so now she thinks that it is so 
typical of a white woman to imagine tha t a black man is hiding in 
her closet with the sole intention of raping her. Later, Jadine also 
feels uncomfortable when Margaret refers to Son as "gorilla" even 
though she herself looks upon him as a "nigger," and adds tha t they 
would have been scared even if the in t ruder had been white. This 
episode illustrates that a slight but sure change has come about in 
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Jadine's thinking. Her association with Son has created in her a 
shght awareness about her own people. This consciousness is only 
in its primitive state however and, as the novel progresses, the 
reader is able to chart its movement to see how far it goes, the point 
at which it ceases to matter, and whether or not it affects the 
choices she makes later in life. 
After their flight from L'Arbe de la Croix, following the 
disastrous Christmas dinner, Jadine and Son spend a few idyllic 
days in New York City, totally absorbed in each other, blissfully 
unaware of the real world outside their cosy little apartment. For 
the first time in her life, Jadine begins to feel safe, protected and 
"unoraphaned." In terms of the development of her consciousness, 
this is another milestone. It is significant that this brief contact 
with Son and, by implication, her African roots and ethnic heritage, 
gives her what years of the "best" education and material success 
could not - the feeling of ultimate well-being, happiness and 
security. She lets Son take care of her, and looks after him in 
return. In his company, therefore, she begins to think, for once, of 
people other than herself. This is also borne out by her willingness 
to accept the girl Son had rescued from the streets of New York City 
into her apartment. These idyllic days are, however, short-lived, 
and the next turning point in the formation of Jadine's 
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consciousness comes when Son takes her to his all black hometown -
Eloe, Florida, where she feels out of place in every way, and all her 
doubts and apprehensions surface again. Her dress and 
deportment make people stare at her with curiosity and disbelief. 
Jadine feels just as uncomfortable in the midst of the natives of 
Eloe as they do about having her in their midst. It is unfortunate 
that she has never been exposed to this side of the black population, 
and the inhabitants of Eloe are alien to her. When Son leaves her 
with a bunch of women, girls and lazing men, she feels deserted 
because she is not used to being sidelined like this - having to stay 
with the women while the men go off to do the important work. She 
has nothing to say to the over-awed, curious females, and feels lost 
because she has not even been able to understand the dialect that 
Son uses to speak to them. When all attempts at normal 
conversation fail, Jadine finally resorts to modern techniques. The 
camera bails her out just when she thinks that she is going to go 
crazy. It is ironic that she, a model used to posing for the best 
photographers in the business, tries to take pictures of small town 
Florida - tries to capture, at least on film, the ordinariness and 
essence of a way of life she herself can never understand or identify 
with. She yearns for the kind of fast and busy life she has always 
known and loved. "She needed air, and taxi cabs and conversations 
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in a language she understood. She didn't want to have any more 
discussions in which the silences meant more than the words did" 
(262). By demonstrating this particular yearning of Jadine's for 
the routine, modern life she is used to living in New York, Morrison 
points to the shallowness of her way of life. The conversations she 
is used to having with her ultramodern circle may be entertaining, 
but they are superficial because they only have literal meanings -
unlike the hushed but loaded discussions held in Eloe where the 
unspoken word is more important than the spoken one. This failure 
to receive these silently communicated messages makes Jadine 
realise her inability to comprehend her culture and origins. She can 
understand the language of whites, but the language of black 
America is Swahili to her. She feels claustrophobic and trapped - a 
feeling very similar to the way she felt when she was caught in the 
marsh. Just as Son had not pulled her out of the marsh, so he does 
not take her out of Eloe. She leaves on her own - earlier than Son, 
who promises to meet her in New York. The sense of alienation had 
been so strong that she begins to feel both afraid and threatened -
feelings that ultimately culminate in a dream of night women who 
seem to be crowding her space in Rosa's guest-room, waving their 
breasts at her, and the woman in yellow compulsively stretching out 
toward her an arm holding three eggs. The images are so potent 
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and so strong that they come back to haun t her even in the well 
loved and familiar surroundings of New York City. 
The night women were not merely against her 
(and her alone - not him), not merely looking 
superior over their sagging breasts and folded 
stomachs, they seemed somehow in agreement 
with each other about her, and were all out to 
get her, tie her, bind her. Grab the person she 
had worked hard to become and choke it off with 
their soft loose tits. (264) 
Jad ine is most hurt and taken aback by seeing her mother and 
Ondine among these women. She feels betrayed by them because 
they too appear to have become pa r t of the night women who are 
emphatically thrusting their ethnicity upon her, holding up for 
emulation a way of life she has chosen not to follow, and making her 
feel inadequate by flaunting thei r superior breasts which seem to be 
showing off their capability of nur tur ing whole civilisations - unlike 
her own which are mere o rnaments for the beautification of her 
body. She makes a clear distinction between her New York friends 
who do not appear as night women, and these other tradit ional 
women who do. She feels threatened by them because they 
represent years of African civilisation, uphold all the values of a 
bygone era, and seem to be chiding her for having shied away from 
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the culture tha t is truly hers. Rather than recognising them as her 
foremothers who should be emulated and respected, Jadine regards 
them as unnecessary, ominous presences who threa ten her identity, 
and are capable of snatching away the success she has worked so 
hard to achieve and the identity she has taken pains to create for 
herself. 
When Son finally re tu rns to New York to be with her, she 
fights him as an exercise in fighting the night women, the feelings 
tha t being in Eloe has aroused in her, and the combined threa t of 
both to her own identity. Suddenly the chasm between them seems 
wide and unbridgeable. Each has seen clearly the life tha t the other 
lives and loves, and neither approves or appreciates the lifestyle of 
the other - with the result t h a t this time their speU in New York is 
very different from the first. They realise t h a t the difference 
between their two worlds is vast, and Jadine points this fact out to 
Son during one of their a rguments . 
"The truth is that while you were playing the 
piano in the Night Moves Cafe, I was in school... 
while you were driving your car into your wife's 
bed I was being educated...! was working, I was 
making something out of my life. I was learning 
how to make it in this world. The one we live in, 
not the one in your head. Not that dump Eloe; 
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this world." (266-267) 
While Son was busy going through the rigours of being an 
underprivileged minority in affluent America, J ad ine was busy 
taking advantage of the best opportunities the West and Europe 
had to offer. She tells Son tha t her education and t ra ining were 
preparing her for life in the competitive, modern world. Tha t this 
world is different from Son's world implies that it is the white world 
she is talking about - in practical terms, the world where blacks 
have to essentially live and succeed. By implication, therefore, 
Son's world, characterised only by blacks who live there in 
exclusion, becomes an unreal world for J ad ine - without 
competition, without compensation, without conflict. Son, however, 
trivialises her education and achievements by telling her t h a t her 
experiences so far have taught her nothing about her own kind of 
people, and is therefore both incomplete and impractical. 
"What did they teach you about me? What tests 
did they give? Did they tell you what I was like, 
did they tell you what was on my mind? Did 
they describe me to you? Did they tell you what 
was in my heart? If they didn't teach you that, 
then they didn't teach you nothing, because until 
you know about me, you don't know nothing 
about yourself. And you don't know anything. 
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anything at all about your children and anything 
at all about your mama and your papa. You find 
out about me you educated nitwit!" (267) 
More striking t h a n Son's criticism of Jad ine ' s schooling, is 
Morrison's criticism of American and European education systems 
tha t are predominantly white or majority oriented, and teach little 
about minorities or other sub-cultures. It would be worthwhile to 
mention here her criticism of the primary school system as well 
through her use and manipulat ion of the pr imer text as a frame 
against which The Bluest Eve is set. J u s t as J ane ' s house and 
family, so attractively described in the primer, are far removed from 
Pecola's world, so Jad ine ' s education means nothing to Son because 
it does not include h im - i.e. it says nothing about the average black 
American and his history, sociology or psychology. Son's words 
indicate tha t as a race, African Americans have been excluded from 
the system of instruction designed for mains t ream America. Their 
contributions to the larger culture have been denied the importance 
and recognition they rightly deserve. Privileged African Americans 
like Jadine should, therefore, try to look critically a t the system 
instead of following it blindly and allowing it to rule and influence 
their whole life. 
These are, however, non-issues for Jad ine whose ul t imate 
aim is to "make it" (emphasis added) in a big city like New York or 
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Paris or some other exotic place, whereas Son w a n t s to "be 
(emphasis added) it" (268). Without really knowing it, she w a n t s to 
fit into a certain pre-set mould of success and fame while he wan t s 
to be something different from mainstream America. The values 
that mat ter to him are those that involve his culture, t r e a t his race 
as special and impor tant to America, and acknowledge the 
contributions of his people to the nation. Each feels t h a t t he other 
is wrong, and so Jad ine tr ies to bring him around to he r point of 
view, while he tr ies to show her the defects in the sys tem and style 
she has so unquestioningly adopted. 
Each was puUing the other away from the maw 
of hell- its very ridge top. Each knew the world 
as it was meant or ought to be. One had a past, 
the other a future and each one bore the culture 
to save the race in his hands. Mama-spoiled 
black man, will you mature with me? Culture-
bearing black woman, whose culture are you 
bearing? (272). 
Both Jadine and Son th ink that the other is living in some kind of a 
hell of his/her own making, and each tries to pull the o the r out of it. 
Each feels tha t the world of the other is unreal, impract ical , and 
nonsensical. Jadine wan t s him to cross over into her world while he 
wants her to go back to her roots, to learn her cul ture th rough him, 
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to be the kind of woman the women of Eloe are. Morrison points out 
that Son has a past in the form of Eloe and its people, i.e. he has the 
richness of his ethnic heritage. Jadine has a future, i.e., she can 
still learn about her culture and roots, and choose the options that 
she has neglected before - options that will make her the kind of 
woman who draws strength from her culture and roots, and at the 
same time lends sustenance to them. For Jadine, Son is "mama-
spoiled" because he has been pampered and entranced by the spirits 
of the women of Eloe - his mother. Aunt Rosa, and even Cheyenne, 
and since all these women represent the richness of African culture, 
she finds him living completely under its shadow. For him, on the 
other hand, Jadine's submersion into white Euro-American 
lifestyles is repulsive and unacceptable. He cannot come to terms 
with the fact that she has become a total stranger to her own 
culture and is, in essence, carrying the burden of white, elitist 
culture on her delicate shoulders. He wants to pull her out of this 
superficial mess, and initiate her into the real world as he knows it 
- a world where men and women revere the race that bore them, 
and work together to save it from extinction or utter submission to 
the majority culture. Rubenstein suggests that Son and Jadine's 
failed attempt at a union symbolises "a kind of radical division 
between...urbanity, material well-being, rationality, and privilege 
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on the one hand and emotional intensity, provincial values, and 
spiritual well-being on the other." In this context, she sees 
Morrison as examining "the gap between outsiders and insiders, 
education and cultural rootedness, and competing definitions of 
authenticity within black experience."^ Though Rubenstein goes on 
to say that a union between such diametrically opposed world views 
can come about only in myth or legend, there is scope for 
disagreement here. The very fact that Jadine and Son grow so close 
to each other in spite of their differences, and manage to have a 
fruitful, nurturing relationship for a while, implies that alliances 
between different classes, cultures and races have the potential to 
be supportive and positive as well - if they are handled the right 
way, with the right kind of understanding for the feelings and 
sensitivities of others. If they are mishandled, on the other hand, 
they will lead to pain, antagonism, separation. It is sad that most 
multiracial cultures end up this way, when the potential for 
progress and happiness through better understanding is always 
there but remains unexploited - as in the unfortunate case of the 
characters of Tar Baby. 
A major fight erupts between Jadine and Son because she 
wants to send him to college with dividends earned on Valerian's 
6 Rubenstein, Gates and Appiah 153. 
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money. Son, however, refuses firmly, and rejects contemptuously 
Jadine's voluble praise of Valerian as her own educator and well-
wisher. Not impressed by the fact that Valerian financed Jadine's 
education, he exposes the act for what it really is when he tells 
Jadine, "That was toilet paper, Jadine. He should have wiped his 
ass after he shit all over your uncle and aunt. He was required to; 
he still is. His debt is big, woman. He can't never pay it ofP." (266). 
The difference between Jadine and Son's point of view is that the 
former thinks that Valerian went out of his way to help her when he 
was not required to, but Son feels that that was the least he could 
have done - considering the fact that her aunt and uncle practically 
worked their life off for him. Son violently tells Jadine the fabled 
Tar Baby story - implying that Valerian is the white farmer who 
has trapped the rabbit (Jadine) by creating the tar baby of wealth. 
Several critics have even contended that both Jadine and Son act as 
tar babies for each other - luring and catching the other by turns, 
and making escape difficult''. For Morrison personally, however, the 
meaning of tar baby is entirely different. In an interview with 
Thomas LeClair, she refers to a "tar lady" who was often present in 
•^  Keith Byerman, Fingering the Jagged Grain: Tradition and Form in Recent 
Black Fiction (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1985) 209. Byerman 
writes, "Jade and Son serve as tarbabies for each other. Their contact with each 
other and the attachment of each to what the other represents denies them the 
freedom to pursue the goal which is truest for each of them." 
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African mythology, to a tar pit which was once considered a holy 
place, and the importance of tar which held things together - like 
Moses's boat and the pyramids. In this interview, Morrison says 
"for me, the tar baby came to mean the black woman who can hold 
things together..."^ The novel implies, therefore, that Jadine lacks 
the tar-like qualities that women like Ondine, the woman in yellow, 
and the women of Eloe possess. They have the consistency to hold 
their families and cultures together in the face of such difficult odds 
as the onslaught of Western white culture and its detrimental 
effects on all that is dear and sacred to them. These women know 
and appreciate what Morrison refers to in the book's dedication as 
"their true and ancient properties."'' The term "ancient properties" 
here refers to the African heritage that the women cherish, and 
8 Tom Morrison. '"The Language Must Not Sweat': A Conversation with Tom 
Morrison," with Thomas LeClair, The New Repubhc 21 March 1981: 26. 
8 Morrison's dedication reads 
For 
Mrs. Caroline Smith 
Mrs. Miihe McTyeire 
Mrs. Ardelia Willis 
Mrs Ramah Wofford 
Mrs Lois Brooks 
- and each of their sisters, 
all of whom knew 
their true and ancient 
properties. 
The women named here include Morrison's Grandmother, Mother, Aunts and 
sister. In the last part of her essay "The Fabulous World of Tom Morrison: Tar 
Baby," Eleanor W. Traylor writes that these women "are representative of a 
culture, of a time, of a magnificence perpetually present in human history., .these 
women acknowledge women of other cultures whose paradigms they either 
approve or reject," Critical Essays on Tom Morrison, comp. Nellie Y. McKay 
(Boston. G. K. Hall & Co., 1988) 149 
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would go to any extent to protect. It denotes the pride they feel in 
their particular culture, and lends a new richness and authenticity 
to their existence. These are the qualities that Son looks for in 
Jadine but cannot find. Even before he knew her well - during their 
initial meeting at L'Arbe de la Croix - he had tried to "breathe into 
her the smell of tar and its shiny consistency..." (120), but the tug-
of-war is always there because he is afraid that if he moves too close 
to her, she would "press her dreams of gold and cloisonne and 
honey-coloured silk into him" (120). Even though he is attracted to 
and fascinated by her, he is afraid that instead of adopting the way 
of life presented by him, she will try to mould him according to her 
preferences. During the course of their romance over the next few 
months, this becomes only too clear. Jadine demonstrates no pride 
in being an American of African origin, shows no awareness of 
ethnic African culture, and makes no attempt to understand her 
own people or the land they come from. Just as Son shows disgust 
and contempt for all that is important to Jadine, so she retaliates by 
calling Eloe a "medieval slave basket" (274), and its inhabitants, "a 
pack of Neanderthals..." (259) with whom she can never identify. 
After much unpleasantness, and physical and verbal abuse. Son 
stomps out of the apartment - and returns repentant the next day -
only to find her gone. 
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Feeling orphaned and insecure again, Jad ine , meanwhi le , 
has decided to go back to Par is - to the white world t h a t she knows, 
unders tands and appreciates . It is also a world about which she h a s 
no illusions, and is aware of the reality of blacks who move a round 
in it. I t is this knowledge and awareness that she is confident about 
using for getting ahead in life. She knows what she wan t s , and 
decides to go after it. 
With white people the rules were even simpler. 
She needed only to be stunning, and to convince 
them she was not as smart as they were. Say 
the obvious, ask stupid questions, laugh with 
abandon, look interested, and light up at any 
display of their humanity if they showed it.... 
(127) 
In spite of Morrison's sarcastic description of it, this is the world 
tha t Jad ine unders tands , comprehends, knows how to behave in, 
and decides to re tu rn to. Here the people talk in a l anguage she can 
unders tand. Tha t she only has to look s tunning on the outs ide to 
impress whites indicates Morrison's contempt for the world that 
appreciates only superficial beauty - as opposed to the one that 
looks for the susta ining qualities that form pa r t of a person 's 
character . It is unfortunate tha t Jadine's inclusion into and 
unders tanding of one world (white) automatically excludes her fi-om 
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the other (black). Part of her problem is her inability to bring 
about a balance between the world as she knows it - a world of 
plenty inhabited by educated, materially successful, rich people, 
and the world as she ought to know it - the world that emphasises 
responsibility toward the culture and the community, that views 
success not in terms of individual achievement but rather by the 
amount and quality of support a person provides to his family and 
community. 
For a person used to measuring love, affection and caring by 
the number and quality of Christmas presents that she gives and 
receives, this is an incomprehensible thought. This difference is 
widely felt on her second visit to L'Arbe de la Croix, just before her 
flight to Paris. It is not just the Street household that has changed. 
She finds that her aunt and uncle's attitude toward her has altered 
considerably as well. Instead of the congenial couple who had 
welcomed her with open arms only months ago - ready to indulge 
her in every possible way, she finds an old man and woman who 
look at her with both reproach and expectation in their eyes. Their 
world has crumpled around them since the unfortunate Christmas 
dinner, and they are unsure about their position in the Street 
household now. Ondine also does some plain speaking which puts 
Jadine in a peculiar dilemma because she is not ready to lend the 
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kind of emotional support her aunt and uncle are looking for. 
"Jadine, a girl has got to be a daughter 
first....And if she never learns how to be a 
daughter, she can't never learn how to be a real 
woman....! thought I was doing right by sending 
you to all them schools and so I never told you it 
and I should have. You don't need your own 
natural mother to be a daughter. All you need is 
to feel...a certain careful way about people older 
than you are....A daughter is a woman that cares 
about where she come from and takes care of 
them that took care of her... .What I want from 
you is what I want for you. I don't want you to 
care about me for my sake. I want you to care 
about me for yours. " (283) 
These words show a change in the relationship between aun t and 
niece, and another turning point in the formation of Jadine 's 
peculiar sensibility. She feels guilty because she senses tha t her 
aunt and uncle, who have done so much for her, are asking her for 
some emotional support - now tha t their world has been somewhat 
disrupted. She, however, feels incapable of looking after their needs 
- of being a "parent" to them. By refusing to "parent" them, she has, 
in essence, shown that she is not a good daughter . Ondine 
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attributes this failure to her education at expensive, exclusively 
white schools (and ruefully admits her own consent and 
encouragement of it) that have made her materialistic and success-
oriented. Had she kept in touch with her "true and ancient 
properties" she would have given preference to the well-being of her 
aunt and uncle - rather than this single-minded pursuit of her own 
goals. The most she can offer Sydney and Ondine by way of help is 
to ask them if they would like to travel to Paris, and live there with 
her. It would be worthwhile to note here that Jadine could never 
become a true "daughter," but Son always remains a dutiful son -
both to his family and to the community. This is best demonstrated 
by two examples: first, even when he was in deep trouble, he used to 
send money to his father in Eloe, and second, he rescued a strange 
girl fix)m the streets of New York City when she was distraught 
after a fight with her boyfriend. These examples show that Son 
puts other people first, and possesses the nurturing qualities of a 
"daughter" that Jadine lacks. 
Once Jadine boards the plane for Paris, she cuts herself off 
fi-om her Afi:ican connections for good. She makes a conscious 
decision to choose white over black - worlds that have, 
unfortunately, become mutually exclusive of each other. 
Commenting on the intricacies of the portrayal of Jadine's 
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character, Barbara Christian writes, "Jadine...is portrayed as the 
woman who has taken a position so far removed from her 
community that she becomes a part of the West. In her search for 
self, she becomes selfish; in her desire for power, she loses essential 
parts of herself...destroys any relationship to community in 
herself."''* Jadine had always felt that any identification with or 
emulation of her ancestral roots would somehow threaten the 
identity she has created for herself - would drag her away fi'om the 
cosy niche of comfort and luxury that she has built around herself, 
and so she stays away from her "true and ancient properties." 
Morrison suggests that from the point of view of the community, 
these concerns are petty and selfish. They indicate that the 
individual is merely going in pursuit of private gains to the 
exclusion of public or communal good. Jadine has, however, seen 
her life as it can be - if it is lived with Son by her side on one hand, 
and according to the dictates of her own individual consciousness on 
the other. The former lifestyle would make her feel secure, 
protected, loved. The latter would make her feel orphaned again, 
and yet this is the way of life she chooses. On the aeroplane she 
thinks retrospectively back to the last few months, and concludes 
'0 Barbara Christian, 'Trajectories of Self-Definition: Placing Contemporary Afiit) 
American Women's Fiction," Conjuring: Black Women. Fiction and Literary 
Tradition. Maijorie Pryse and Hortense J. Spillers (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1985) 243. 
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that "a grown woman did not need safety or its dreams. She was 
the safety she longed for" (292). Through these words, Morrison 
indicates that Jadine has finally justified her choice. That she 
herself is the safety she longs for implies that a woman, as an 
individual, is an end in herself. Whatever she desires comes from 
within her self. She does not have to turn to outside forces like the 
community or the original culture to find what she is looking for. 
Jadine makes this difficult choice based on her ambitions rather 
than her heritage. For her, as a distinct human being, this 
determination to succeed alone, unattached, is a triumph because 
she chooses to be herself - a complete person who does not need the 
support of race or nationality to define herself as an individual. It 
was a wish she had expressed at the beginning of the book: 
"sometimes I want to get out of my skin and be only the person 
inside - not American - not black - just me" (45). Even though this 
thought had come to Jadine much earlier, it is only now that she 
realises what it means to only be "the person inside" - raceless, 
colourless, nationality less - just an individual in pursuit of a goal. 
As a member of a larger community, however, her decision brands 
her a complete failure. She is an incomplete person because she is 
not held together by old roots, and does not have the support of the 
community to complete the circle of her life. For Jadine this is the 
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final revelation. She has gained a certain self knowledge, made a 
concrete decision to stick to the options she had previously chosen, 
and paid the price of pain and separation. Her boarding the Plane 
suggests that she has decided to take up her life exactly where she 
had left off - forgetting or neglecting the brief interlude at L'Arbe de 
la Croix - but not able to remain unaffected by it. She had come to 
the Caribbean to think things over, and gets more food for thought 
than she had bargained for. She chooses the options that take her 
away from her aunt and uncle, fi*om Son, from her ancestral roots. 
She chooses the options that Valerian's support has readied her for -
life in the contemporary white world - over the options placed before 
her by Sydney, Ondine, Son. 
In conclusion, it would be worthwhile to mention that Tar 
Baby is not just a failed love story - the unsuccessful saga of a 
promising romance gone wrong. It is, at bottom, the sad and 
unfortunate tale of two great cultures - African and American - so 
intricately bound together, yet unable to sustain a separate but 
integrated identity. Christian views Tar Baby as a most pessimistic 
novel because she finds that "Morrison sees no practical way out of 
the morass of sexism, racism, and class privilege in the Western 
world, as it is presently constructed, for anyone, black or white. 
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female or male."'' Though it would be unfair to attribute such 
concrete cynicism to one of Morrison's finer works, there is no doubt 
that the novel does paint a rather grim picture about race and class 
relations not only in the United States but also in other countries -
represented by the Caribbean - where populations are both class-
based and mixed, and consist of majorities and minorities. Over 
and above these class wars and class crimes, however, Morrison's 
work depicts the dilemma of the contemporary African American 
woman as she stands today. It also shows, by extension, the 
dilemma of thousands of young women belonging to mixed cultures 
and societies: women who want to make something of their lives, 
who wish to succeed in the face of great odds, and who come up with 
criticism from their own communities for not conforming to certain 
pre-set values. Though Jadine starts out as a particularised 
individual, her character takes on a certain universality once she 
begins the tug-of-war between her 'biological' and 'adopted' culture. 
Her choices, and the self-revelation that follows them, make her 
tragic in nature. She is fully aware of the connotations of her 
choices, and knows what she is losing because of them, but her 
pursuit of her goal, and her decision to stick to the life for which she 
is trained makes her somehow noble. Her hamartia is her inability 
'1 Christian 243 
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to take advantage of the fact that she is both African and American, 
to make the best of both worlds, and to bring about the right 
balance between her two life-styles. The significance of Tar Baby 
lies in the fact that Morrison depicts the formation of Jadine's race 
and class consciousness through the vehicle of black culture. White 
society plays only a peripheral role in that it provides multifarious 
opportunities for Jadine, and presents her with an ideal of success. 
But it is the black community which, by its very condemnation of 
her life-style, initiates the confusions within her, and compels her to 
choose one option over the other. Though Tar Baby may be read by 
some as a novel of disillusion and despondency, it's greatest hope 
lies in the fact that it shows that an individual poised on the cross-
roads of life and culture does, occasionally, have the potential to 
make the right choice. If she chooses wrongly, however, there is 
always a chance that she will, as the Bible aptly reveals, and Jadine 
exemplifies, gain the whole world and lose her own soul. 
Everybody knew what she was called, but nobody anywhere knew her 
name. Disremembered and unaccounted for, she cannot be lost 
because no one is looking for her.... Although she has claim, she is not 
claimed. In the place where long grass opens, the girl who waited to be 
loved and cry shame erupts into her separate parts, to make it easier 
for the chewing laughter to swallow her all away. 
BELOVED 
Chapter 5 
In Spite of Freedom: 
The Self that is No Self in Beloved 
It is a hard thing to hve haunted by the 
ghost of an untrue dream; to see the 
wide vision of empire fade into real ashes 
and dirt; to feel the pang of the 
conquered, and yet to know that with all 
the Bad that fell on one black day, 
something was vanquished that deserved 
to live, something killed that in justice 
had not dared to die. 
- W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk 
Morrison's fifth novel, Beloved, set in the late nineteenth century, is 
based on the true story of Margaret Garner - a slave woman who 
killed her baby daughter to save her from a life of slavery. In the 
novel, Sethe commits a similar act of infanticide, and this act 
becomes the pivot around which the whole story of her life revolves. 
Her murder of Beloved cannot, however, be viewed as merely an 
irrational act committed in a moment of emotional weakness or 
imbalance. It is a direct consequence of her slave past - inextricably 
Unked to the inhuman treatment meted out to her at Sweet Home 
by schoolteacher, and her determination that the experience should 
never replicate itself in the lives of her children. On a more general 
and obvious level. Beloved relates the painful and traumatic 
repercussions of slavery on various generations of men and women 
represented by Baby Suggs, Sethe, Denver and Paul D. It 
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demonstrates that psychological imprisonment and self denial 
continue for both male and female victims of slavery even after they 
are physically freed - a fact embodied in the lives of Sethe and Paul 
D. Though there are numerous angles from which the book can be 
examined, this chapter seeks only to trace the course of the 
development of Sethe's and Denver's consciousness of themselves as 
independent and free women worthy of self respect. This 
understanding can, however, come to them only when the mother 
claims her past and the daughter her present - to finally strive for a 
secure and meaningful future. The roles played by Beloved and 
Paul D are crucial in putting the lives of Sethe and Denver back 
together again - mainly by encouraging Sethe to relinquish the 
strings she had held so tightly - to finally let go, accept the trauma 
of her past, and face the present with courage and hope. Beloved 
demonstrates, more strongly than any of Morrison's other novels, 
the way in which the race-consciousness of each individual is 
determined and shaped by virtue of her experiences in the white 
world. As opposed to Morrison's other protagonists who flounder or 
flourish within the black community alone (with white society at a 
safe distance - merely setting the dominant standard), these 
characters have directly confronted the wrath and brutality of white 
masters. They have been beaten and abused, insulted and 
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humiliated, owned and possessed, bought and sold, traded and lent. 
They have been denied ownership of their selves even as their 
psyches have been mercilessly fractured. Though dedicated to the 
"sixty million and more" who died on slave ships, Beloved, 
nevertheless, celebrates and pays tribute also to the lives of people 
like Sethe and Denver who have risen above the rubble of broken 
bodies and crushed spirits to reclaim their lost selfhood and become 
their own "best thing" (Beloved 273).i 
For each woman, the journey from utter fragmentation to 
gradual wholeness is both painful and enlightening. It entails 
remembering and confronting past horrors which at first appear 
best forgotten. Sethe must grapple and come to terms with two 
categories of memories (pre-freedom and post-fi-eedom) which 
belong to two different geographical locations, but are as intricately 
linked as the threads of finely woven lace. The first category of 
memories relates to her tenure at Sweet Home in Kentucky after 
the death of Mr. Garner, and the arrival of his brother-in-law 
schoolteacher. Sethe's first actual encounter with him occurs when 
she overhears him asking his pupils to list her animal 
characteristics and human characteristics under separate columns. 
(The ink that she makes with so much pride thus writes the initial 
1 Toni Morrison, Beloved (London: Picador in association with Chatto and 
Windus, 1988). All further references are to this edition, and appear in 
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story of her own destruction). Sethe's next encounter with 
schoolteacher occurs on the night when, though she is in the final 
stages of her pregnancy, she plans to escape the Plantation. He 
takes notes while one of his nephews brutally rapes her, and the 
other sucks fi'om her breasts the milk meant for baby Beloved. 
When she complains to Mrs. Garner, schoolteacher finds out about 
it, and lashes at her with a cowhide whip - thus brandishing her 
back with what Amy later calls a "chokecherry tree" (16). The 
second category of memories relates to schoolteacher's pursuit of her 
all the way to Ohio to take her back to slavery - a move which 
compels her to brutally murder Beloved. 
Sethe's life as a free woman begins when she escapes from 
Sweet Home and travels down the Ohio river on her way to 
Cincinnati where Baby Suggs has already gone with little Beloved, 
Howard and Buglar. It is on this nightmarish journey, as she 
navigates the crucial distance of murky waters between slavery and 
freedom, that Denver is born with remarkable and touching 
assistance from Amy Denver - a white girl on her way to Boston in 
search of velvet. Though Sethe never sees Amy again, her memories 
remain, and she continues to be a part of her life in the form of 
Denver who proudly bears her name.yin creating Amy, Morrison 
parentheses throughout this chapter. 
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creates a white woman who goes out of her way to assist a slave 
woman. By helping another woman in distress without considering 
her colour or s tatus, or even the consequences of aiding a runaway 
slave, Amy comes to represent those whites who are neither racist 
nor exploitative Glimpses of such characters occur throughout the 
novel in the figures of the Garners, the Bodwins, Lady Jones and 
the sheriff. Their portrayal allows Morrison to balance her text and 
keep it from becoming merely a tirade of hat red against whites At 
the same t ime, it also helps her to demonstrate tha t inter-racial 
harmony is not just a distant dream but a distinct possibility 
When Sethe finally reaches Cincinnati, she experiences, for 
the first time, the joy of living as a member of a free community, of 
delighting in 
twenty-eight days of unslaved life Days of 
healing, ease and real-talk Days of company 
knowing the names of other Negroes, their 
views, habits, of feeling their fun and sorrow 
along with her own, which made it better All 
taught her how it felt to wake up at dawn and 
decide what to do with the day Bit by bit, at 
124 and in the Clearing, along with the others, 
she had claimed herself Freeing yourself was 
one thing, claiming ownership of that freed self 
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was another. (95) 
Even though Sethe had known and lived with other blacks during 
her years of enslavement, her association with them cannot really 
be termed as membership of a community. It is only freedom that 
can create a community by giving new meaning to a group of people 
who had hitherto merely been a cluster of slaves belonging to, 
working for and owned by slave-masters. Being a community 
implies the claiming of a collective identity, recognition of a common 
history, and an acknowledgement of shared pain and struggle. 
Belonging to such a community gives Sethe an opportunity to 
indulge in all the common, everyday experiences that free and 
independent people so often take for granted. These joys are, 
however, only short-lived, and become inverted - taking on horrific 
manifestations when schoolteacher follows her to Ohio. Deciding 
what to do with the day mutates into deciding to kill Beloved. 
Claiming ownership of her freed self translates into claiming the 
life of her infant daughter by splitting her neck with a handsaw. 
Her first notable action as a free woman, therefore, comes, 
ironically, to represent the ultimate atrocity inherent in the slave-
master relationship: the taking of a life by believing it to be yours to 
take. The second part of this ordeal takes place when Sethe gives in 
to the demand of the engraver, and undergoes ten minutes of sex 
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with him (while his young son watches on) as payment for having 
the name Beloved engraved on her daughter's tombstone. When 
Sethe returns home after three months in jail, the very community 
that had welcomed her to freedom, rejects and ostracises her - not 
just in condemnation of her act, but also out of malice toward her 
pride and stubborn self-sufficiency. She even begins to lose 
members of her family one by one. Her sons Howard and Buglar run 
away, and Baby Suggs dies - leaving only her and Denver to live in 
isolation and loneliness. 
Though Baby Suggs is already dead when the novel begins, 
Morrison portrays the essence of her character through Sethe's 
flashbacks, the narrator's comments, and the memories of various 
minor characters. She appears throughout the narrative as a wise 
and comforting presence in the lives of not just Sethe and Denver, 
but the entire community as well. Cynical and tough, she has faced 
and survived the worst horrors that enslavement and exploitation 
have wrought in her life. Neighbours and friends remember her as 
Baby Suggs, holy, the informal backyard preacher - who encouraged 
them to sing, dance, cry and let themselves go. This experience of 
letting go is crucial in the lives of all former slaves because they 
have always been bound, tied up, repressed and possessed by slave 
masters. When pieced together from all these fragments, the story 
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of Baby Suggs' life, as it unfolds before the reader's eyes, becomes 
the traumatic tale slave grandmothers have probably told to 
generations of black grandchildren. She recalls that she had barely 
glanced at her children when they were born because "it wasn't 
worth the trouble to tjry to learn features you would never see 
change into adulthood anyway" (139). Like every slave, she too 
learns early that slavery not only stunts the normal development of 
body and mind but also leads to the discontinuation of natural 
growth. It distances a person from those parts of her self that are 
embodied in her children, and thus blunts or destroys the instincts 
of motherhood. It permeates the soul of each black woman in a kind 
of melancholy too deep to overcome: "the sadness was at her center 
where the self that was no self made its home. Sad as it was that 
she did not know where her children were buried...fact was she 
knew more about them than she knew about herself, having never 
had the map to discover what she was like. Could she sing?....Was 
she pretty? Was she a good friend? Could she have been a loving 
mother? A faithful wife?....If my mother knew me would she like 
me?" (140). Baby Suggs's life, hke that of all slaves, is characterised 
by a lack of the very basic and essential of relationships against 
which to define herself - as friend, mother, wife. Morrison drives 
home the cruel truth that biologically slaves may be sons or 
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daughters, fathers or mothers, but psychologically, realistically, 
they cannot claim those roles because each individual slave is 
owned by the slave master alone - and does not belong to his or her 
family at all. Baby Suggs realises that slavery does not merely 
estrange a person from her essential self but also denies knowledge 
of that self. When she becomes an informal preacher in Cincinnati, 
she teaches members of the congregation to value their selves, and 
to seek grace under pressure. "She did not tell them to clean up 
their lives or to go and sin no more. She did not tell them they were 
the blessed of the earth, its inheriting meek or its glorybound pure. 
She told them that the only grace they could have was the grace 
they could imagine. That if they could not see it, they would not 
have it" (88). Grace, under these circumstances, can be equated 
with freedom. By implication, therefore, the only freedom ex-slaves 
can have is the freedom they can envision for themselves. She has 
to teach them freedom because even though it has technically been 
granted to them, they do not know how to exploit it, or what to do 
with their freed selves. Commenting upon another aspect of Baby 
Suggs' unusual advice to the congregation - that they cherish their 
flesh - Barbara Schapiro notes that "self-recognition is inextricably 
tied up with self-love, and this is precisely the message of the 
sermons that Baby Suggs preaches to her people in the Clearing. In 
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a white society that does not recognize or love you, she tells them, 
you must fight to recognize and love yourself."^ By advising 
members of the congregation to treasure their selves - body and soul 
- she teaches them another use of freedom, the ability to heal the 
broken self by taking possession of it. When Sethe murders Beloved, 
however, she also kills something within Baby Suggs who loses all 
missionary zeal, and rejects the company of the community. She 
takes to her bed, and awaits death. Her last words to Sethe and 
Denver are "that there was no bad luck in the world but 
whitepeople. 'They don't know when to stop"' (104). She is 
unmerciful in her resentment and hatred of whites because she 
holds them responsible for every ounce of pain she has suffered, for 
every child fi-om whom she has been separated, for every bit of self 
respect she has had to surrender. While thinking of Baby Suggs one 
day, Sethe recalls her words, "Those white things have taken all I 
had or dreamed...and broke my heartstrings too." (89). Baby 
Suggs's opinion about whites has remained unchanged through 
fireedom unto death, and such is the dark legacy she has bequeathed 
to Sethe. 
Morrison begins by locating present action (1873 to 1874) in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, at 124 Bluestone Road - Sethe's haunted house -
2 Barbara Schapiro, 'The Bonds of Love and the Boundaries of Self in Toni 
Morrison's Beloved." Contemporary Literature 32 (1991): 206. 
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whose story is as horrifying and tragic as it is unbehevahle. In its 
entirety, the house may well be viewed as a microcosm of the 
United States because just as American soil is haunted by the 
spirits of slaves who lived and suffered there, 124 is haunted by the 
sad ghost of Baby Suggs and the "spiteful" (3) one of Beloved. Just 
as the larger African community in America needs to confront and 
exorcise the painful ghosts of the past, Sethe too must enact the 
bloody drama of remembering, reclaiming and burying forever the 
hurtful memories that make the present a living hell. It is to this 
house that Paul D finds his way in the summer of 1873. His coming 
makes Sethe contemplate the possibility of indulging in memory, 
and recalling the incidents she has always kept at bay. "Maybe this 
one time she could stop dead still in the middle of a cooking 
meal...and feel the hurt her back ought to. Trust things and 
remember things because the last of the Sweet Home men was 
there to catch her if she sank?" (18). Sethe's words indicate that her 
agonising experiences have made her numb, and forced her to 
postpone pain so that she has never really gone to the roots of the 
chokecherry tree to dig up the hurt that lies there. As the 
temptation to think back to the past grows stronger, she asks 
herself, "Would it be all right? Would it be all right to go ahead and 
feel? Go ahead and count on something?" (38). Paul D's gesture of 
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suddenly hugging her from behind in the kitchen, makes her 
wonder if she can come out of the anaesthetic effect of forgetting, 
and feel the pain that remembering will bring. That these thoughts 
are triggered off by Paul D's arrival indicates that it is not just the 
unbearable nature of memories that has made her evade realities of 
the past but also the fact that she has been alone, without support 
and unsure of her ability to come out of the trauma on her own. As 
a black woman living in white America, there has been no one 
(neither black nor white) for her to lean on and trust. It is 
significant that Paul D develops a physical relationship with her 
first, and initiates verbal discussion later. This enables him to not 
only cherish the body that slavery has violated and devalued, but 
also to make an attempt to redeem it. Just as he subtly guides 
Sethe toward physical wholeness, he also gives her an opportunity 
to mingle with the community by taking her and Denver to the 
carnival. Morrison writes that on this trip she "returned the smiles 
she got" (49) indicating that the doors to communal reconciliation 
are still open and Sethe will, ultimately, step through them. For 
mother and daughter, the act of dressing up, going out, and buying 
candy also symbolises taking advantage of a fi*eedom they had 
forgotten how to exploit. While going to and coming back from the 
carnival, Sethe imagines that their shadows are holding hands. 
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What she is seeing, in fact, is a vision of the future as it can be. The 
shadows of the three people walking along link together to give the 
appearance of a complete family consisting of father, mother and 
daughter. The black shadows against the background of golden 
sunlight represent literally the possibility of a unified African 
American family against the greater background of white society. 
Even before she has time to relish the image, however, the pattern 
of the past intruding upon the present repeats itself - as it does 
whenever she tries to exploit the freedom she has acquired - and 
when they return home, Sethe, Denver and Paul D see Beloved 
sitting on the s t e p s / 
In creating Beloved, Morrison blurs the margins between the 
real and the ethereal. She endows the character with deliberate 
enigma and ambiguity, thus leaving the text open to various 
interpretations. The fact that Sethe breaks "water" (132) with 
unsurpassed intensity upon seeing Beloved indicates that the grown 
up ghost of the murdered baby has, indeed, returned. Beloved's 
memories of being raped, beaten and abused in crowded premises, 
on the other hand, indicate that she may well be a runaway slave 
woman who has suffered through the Middle Passage. Morrison 
has, however, called Beloved a "ghost story"^ and all of Beloved's 
3 Judith Thurman, "A House Divided," The New Yorker 2 November 1987: 175. 
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actions and questions reinforce the fact that she has known Sethe 
at another time, in another place. Deborah Horvitz writes that "the 
ghost-child who comes back to life is not only Sethe's two-year old 
daughter...she is also Sethe's African mother....[who was] among 
the African slaves who experienced the Middle Passage....""* 
Because she is endowed with multiple identities, Beloved's presence 
is both spooky and exciting for the other characters as well as for 
readers. Ashraf H. Rushdy notes that "Beloved is more than just a 
character in the novel...She is the embodiment of the past that 
must be remembered in order to be forgotten; she symbolises what 
must be reincarnated in order to be buried, properly."^ Beloved's 
presence thus forces Sethe to dwell thoughtfully on the past even as 
the girl's persistence compels her to talk about it. One evening as 
she dozes, relaxed, she feels Beloved's gentle touch upon her 
shoulder, and the girl asks her about her (fake) diamond earrings -
"'Tell me,' said Beloved, smiling a wide, happy smile. 'Tell me your 
diamonds'" (58). This is when Sethe first dips into memory and 
pulls out a story to tell Beloved. She is surprised at her own 
willingness to talk about something she had always avoided 
previously because "everything in it was painful or lost. She and 
'' Deborah Horvitz, "Nameless Ghosts Possession and Dispossession m Beloved." 
Studies m American Fiction 17 (1989) 158. 
* Ashraf H. Rushdy, "Daughters Signifying History The Example of Tom 
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Baby Suggs had agreed without saying so that it was 
unspeakable...Even with Paul D, who had shared some of it...the 
hurt was always there - like a tender place in the corner of her 
mouth that the bit left" (58). With Beloved, however, Sethe 
discovers an "unexpected pleasure" (58) in sharing her memories 
and, almost without realising that she is talking about the 
unspeakable past, begins to tell her daughters about her mother. 
The story is occasioned by another of Beloved's questions, asked 
while Sethe is busy doing Denver's hair, "Your woman she never fix 
up your hair?" (60). Sethe recalls, and talks about her mother who 
seldom had a chance to nurse her because slaving away in the rice 
fields all day gave her no respite or time for motherly indulgences. 
She recollects the only memorable, bonding moment between 
herself and her mother when the latter had lifted up her breast and 
shown Sethe her rib - branded by a cross inside a circle, and had 
said, "this is your ma'am....If something happens to me and you 
can't tell me by my face, you can know me by this mark" (61). She 
tells the girls about her mother as she has heard it fi-om the woman 
who used to look after her. "What Nan told her she had forgotten, 
along with the language she told it in. The same language her 
ma'am spoke, and which would never come back. But the message -
Morrison's Beloved." American Literature 64 (1992): 571. 
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that was and had been there all al()nfi...sht> was picking meaning 
out of a code she no longer understood" ((52). Horvitz reads this 
episode as the beginning of a subtle change in Sethe's life, s ta t ing 
that "murky pictures and vague words begin to creep into her 
[Sethe's] mind,...[and] Ma'am's language erupts into her conscious 
mind signalling the beginning of Sethe's slow metamorphosis."^ 
Since slaveiy is responsible for alienating Sethe from her mother, 
and thereby depriving her of the inheritance of lingual codes, Sethe 
feels tha t her understanding of her mother's life is incomplete. By 
sharing this episode with Beloved and Denver, however, she 
realises that even though she only knew her mother as a th i rd 
person pointed out to her by another woman, the essence of her 
message has not only remained with her, but also repeated itself in 
her life. Jus t as the institution of slavery was responsible for 
a l ienat ing Ma'am from her children, it is responsible for making 
Sethe absent from hers. Schapiro reflects that the system of slavery 
renders the mother "incapable of recognizing the child, and the 
child cannot recognize the mother. . . .When [Sethe] becomes a 
mother herself she is so deprived and depleted tha t she cannot 
satisfy the hunger for recognition...that both her daughters crave."" 
•* Horvitz 159. 
' Schapiro 197. 
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As a free woman, however, the challenge before her is to overcome 
this deficiency and make her presence felt in the life of her 
remaining daughter . 
Beloved is not the only one who forces open the floodgates of 
pas t memories. Paul D too brings to the house tales of his own 
t rauma combined with the stories of Halle's pain and destruction. A 
dazed Sethe l istens as he tells her t ha t Halle was hiding in the loft 
the night she was raped, and witnessed every action of 
schoolteacher and his nephews. The sight affected his mind so 
profoundly tha t all he was able to do after t ha t was sit and plas ter 
his face with bu t te r the whole day long. While Sethe slowly takes 
all this in, she wonders a t the ability of her mind to accept the worst 
possible images and store them: 
Uke a greedy child it snatched up everything. 
Just once, could it say, No thank you? I just ate 
and can't hold another bite? I am full God damn 
it of two boys with mossy teeth, one sucking on 
my breast the other holding me down, their 
book-reading teacher watching and writing it up. 
I am still full of that, God damn it, I can't go 
back and add more. Add my husband to it, 
watching,.,.hiding close by...looking down on 
what I couldn't look at at all. And not stopping 
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them - looking and letting it happen....There is 
also my husband squatting by the churn 
smearing the butter as well as its clabber all 
over his face because the milk they took is on his 
mind....there is still more that Paul D could tell 
me and my brain would go right ahead and take 
it and never say, No thank you. I don't want to 
know or have to remember that. I have other 
things to do: worry, for example, about 
tomorrow, about Denver, about Beloved, about 
age and sickness not to speak of love. (70) 
Paul D's words compel Sethe to go back down memory lane and 
recall the rape as it happened. There is still a part of her, however, 
that wants to concentrate only on practical day to day things, and 
thus procrastinate the conversion of past memories into present 
remembering. After hstening to Paul D's story, she realises that she 
should learn to manage, and "not break, fall or cry each time a 
hateful picture drifted in front of her face" (97). Remembering, 
however, is not so easy because she has seen what happens to those 
who do remember. "If she could just manage the news Paul D 
brought....Not develop some permanent craziness like Baby Suggs' 
friend...who's food was full of tears. Like Aunt Phyllis, who slept 
with her eyes wide open. Like Jackson Till, who slept under the 
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bed"(97). By mentioning a cross-section of former slaves whose past 
has ruined their future, Morrison shows that the repercussions of 
slavery never end - that freedom comes but the imprisonment 
continues in various ways. The task before Sethe is that just as she 
learns to claim herself, she must learn also to claim the memories 
that make up her painful past. 
Sethe also encourages Paul D to talk to her - and especially to 
tell her what it was like having the bit in his mouth. Paul D, 
however, cannot discuss it because though the bit has physically 
been removed, psychologically he still continues to hold it there -
making speech impossible. It takes great effort on his part to tell 
her thart as he was walking past the roosters at Sweet Home, he felt 
that he was worth even less than they were because even a rooster 
named "Mister was allowed to be and stay what he was. But I 
wasn't allowed to be and stay what I was. Even if you cooked him 
you'd be cooking a rooster named Mister. But wasn't no way I'd 
ever be Paul D again, living or dead. Schoolteacher changed me. I 
was something else and that something was less than a chicken 
sitting in the sun on a tub" (72). These words indicate that the 
institution of slavery has robbed Paul D and others like him of their 
identity and self-respect. The irony, however, is that it has been 
done through the medium of schoolteacher. Linda Krumholz 
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comments that "Morrison depicts schoolteacher's pedagogical and 
interpretative methods as morally bereft, and through him she 
condemns not only slaverj' but also the United States' educational 
system. Schoolteacher's practices are basic to the institutional 
educational system...which...still presents politically motivated 
versions of knowledge and history while masking these 
representations in a rhetoric of 'facts' and scientific method."^ 
Normally when one thinks of a school teacher in the proper sense of 
the word, it implies somebody who teaches a student to grow and 
develop to his or her full potential. In this case, however, it is 
schoolteacher who is responsible for doing just the opposite - of 
stripping another human being of his sense of self. The fact that 
Morrison nicknames Garner's brother-in-law schoolteacher 
indicates that like The Bluest Eye. Song of Solomon, and Tar Baby. 
Beloved too critiques and satirises the traditional American 
education system for promoting empty values, and inverting the 
very concepts that are supposed to glorify it. Victimisation by 
schoolteacher is not the worst that Paul D has undergone, however. 
He has been a member of a chain gang - sexually abused and 
humiliated by the white guards - and has seen "Negroes so stunned, 
or hungry, or tired or bereft it was a wonder they recalled or said 
8 Linda Kruniholz, 'The Ghosts of Slavery: Historical Recovery in Toni Morrison's 
Beloved." African American Review 26 (1992): 399. 
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anything. Who, like him, had hidden in caves and fought owls for 
food...stole from pigs,...slept in trees in the day and walked by 
night....Move. Walk. Run. Hide. Steal and move on." (66). From 
these observations it appears that in nineteenth-century America, 
animals and birds were better off than slaves who were considered 
and treated not just as less than human but also less than animals. 
Because he has witnessed the worst that life has to offer, and 
undergone such experiences, Paul D too has his own share of locked 
up memories. Through years of effort, he has succeeded in putting 
"Alfred, Georgia, Sixo, schoolteacher, Halle, his brothers, Sethe, 
Mister, the taste of iron, the sight of butter, the smell of hickory, 
notebook paper, one by one, into the tobacco tin lodged in his chest" 
and "by the time he got to 124 nothing in this world could pry it 
open" (113). Like Sethe, Paul D too is hiding from the past -
crouching in terror - afraid that remembering will re-evoke the 
trauma. He is convinced that his heart has been replaced by a 
tobacco tin full of painful memories. That tin is now safely "buried 
in his chest where a red heart used to be. Its lid rusted shut" (72-
73). Paul D thinks that he has buried forever the feeling heart so 
that it can hurt him no more, but Beloved succeeds in prying it open 
when she seeks him out in the cold house with her strange request, 
"I want you to touch me on the inside part and call me my name" 
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(116). He can only stand bewildered as "she moved closer with a 
footfall he didn't hear and he didn't hear the whisper that the flakes 
of rust made either as they fell away from the seams of his tobacco 
tin. So when the lid gave he didn't know it...when he reached the 
inside part he was saying, "Red heart. Red heart, over and over 
again" (117). It takes Beloved less than a few minutes to unleash 
from his heart the memories that had taken Paul D years to seal 
and secure. Besides enabling Sethe to speak the unspeakable, 
therefore, Beloved also compels Paul D to remember what he had 
always considered unrememberable. More significant, however, is 
the fact that her physical closeness to him signals the beginning of 
his guilty, very subtle distancing from Sethe - not because he feels 
attracted to Beloved but because he is disgusted with himself. 
Morally speaking, what happens between Beloved and Paul D is as 
problematic as the act of infanticide committed by Sethe, but there 
is a justification for it. Pamela E. Harnett writes that "without this 
nightmare experience, Paul D would not be able to overcome his 
numbing defence mechanisms or perform the necessary exorcism."^ 
Morrison presents the assault as a necessary evil that had to 
happen in order for Paul D to get back in touch with the past, and to 
step on the road to wholeness. Beloved's forced entry into Paul D's 
^ Pamela E. Barnett, 'Tigurations of Rape and the Supernatural in Beloved." 
Publications of the Modern Language Association 112 (1997): 423. 
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private life also signifies the beginning of his exit from 124, which 
finally becomes a reality when Stamp Paid tells him t h a t Sethe 
killed her daughter. 
When Paul D confronts Sethe with the newspaper clipping 
given to him by Stamp Paid, he hopes that it would ask the question 
he was afraid to, and t h a t she would provide a perfectly logical 
explanation to clear all misunderstanding. Sethe, however, feels 
tha t she cannot really explain to someone who does not already 
know: 
she could never close in, pin it down for anybody 
who had to ask. If they couldn't get it right off -
she could never explain. Because the truth was 
simple. She just flew. Collected every bit of life 
she had made, all the parts of her that were 
precious and fine and beautiful, and carried, 
pushed, dragged them...where no one could hurt 
them....where they would be safe" (163). 
Until he actually spoke to her about the infanticide, Paul D was 
confident that he knew Sethe very well by virtue of their Sweet 
Home association - bu t he now finds that he was wrong. This is 
because the Sethe he knew at Sweet Home was a slave - an 
imprisoned woman who did not know the power of the h u m a n will. 
The unslaved Sethe, however, is a different woman. He finds t h a t 
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freedom (no matter how restricted its use) has changed everything 
about her. "This here Sethe was new....This here Sethe talked 
about love like any other woman...but what she meant could cleave 
the bone. This here Sethe talked about safety with a 
handsaw....more important than what Sethe had done was what 
she claimed. It scared him" (164). He fails to understand that 
Sethe has been reborn as a free woman. For the first time she has 
experienced what it feels like to possess those to whom she has 
given birth - those who had always belonged to her - but whom she 
could not claim before because she herself was owned by someone 
else. This act of possession has, however, also led to murder - led 
her to decide the course of another's life - and to give death almost 
as naturally as she had given birth. Though disappointed and hurt, 
Sethe is not really surprised at Paul D's inability to comprehend 
why she acted in such a manner. Only she understands her own act 
because she knows how hard she has tried to be optimistic and 
understanding, but has always had to bow before circumstances. 
She recalls the time when she had thought, hoped, that "for every 
schoolteacher there would be an Amy; that for every pupil there was 
a Garner, or Bodwin, or even a sheriff...But she had come to believe 
every one of Baby Suggs' last words and buried all recollection of 
them and luck. Paul D dug it up, gave her back her body, kissed 
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her divided back, stirred her rememory and brought her more 
news...but when he heard her news, he counted her feet and didn't 
even say goodbye" (188-189). Though all of Paul D's actions 
indicate that he will stand by her, she accepts the fact of his going 
much as she has accepted all the horror that life has thrown her 
way so far. 
Paul D's leaving marks the beginning of yet another phase in 
the lives of the women living at 124. It takes Sethe, Denver and 
Beloved back to pre-male days, and allows them to further bond as 
women without the interference of any outside force. It is at this 
time that Beloved sings the song her mother had made up 
especially for her children, and Sethe realises that her daughter has 
indeed come back to her. Overwhelmed by this realisation, she gives 
her mind free rein, and allows herself to step fully back into the 
past. For the first time she makes a conscious effort to think about 
the past - recalling each incident chronologically from the beginning 
to the end. It is most significant that her thoughts finally begin to 
follow a linear pattern instead of a haphazard, directionless 
wandering. This change suggests that her mind has now put the 
past into proper perspective, and accepts the events as they 
happened. She is late to work, and returns home with renewed 
enthusiasm - to shower all her love and attention on Beloved, and 
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cater to every whim. Such a situation is idyllic only for a little 
while, however. Denver finds that she is being subtly excluded from 
the mother-daughter circle. Beloved's grasp on her mother's love 
becomes so strong, her thirst for attention so insatiable, that the 
more Sethe tries to make up for the years of separation, the more 
belligerent and demanding Beloved becomes. She heaps resentful 
accusations upon Sethe who tries in vain to explain and justify - but 
fails to convince Beloved. Finally Beloved overshadows Sethe 
completely, and it is difficult for Denver to tell whether Sethe has a 
personality (body and mind) of her own or not. 
Dressed in Sethe's dresses, she stroked her skin 
with the palm of her hand. She imitated Sethe, 
talked the way she did, laughed her laugh and 
used her body the same way down to the walk, 
the way Sethe moved her hands, sighed through 
her nose, held her head. Sometimes coming upon 
them making men and women cookies or 
tracking scraps of cloth on Baby Suggs' old quilt, 
it was difficult for Denver to tell who was who. 
(241) 
Morrison demonstrates here that the past has finally caught up 
with Sethe in the form of Beloved, and now threatens to swallow up 
her entire present (represented by her self) and her future 
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(represented by Denver and Paul D). Horvitz rightly contends that 
when Beloved "transforms from a lonely, affectionate girl, into a 
possessive, demanding tyrant,...her ruthlessness almost kills Sethe. 
There is...a connection between this ruling Beloved and the slave-
driver... because any attempt to possess another human being is 
reminiscent of the slave-master relationship."'" Just as Sethe had 
once demonstrated this kind of ownership, Beloved now does the 
same, but where the mother had succeeded, the daughter fails -
mainly because of Denver's new-found, rather unexpected 
determination and presence of mind. 
Morrison portrays Denver as someone conceived in slavery, 
born in escape, and brought up in freedom (to use the word with 
reservation). In her merge all the milestone moments of her 
mother's life from enslavement to escape, from physical freedom to 
psychological imprisonment, from communal acceptance to social 
ostracism. Her first crucial childhood experience occurs when she 
sucks her mother's milk from a breast soaked with Beloved's blood, 
and thus suffers vicariously all the punishments heaped upon her 
mother. She first becomes an alien amidst society at the age of 
seven when her enjoyable afternoon classes come to a forced stop 
because one of her classmates unwittingly asks a loaded question. 
10 Horvitz 160-161. 
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"Didn't your mother get locked away for murder? Wasn't you in 
there with her when she went?" (104). Denver is suddenly forced out 
of the community because the question makes her look at herself 
and her mother as objects of derision from whom all decent folks 
must keep away. Ashamed and humiliated, she never leaves home 
after that - until Paul D and Beloved arrive to change everything 
when she is eighteen years old. Since Denver has never known 
kinship of any kind, she is rude to Paul D in the first instance 
because she views him as an outsider who poses a threat to her 
relationship with her mother. Ironically, her reaction to Beloved 
(who would later pose the real threat to the mother-daughter 
relationship) is entirely different. Because she has so far been 
denied the vital link with the female community, Beloved's coming 
provides for her "a racing heart, dreaminess, society, danger, 
beauty" (76), and thus gives her back a duly acknowledged self. 
Denver initially grows close to her ghost sister because she fears 
that the circumstances which prompted her mother to kill Beloved 
might occur again, and this time it may be her life that is taken. "I 
love my mother but I know she killed one of her own daughters, and 
tender as she is with me, I'm scared of her because of it....maybe 
there is something else terrible enough to make her do it again" 
(205). Her perspective, however, changes gradually when she sees 
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the effect that Beloved is having on Sethe. She feels that Beloved is 
slowly draining all the life and energy from her mother. "The 
bigger Beloved got, the smaller Sethe became....She sat in the chair 
licking her lips like a chastised child while Beloved ate up her life, 
took it, swelled up with it, grew taller on it. And the older woman 
yielded it up without a murmur" (250). Denver not only realises the 
threat to her mother, but also acts immediately on it. "Somebody 
had to be saved, but unless Denver got work, there would be no one 
to save, no one to come home to, and no Denver either. It was a new 
thought, having a self to look out for and preserve" (252). This is a 
turning point in the development of her consciousness of her self. In 
order to preserve this recently acquired sense of self, and retain her 
mother's life and love, she overcomes her greatest fear and actually 
leaves the house to go in search of help. Carol E. Schmudde 
reiterates that "in leaving Beloved and her mother behind, Denver 
is able finally to give up her identification with her dead sister, her 
own enslavement to the past, and to begin her life as an 
independent adult."*' Just as Sethe travels down memory lane, 
Denver ventures physically out of 124 and steps into the outside 
world to embrace the future even as her mother becomes ready to 
confront her past. 
1' Carol E. Schmudde, "Knowing When to Stop: A Reading of Toni Morrison's 
Beloved." College Language Association Journal 37 (1993): 132. 
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As Denver prepares to knock on doors and ask for help, she 
realises that the world, as she knew it, is both unchanged and 
different at the same time. The things that seemed immense or 
appeared larger than life when she was a child are now dwarfed. 
"She was shocked to see how small the big things were: the boulder 
by the edge of the road she once couldn't see over was a sitting-on 
rock. Paths leading to houses weren't miles long. Dogs didn't even 
reach her knees. Letters cut into beeches and oaks by giants were 
eye level now" (245). She sees the old world with new eyes not just 
because she has grown physically but because her perspective has 
altered. She is moving toward claiming her hitherto unclaimed 
selfhood, and trying to find her feet as an independent woman. 
When compared to this new-found sense of self, everything appears 
small or minuscule. Her attempt to re-establish human contact is 
successful. Not only does the community welcome her into its midst, 
but also helps her with generous gifts of food. The baskets of food 
that Denver takes home everyday are Morrison's oblique metaphors 
for the sustenance and nourishment gradually seeping to Sethe 
from the community. Denver, however, does not become complacent 
or comfortable just because there is food on the table now. She 
decides to go out and find work - a decision which takes her to the 
Bodwin house, where she is forced to explain to Janey why she 
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needs work so desperately. This is the first time that she verbalises 
Beloved's story, and thus involves the community in something that 
had been painfully private for almost a year. It is when Janey 
passes on the story to others in the community that thirty women 
take it upon themselves to go over to 124 and rescue Sethe from the 
clutches of the ghost and, by implication, the past. 
When the women, led by Ella, reach there, they are 
confronted with a startling vision of their own past. It seems as if 
their childhood and youth lie preserved in the backyard of the 
house. "When...all...thirty arrived at 124, the first thing they saw 
was not Denver sitting on the steps, but themselves, younger, 
stronger, even as little girls lying in the grass asleep....Baby Suggs 
laughed and skipped among them, urging more. Mothers, dead 
now, moved their shoulders to mouth harps....there they were, 
young and happy, playing in Baby Suggs' yard." (258). Such a 
collective remembering not only binds the women more firmly 
together, but also enables them to see Sethe as a part of themselves. 
It renews their urge to succeed in their mission. Ella recalls the 
child she herself had killed because he had been forcefully fathered 
by a white man, and the memory makes possible a sympathetic 
identification with Sethe. Bodwin, on his way to pick Denver up, is 
also thinking of the past: "he was headed for the house he was born 
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in. Perhaps it was his destination that turned his thoughts to time 
- the way it dripped or ran....There was a time when he buried 
things there. Precious things he wanted to protect....Where, 
exactly, was the box of tin soldiers? The watch chain with no 
watch?....now he just wanted to...recall exactly where his treasure 
lay" (259-261). Bodwin too confronts a past he had always evaded, 
and faces squarely the house whose memories had haunted him for 
a long time. James Berger contends that "going to his violent 
meeting with Sethe, where Beloved was murdered, Bodwin goes to 
the place of his origin. Neither he nor Sethe knows it, but their 
histories are entwined."^^ Just as 124 is the house of Bodwin's birth, 
it is also the house where Sethe is reborn as a free woman, and 
where Beloved too is born again. For Sethe, the advancing women 
bring back memories of the Clearing: "it was as though the Clearing 
had come to her with all its heat and simmering leaves, where the 
voices of women searched for the right combination, the key, the 
code, the sound that broke the back of words. Building voice upon 
voice until they found it, and when they did it was a wave of sound 
wide enough to sound deep water and knock the pods off chestnut 
trees. It broke over Sethe, and she trembled like the baptized in its 
wash" (261). By thus recalling bygone days, Sethe is able to view 
•2 James Berger, "Ghosts of Liberalism: Morrison's Beloved and the Moynihan 
Report," Publications of the Modern Language Association 3 (1996): 417. 
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herself as a part of the community of women - instead of separate 
from it. The memory takes her back to happier days - before the 
murder of Beloved. The singing women drink in the sight of the 
gorgeous, naked, "devil-child" (261), who is now standing on the 
porch, holding Sethe's hand. As Sethe turns to look at the faces of 
the women, her eyes settle on the figure of Bodwin astride his horse 
behind them. She mistakes him for schoolteacher and runs toward 
him with an ice pick in her hand. She sees him "guiding the mare, 
slowing down, his black hat wide-brimmed enough to hide his face 
but not his purpose. He is coming for her best thing. She hears 
wings. Little hummingbirds stick needle beaks right through her 
headcloth into her hair and beat their wings. And if she thinks 
anything, it is no. No no. Nonono. She flies. The ice pick is not in 
her hand; it is her hand" (262). As Sethe flings herself on Bodwin, 
attacking him with a vengeance, Denver and the other women run 
to separate the two. When they finally look up after a prolonged 
struggle. Beloved is gone, and no one can satisfactorily explain what 
really happened to her. Her disappearance is as shrouded in 
mystery as her sudden appearance. Only the narrator indicates 
toward the end that she returned to the stream through which she 
had come. 
This exorcism episode is significant because it represents the 
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ultimate battle between the past and the present - culminating in 
the victory of the latter over the former. Everyone comes to 124 
unsure but goes back with renewed knowledge and self confidence. 
Each key character grapples with memories on its premises and 
gains a different perspective about the past and the present. What 
is clear in the end is that one can exorcise the memories but not the 
events. This explains why Beloved's "was not a story to pass on" 
(274), i.e., it was neither a story to be ignored nor one to be told. 
The events of slavery, likewise, can neither be overlooked, nor 
glorified. They must, rather, be seen as a bitter truth that a natio.i 
must live with through all the years of its existence, without 
allowing it to shadow the future. The literal exorcism of Beloved 
marks for Denver, Sethe, and Paul D freedom from the clutches of 
the past. Each had initially sought in Beloved what he or she had 
lost in life. Denver had thus turned to her for acknowledgement and 
confirmation of herself as a self Sethe had looked in her for proof 
that she saved her daughter instead of killing her, and Paul D had 
turned to her for restoration of his lost sense of manhood. Their 
ultimate victory, however, lies in the fact that their sense of 
wholeness and acknowledgement of selfhood continues even after 
Beloved's departure. Sethe, initially, takes to her bed in misery -
believing that she has lost her "best thing" again, but Paul D 
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returns to convince her of the value of the individual self by telling 
her that she is her own "best thing." 
Though a kind of melancholy sadness prevails in the 
poignantly written last pages of the novel, there is also a sense that 
something lost has been restored. Beloved, whose past was in this 
world, and who had come to have her own questions answered, 
returns to the other world - to her present and her future. She 
leaves behind a family that had initially been fragmented because 
of her death but which has now become whole because of her 
departure. It is ultimately Sethe who emerges as a contemporary 
tragic heroine because her quest for physical and emotional 
freedom, combined with her fierce determination to protect her 
family from slavery, lends a certain nobility to her character. Her 
story becomes both private and universal because it is identifiable 
not only to former slave women but to all men and women who have 
lived through traumatic times and are victims of repressed 
memories. Sethe's hamartia is her inability to come to terms with 
her past - to relate to her daughters the terrible events of her 
enslaved life and the death of young Beloved. Schmudde too has 
pointed to some elements of tragedy present in the novel in both 
form and content. She believes that "the black community in 
Beloved functions similarly in many ways to the chorus in a Greek 
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tragedy. Influencing their initial judgment of Sethe's act was their 
predisposition to see the inhabitants of 124 Bluestone Road as 
flaunting their good fortune, claiming too much, not knowing when 
to stop....The narrative makes clear that...[the] withdrawal [of the 
townspeople] contributed to the tragedy because when 
schoolteacher rode into town...nobody came to warn Sethe."^^ 
Schmudde also sees Beloved's arrival as a repercussion of Sethe's 
extreme act of infanticide. She explains that "as in Greek 
tragedy,...the consequences of an act of hubris, of going beyond 
ordinary limits, and of not knowing when to stop are about to bear 
fruit."!"* Beloved's coming is, however, essential because she forces 
Sethe to come to terms with the act of infanticide just as Paul D 
gives her an opportunity to come to terms with her past as a slave 
woman - thus making it possible for her to speak the unspeakable, 
and reach a kind of catharsis. Schmudde too claims toward the end 
that "storytelling promotes healing when it helps change to occur, 
when it is possible for things to be over, when emotions can be 
exhausted, when, in other words, it creates catharsis."'*^ This 
catharsis initiates the process of the healing of Sethe's fractured 
13 Schmudde 124-125. 
" Schmudde 126. 
15 Schmudde 134. 
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psyche. Denver, who represents the black woman of the new 
century, also enables her mother to acknowledge the present, and 
gives her hope for the future. Symbolically, she also stands as a ray 
of hope for other black women or marginal groups all over the world 
who must act as vehicles of change. Krumholz conjectures that 
Denver will probably go on to become a teacher, which is why 
Morrison shows that she "points the way to a recovery of literacy, 
one that is suspicious of white definitions and discourse, and one 
that uses the African oral and cultural heritage and African-
American values to take over the task of African-American history-
making."^** The change that Morrison envisions in Beloved 
therefore is not only at the personal or individual level but at the 
communal and societal level as well. Denver, and those like her, 
must transform the system of present beliefs and attempt to create 
a new ideology which cherishes the black self and places it at the 
centre of a black world view. 
16 Krumholz 405. 

Pain. I seem to have an affection, a kind of sweettooth for it....I break 
lives to prove I can mend them back again. And although the pain is 
theirs, I share it, don't I?.... What, I wonder, would I be without a few 
brilliant spots of blood to ponder? Without aching words that set, then 
miss the mark? 
JAZZ 
Chapter 6 
The Jarring Notes of Race: 
Private Sorrow and Public Redress in Jazz 
Jazz traces the development of the unique sensibihty of a fifty-year-
old African American woman named Violet whose husband falls for 
a younger, lighter skinned girl called Dorcas, and murders her 
because she goes to a dance with someone else. Violet proceeds to 
the funeral with a knife and tries to disfigure the face of the dead 
girl lying in the coffin. She does not succeed, but the townspeople 
begin calling her Violent after this incident, start viewing her as 
insane and demented, and generally try to steer clear of her. Violet, 
however, emerges a fighter, and refuses to be vanquished by the 
harsh realities of her existence even though she comes very close to 
losing her mental balance at times. In spite of the fact that her life 
is marked by pain, poverty and hopelessness at every step, she 
fights relentlessly to regain the lost love of her husband and put the 
fragmented pieces of her life back together again. During her 
struggle, she is sustained by memories of her mother and 
grandmother, and assisted by a nurturing relationship with Alice 
Manfred - Dorcas's aunt, as well as Felice - Dorcas's best friend. 
Violet's story, perhaps the most optimistic of all written by 
Morrison so far, is a story of the renewal of hope, and a 
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reaffirmation of life through continuing faith in the self. It suggests 
that in spite of the odds against them, black women can derive the 
strength to survive by creating the right balance between their 
histor>', community and individual selves. Carolyn M. Jones views 
Jazz as a novel "concerned with the theme of arming: of moving 
from the violence that wounds the self to a reconstructed identity 
that heals, that allows one to negotiate life in a full and vital way 
and to love."' These words highlight the central concern of Jazz, 
and are epitomised in Violet's progression firom Violet to Violent 
and back to Violet again. To become whole again, Violet must arm 
herself - but not with weapons of violence and jealousy. She 
requires, rather, the tools of self-confidence and self-knowledge, and 
the moral support of other black women like Alice and Felice. Once 
she succeeds in obtaining these, her fractured psyche heals, and her 
fi-agmented self becomes whole again. 
The subtle metaphor of jazz music as a way of life for African 
Americans runs throughout the text in both form and content 
because Morrison is convinced that "for some black people jazz 
meant claiming their own bodies." ^  Discussing the form of the novel 
with Elissa Schappell and Claudia Brodsky Lacour, she explains 
' Carolyn M. Jones, 'Traces and Cracks: Identity and Narrative in Tom 
Morrison's Jazz." African American Review 31 (1997): 481. 
- Tom Morrison, 'Tom Morrison: The Art of Fiction," with Ehssa Schappell and 
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that "Jazz was very complicated because 1 wanted to re-represent 
two contradictory things - artifice and improvisation, where you 
have an artwork, planned, thought through, but at the same time 
appears invented, like jazz....I wanted to tell a very simple story 
about people who do not know that they are living in the jazz age, 
and to never use the word."^ In keeping with this trend, she has 
written Jazz in such a manner that it appears both extemporised 
and contrived at the same time - like the lives of the central 
characters. She says further in the same interview that "Jazz 
predicts its own story. Sometimes it is wrong because of faulty 
vision. It simply did not imagine those characters well enough, 
admits it was wrong, and the characters talk back the way jazz 
musicians do."'' The best example of this is the ambiguous and 
mysterious narrator who first predicts a certain outcome based on 
how each character will behave, but later takes back the words 
sheepishly, admitting that it was wrong. Like a jazz musician, 
Morrison outlines the entire plot of the book in the first paragraph. 
She, however, goes on to make liberal use of flashbacks during the 
course of the narrative to portray what can be viewed as the four 
stages of Violet's development from a scared, deprived, uncertain 
Claudia Brodsky Lacour, Paris Review 128 (1993): 113. 
»Toni Morrison. Schappell and Lacour 116-117. 
* Toni Morrison, Schappell and Lacour 117. 
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teenager to a confident middle aged woman who finally decides to 
take full responsibility for and control of her hitherto shattered life. 
Her greatest achievement is that she learns to value herself as a 
worthy individual with various sustaining qualities like physical 
strength and emotional resilience. It is this realisation that allows 
her to counter the inferiority complex regarding her age and colour -
an insecurity that had developed because Joe had fallen in love with 
a much younger and lighter-skinned girl. The stages in the 
development of Violet's sensibility do not, however, follow a 
consistently upward trend. In the first stage she is depicted as a 
morose, dejected girl - plagued by poverty and traumatised by her 
mother's suicide. This is followed by the second stage which is 
marked by her introduction to Joe, and shows a gradual uplifting of 
her spirits. At the peak of this stage, she has developed both 
physically and emotionally, and proves to be a willing and capable 
worker ready to meet all the challenges of rural or urban life. This 
stage, however, begins to wane a few years after she moves to New 
York with Joe, and her yearning for a child becomes first strong 
then unbearable. This is the beginning of the third stage of the 
formation of her sensibility. Her feelings of self-worth are at their 
lowest because she feels incomplete without a child, and starts 
living in a world of make-believe where she pampers an imaginary' 
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daughter. This stage reaches its peak when she learns of Joe's 
infidehty and his subsequent, impulsive murder of Dorcas. At this 
point she is on the verge of losing her mental balance completely, 
and experiences a split in her personality which gives rise to two 
selves. She identifies with only one self, and observes the other 
with amazement. During this stage her feelings of self-worth and 
self-esteem dip to an all time low, and culminate in an unsuccessful 
attempt to stab Dorcas's face. The fourth and final stage of the 
development of Violet's consciousness begins when she seeks out 
Alice Manfred to learn more about Dorcas and by so doing, "solve 
the mystery of love" (5). It is this nurturing relationship with 
another black woman that ultimately plays a major role in leading 
Violet out of the blues. It helps her to see herself as an individual 
capable of loving and being loved - but perfectly able to survive 
without it if required. 
Examined chronologically, Violet is first depicted as a 
vulnerable young girl, the third of five sisters, whose childhood is 
marred by the atrocities committed by white practitioners of racist 
violence. Her father is one of the Readjusters - who roams the 
country from one corner to another, and does not come home or send 
money for years on end. Her mother. Rose Dear, is the only stable, 
sustaining presence in her life until their house is raided by a gang 
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of violent, rioting white men. Sensitive and impressionable, Violet 
is so severely scarred by the these disruptive incidents that she 
decides never to have children because she wants to ensure that "no 
small dark foot would rest on another while a hungry mouth said, 
Mama?" (102). This is the first stage of the development of Violet's 
consciousness. She experiences early the handicap and horror of 
being both poor and black in a society that provides neither 
sustenance nor security to its minority members. She therefore 
makes the first major decision about her life - resolving never to 
bring a child into a world where it will always be hungry and 
deprived, and will constantly look up to her for things she cannot 
provide just because she does not belong to the privileged class of 
white people. The ramifications of this decision are grim. When 
black women are compelled to take such a step because they have 
been disillusioned by their encounters with the white world, they 
are not just avoiding childbirth. By curbing the new generation that 
will carry the race forward, they are, in fact, depriving their 
community of a chance to propagate itself, Violet is, however, very 
young at the time, and does not understand the larger, more serious 
implications of her decision. Her family's position improves slightly 
after Rose's mother. True Belle, arrives from Baltimore and takes 
charge of the house. In True Belle, Morrison creates a black woman 
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of real substance who nourishes her daughter's emaciated family 
back to heahh and happiness. Her act is all the more commendable 
because she leaves a well-paying job with a generous white 
employer and devotes herself selflessly to the welfare of her 
granddaughters. Jazz critics have, however, failed to comment upon 
Morrison's characterisation of Violet's grandmother as a woman 
who nurtures the deprived family physically - but passes on to it the 
lure and fascination of white skin and golden hair - epitomised in 
the figure of Golden Gray. Most other grandmothers in Morrison's 
work (especially Pilate and Baby Suggs) function as the crucial 
links to a rich ethnic past, and try to instil in the younger 
generation the values of Africa. In the portrayal of True Belle, 
however, Morrison departs from this norm - possibly to 
demonstrate the omnipotence and power of prevailing white values. 
She wants to suggest, perhaps, that women of all age groups are 
vulnerable to the dominant world view and are so dazzled by it that 
they fail to see the harm its emulation will cause to the next 
generation. Though True Belle pulls her granddaughters out of 
their depression, she cannot bring her daughter out of her trauma, 
and is helpless when Rose Dear commits suicide by jumping into 
the well one night. Rose Dear's life and death bear testimony to the 
fatal frustration that minority women feel at being unable to have 
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control over their lives and live the way they want to. She had 
worked single-handedly to give her daughters a decent life, but the 
white raiders of their modest home destroyed in a few minutes what 
had taken a lifetime of labour to build. The pathos of Rose's life and 
the inevitability of her death demonstrates the insecurity of the 
black woman's life in cruel white America. She has to live with the 
constant fear that everything she has struggled to achieve might 
suddenly be snatched from right under her - like a table or a chair -
at any time. 
When Violet is seventeen years old, True Belle asks her to 
accompany two of her sisters to work in the fields picking cotton in 
another town several miles away from their home. This is where 
she first meets Joe, and discovers that, for the first time since the 
events leading to the death of her mother, she has begun to feel 
emotionally secure in someone's company. Morrison writes that 
"nighttime was never the same for her. Never again would she 
wake struggling against the pull of a narrow well. Or watch first 
light with the sadness left over from finding Rose Dear in the 
morning twisted into water much too small" (104). Before she met 
Joe, Violet had associated night and early morning only with bitter 
sorrow and gruesome memories of the discovery of her mother's 
body. These morbid associations are, however, soon replaced by a 
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new joy arising from thoughts of Joe with the dawn of every 
morning. This change in her disposition - a result of her 
relationship with Joe - is very significant. It suggests that the 
feelings induced by her tragic confrontation with white men have 
been replaced by more positive ones because of her association with 
a black man. In his company, she works with enthusiasm, and 
changes from a girl who could not pick cotton even as fast as the 
twelve-year-olds, to become a "powerfully strong young woman who 
could handle mules, bale hay and chop wood as good as any man" 
(105). This is the second stage of the development of Violet's 
consciousness and abilities. Through her association with and 
subsequent marriage to Joe, she is able to exchange the earlier 
ineptitude and fear for a fresh self-confidence and a renewed zest 
for life. Morrison depicts Joe as a typical son of the soil - a strong, 
hardworking black man committed to and reverent of the land on 
which he works. Her characterisation of him can be compared with 
that of Porter's in Song of Solomon and Son's in Tar Baby. Just as 
First Corinthians and Jadine find a new identity and security in 
their relationship with these men, Violet benefits similarly from 
her association with Joe. 
The second stage of the development of Violet's consciousness 
continues as she matures both physically and emotionally through 
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five or six years of back-breaking work when she helps Joe by doing 
miscellaneous jobs while he also labours away at physicallj* taxing 
tasks. They finally save enough to buy a decent piece of land, but 
are forcefully evicted from it by some white men who show them 
bogus slips of papers and claim that Joe has signed the property 
over to them. This episode illustrates the utter helplessness of 
Afi-ican Americans living in mainstream America. Even though they 
theoretically have the right to property, it is constantly violated 
because nobody bothers to protect their interest. The wider 
implications of this fact are all too obvious. The black population 
appears to be doomed to a life of subservience to the majority 
culture. Not being able to own land means not being in a position of 
power where one is master of the self and has the opportunity to 
provide employment to others. It also means constantly having to 
work the land for other people, not being economically secure or 
independent, and allowing the land-owners to reap the rich benefits 
of their labour. Symbolically, the failure to successfully secure a 
piece of land suggests the inability of African Americans to possess 
a piece of America - to call a bit of the country their own - and be 
proud of it. Thirteen years later, when Joe and Violet move to New 
York, the pleasure they derive from the City is marred by the usual 
racism and prejudice that have traditionally continued to haunt 
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them. They are repeatedly humiUated when city officials ask them 
to move from one locality to another or travel in public transport 
reserved for coloured people. 
The third stage of the formation of Violet's sensibility, and 
the accompanying downfall in her self-esteem, begins when she 
enters her fortieth year. She starts yearning for a child, and the 
longing manifests itself in wishful thinking. Her obsessive desire 
for a child shakes her mental balance, and when she cannot bear 
the thought of being childless anymore, she buys a doll, and 
pretends that it is her daughter. She starts sleeping with her, 
feeding her, singing with her and doing her hair in little-girl styles. 
After she is accused of trying to steal a baby from the roadside when 
she picks it up to rock it, the feel of the baby in her hands continues 
to haunt her, and she begins to imagine a "brightness that could be 
carried in her arms" (22). Since Violet longs unbearably for a child, 
she glorifies the concept of motherhood, and feels incomplete 
because she does not have a little one of her own. This is also the 
time when she retreats into her shell because she cannot trust 
herself to speak sanely. She imagines that there is a corpse in her 
head, and begins holding conversations with it. She finds, as a 
result, that she has "stumbled into a crack or two. Felt the 
anything-at-all begin in her mouth. Words connected only to 
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themselves pierced an otherwise normal comment" (23). Since she 
realises her abnormality but is helpless against it, she "shuts up" 
and begins to "speak less and less..." until, "over time her silences 
annoy her husband, then puzzle him and finally depress him" (24). 
Her husband feels angry because he cannot understand why she 
has suddenly become so quiet, and the anger finally turns into 
fi*ustration. Violet and Joe are gradually growing apart. The 
confidence that he had helped nourish in her finds itself wavering 
again due to a communication gap. Doreatha D. Mbalia contends 
that "if women are socialized not to have a voice, it is especially 
important for them to communicate, with themselves and their 
mates. Doing so helps each to grow; a person can be remade 
through her relationship with the other."^ Violet's silence may stem 
firom personal reasons but it is, at bottom, an extension of her 
confrontation with white society. It recalls earUer incidents like the 
raid on her house, the snatching of her land, and the forced moves 
firom one black neighbourhood to another - during all of which she 
simply obliged - but never spoke. All these incidents add up to 
deprive Violet of her voice, and culminate in her inability to express 
her desire for a child to Joe. Joe, too, fails to comprehend her sense 
of loss and longing, and cannot prevent her from wandering into her 
5 Doreatha Drummond Mbalia, "Women Who Run with Wild: The Need for 
Sisterhoods in Jazz." Modern Fiction Studies 39.3 and 4 (1993): 639. 
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s t range "cracks." Morrison describes these cracks as 
dark fissures in the globe hght of the day. 
She...sees with perfect clarity a string of small, 
well-lit scenes. In each one something specific is 
being done...But she does not see herself doing 
these things. She sees them being done. The 
globe light holds and bathes each scene....But 
the globe light is imperfect too...it shows seams, 
ill-glued cracks and weak places beyond which is 
anjrthing....Sometimes when Violet isn't paying 
attention she stumbles on to these cracks.... (22-
23) 
For Violet, these "cracks" indicate a divided self. Her personality 
appears to have split into two par ts . She has the feeling tha t one 
p a r t of her watches on while the other par t carries out everyday 
chores and continues with the normal business of living. One of 
these pa r t s gradually muta tes into an aggressive, overbearing one, 
which she eventually classifies as "that" Violet - a self separate and 
a p a r t from her true, original one. Jones comments tha t these 
cracks are "...spaces tha t Violet should be able to fill with her own 
nar ra t ive voice, bringing the discrete experiences of her life into 
story, and they are also a form of knowledge."^ Violet's peculiar 
6 Jones 485. 
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tendency to say unrelated things out loud becomes a "form of 
knowledge" because it helps her, albeit unknowingly, to foresee 
Joe's affair - "who is that pretty girl standing next to you?" (24). In 
order to pull herself back together again, however, she must succeed 
in healing these cracks by understanding and accepting the key 
events of her life - no matter how painful the process may be. 
While Violet is trying to face the harsh reality of her childless 
life, and losing her mental balance in the bargain, Joe meets and 
falls in love with Dorcas and even murders her - all in a span of 
three months. Violet is stunned by these unexpected events. She 
grabs a knife from one of her bird cages, reaches the funeral in a 
mad fren2y and tries to stab her dead rival's face. Her attempt is 
thwarted, but people begin to call her Violent after the incident. 
Various organisations working for social welfare consider helping 
her, but find that she does not really fall into any of their categories 
as a person deserving help. "Her name was brought up at 
the...Salem Women's Club as someone needing assistance, but it 
was voted down because only prayer - not money - could help her 
now" (4). The assumption here is that support systems can only 
help a person in material terms, but she must get relief for the soul 
on her own. Morrison's observation that "the Club...left Violet to 
figure out on her own what the matter was and how to fix it" (4), 
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implies that the support system, designed and operated by the 
majority culture, is not right for the black w onian if she is seeking 
emotional rather than financial help. Since \'iolet has no friends or 
sympathetic confidants, she is left alone to deal with her grief and 
come to terms with her husband's infidelity and subsequent crime. 
When Violet learns that her rival Dorcas was not only 
lighter-skinned but also much younger than her, she becomes 
painfully conscious of her age and colour. Along with this 
awareness comes also a resentment of all adolescent girls and, in a 
conversation with one of her customers, she stereotypes them as 
"these little hungry girls acting like women. Not content with boys 
their own age...they want somebody old enough to be their father. 
Switching round with lipstick, see-through stockings, dresses up to 
their you-know-what" (14). Violet's uncharitable thoughts about 
teenage girls stem from her own particular experience. Her words 
reflect her anger at youth and helplessness at her own advancing 
years. Morrison depicts here the insecurity that older women 
experience when they are forced to confront youth and beauty -
assets that they themselves can never have anymore - but which 
can be used to take away what is rightfully theirs. She highlights 
once again the destructive aspects of a majority culture that 
emphasises the importance of both youth and beauty while 
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undermining the value of actual sustaining human qualities -
qualities which husbands too fail to see in their wives. She feels 
angered by the devotion and faithfulness Joe exhibits toward 
Dorcas even though she is dead. 
When all plans to punish Joe fail, Violet decides to find out 
every single detail about Dorcas and thus "solve the mystery of 
love" (5), i.e. find out what exactly it was about her that made Joe 
fall so madly in love with her. She locates the girl's address and 
parentage, visits her regular beauty parlour, and identifies the kind 
of lip rouge she wore as well as the marcelling iron that they used 
on her hair. She also identifies the Band that Dorcas liked, and 
learns the dance steps she used to do. These acts indicate the 
disturbed state of Violet's mind, and her extreme obsession with the 
dead girl. Through her emulation of Dorcas's lifestyle, she wants to 
experience firsthand the feel of being like Dorcas, i.e., being young 
and light skinned, and therefore attractive to Joe. She also meets 
Dorcas's school teachers, and finally goes to her aunt's house to see 
her belongings. This last act is the most significant as far as the 
development of her consciousness is concerned. Her journey 
forward into her own self begins with her journey (backward) into 
Dorcas's past, and her sensibility develops through her association 
with Dorcas's Aunt - Alice Manfred, and best girlfriend - Felice. 
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When Alice first allows Violet inside her house, the first 
question she asks is, "Why did he do such a thing?' (81) - referring, 
of course, to Joe's murder of Dorcas. Violet responds with a 
question of her own, "Why did she?" (81), after which Alice asks, 
"Why did you" (81) - referring to Violet's attempt at stabbing her 
dead niece's face. Violet simply replies, "I don't know" (81), and the 
visit ends there. This response indicates that Violet is still unsure 
about her action and the motivation behind it. She is still in a daze, 
and unable to think clearly. 
On Violet's third visit, Alice notices a loose thread running 
from the sleeve of her dress, and mends it meticulously without a 
word. This act shows Alice's nurturing quality, and her willingness 
to assist another woman in spite of all the unpleasant events that 
have preceded their introduction. Symbolically, Alice's effort to re-
stitch the sleeve marks the beginning of the support that she will 
henceforth lend to Violet and thus help her sew the loose ends of her 
life back together again. The lessons that Violet learns fi-om her 
are, however, as subconscious as the effort at mending is deliberate. 
She tells Alice that she has come to her house to learn more about 
Dorcas, and determine why Joe found her so desirable. Alice 
reproaches her by telling her that if she does not know her own 
husband well enough to understand the motive behind his pursuit 
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of Dorcas, nobody can help her. This candid response suggests that 
Ahce is actually encouraging Violet to think and analyse these 
issues for herself instead of depending on others for ready-made 
answers to complicated questions. She wants Violet to come to a 
better understanding of her husband, to comprehend the motivation 
behind his act, and make amends accordingly. 
Alice gradually begins to look forward to Violet's visits which 
are now always interspersed with confidences and confusions, 
questions and queries each woman puts to the other. These brief 
chat sessions help both Violet and Alice to confront issues they had 
hitherto been postponing, and give them the courage to face the 
realities of life by understanding it better. Mbalia writes that "this 
bonding between women, this sisterhood, allows African women not 
only to talk, but also to cry and to laugh. All three are signs of 
healing."^ The implication is that African American women, 
subdued by the majority culture, and faced by a plethora of alien 
values, draw emotional strength and moral support from one 
another. Alice learns almost as much from these discussions as 
Violet. It is during one such visit that Alice tells Violet that she 
must not look upon Dorcas as an enemy just because "she was 
young and pretty and took your husband away from you" (85). Her 
Mbalia 633. 
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words are meant to make Violet realise the ridiculous nature of 
both her jealousy and her act. They are also aimed at exonerating 
Dorcas of the charges that Violet has been levelling against her. 
She implies that the fault lies with Joe because he fell into the trap 
of youth and beauty - assets that he should have been mature 
enough to overlook in favour of the redeeming qualities of his own 
wife. 
After this visit, Violet goes to her regular drugstore, and sits 
there sipping a milkshake and ruminating. She begins wondering 
"who on earth that other Violet was that walked about the City in 
her skin; peeped out through her eyes and saw other things" (89). 
This is the first time that Violet actually tries to confront the other 
part of her personality that seems to be acting according to a will of 
its own. As she thinks back to the events that took place in 
January, she begins attributing her violent act to "that" Violet. 
that Violet...knew...where the funeral was going 
on... and the right time to get the re....Before she 
knew what was going on, the boy ushers' 
hands...were reaching toward the blade she had 
not seen for a month at least and was surprised 
to see now aimed at the girl's haughty, secret 
face....then the usher boys were joined by 
frowning men, who carried that kicking, 
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growling Violet out while she looked on in 
amazement. (90-92) 
She recalls the entire incident of the funeral stabbing, and the 
pictures pass through her mind like images on a movie screen. She 
sees two Violets at the funeral. One is her original, rather absent-
minded self - the part of her that did not even know where the 
butcher knife was - the part that could only watch as the woman 
who had disrupted the funeral was unceremoniously thrown out. 
The other Violet is that Violet - the part of her who knew the 
funeral venue, and was aggressive and angry enough to try 
stabbing a dead girl's face before being chased out of the premises. 
Jones elaborates that "Violet must realise that 'that Violet' is she. 
Only then can she become the true Violet: bring the two kinds of 
knowledge together through the process of mourning her losses..., 
and the strength that she left in Virginia, the strength that let her 
claim Joe Trace."^ Violet's is, at present, a divided personality. She 
is not a complete person because she has not realised yet that both 
Violets are a part of her. She is not even aware of the kind of loss 
she has suffered, and the half person that she has become. At this 
stage, she is merely torn between the two halves of her self -
comfortable with one, and puzzled about the other. As her mind 
wanders, she begins wondering about Dorcas, and the point that 
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repeatedly haunts her is that of all the men available to her, Dorcas 
took a man who was old enough to be her father. This inability to 
accept Joe's relationship with Dorcas stems from her exposure to 
Western values which suggest that romance is possible only 
between the young and the (physically) beautiful. She tries to 
imagine the two of them together, and pictures Dorcas where she 
herself should have been. She is angered by the thought that her 
husband and his girlfriend were sharing cosy, romantic moments in 
Malvonne's apartment while she was busy working hard to make 
ends meet: "while I was where Sliding on ice trying to get to 
somebody's kitchen to do their hair. Huddled in a doorway out of 
the wind waiting for the trolley?...! was cold and nobody had got 
into the bed sheets early to warm up a spot for me or reached 
around my shoulders to pull the quilt up under my neck or even my 
ears...and maybe that is why the butcher knife struck the neckline 
just by the earlobe" (95). When she makes the comment about the 
knife striking the neckline, it marks the point where the two Violets 
momentarily become one. She had hitherto been seeing the Violet 
who stabbed Dorcas as that Violet, but now comes close to accepting 
that she and that Violet are the same: "And that's why it took so 
much wrestling to get me down, keep me down and out of that coffin 
* Jones 485. 
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where she was the heifer who took what was mine, what I chose, 
picked out and determined to have and hold on to" (95). When the 
facts of Joe's adulterous behaviour actually sink in, Violet feels so 
outraged that she begins to identify with the Violet who stabbed 
Dorcas, and justifies her impulsive act. The phrases "get me_ down" 
and "keep me down" (emphasis mine) imply that she is no longer 
viewing that Violet as an other, but as part of her own self. Once 
she accepts that it was she herself and not some other part of her 
personality who had stabbed Dorcas, she is better able to confront 
her divided self: "NO! that Violet is not somebody walking round 
town,...wearing my skin and using my eyes...that Violet is me!" (95-
96). Since she feels outraged at her husband's audacity, she starts 
identifying with "that" Violet, and condones her violent act. She 
thus begins to see in "that" Violet an image of herself as she had 
been a few months into her courtship with Joe. She thinks back to 
the old, strong Violet - the Violet who had braved the fear of snakes 
and the anger of white masters to be with Joe. Her mind wanders 
again as she recalls Joe's infidelity. She wonders what he saw in 
Dorcas: "A young me with high-yellow skin instead of black? A 
young me with long wavy hair instead of short?" (97). These 
thoughts highlight Violet's inferiority complex regarding her age 
and colour. She still lays emphasis on youth and physical beauty. 
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and holds their absence responsible for her husband's disinterest in 
her. 
Violet thinks back to her last miscarriage, and feels 
convinced that the child she lost would have been a girl as old as 
Dorcas. She begins to see in the dead girl an image of her own 
daughter as she would have been had she been born. There is, 
however, a lingering regret that she realised all this too late: 
"When she woke up, her husband had shot a girl young enough to 
be that daughter...Who lay there asleep in that coffin? Who posed 
there awake in the photograph? The scheming bitch...who came 
into a life, took what she wanted and damn the consequences? Or 
mama's dumpling girl? Was she the woman who took the man, or 
the daughter who fled the womb?" (108-109). Violet is confused 
about Dorcas, and seems to share a love-hate relationship with her. 
She loves the Dorcas who symbolises the daughter she could not 
have, and hates the Dorcas who took Joe away fi-om her. Just as 
she sees two Violets in her own self, so she views Dorcas as a 
divided self too - darhng daughter and husband snatcher. She goes 
to Alice's house with these thoughts one day, and tells her that had 
the circumstances been different, she would probably have loved 
Dorcas too. On this occasion she is holding her coat lapels tightly 
together to prevent Alice from seeing the torn lining. During the 
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course of the emotional conversation that follows, Violet asks in 
wonder, "Where the grown people? Is it us" (110), and Alice, on 
hearing the question, unconsciously exclaims out loud, "Oh, Mama" 
(110). Morrison reinforces here the significant role of mothers who 
continue to provide support and give direction to their daughters 
throughout life. When she hears Alice's cry, Violet too finds herself 
remembering her mother. She wonders if, all those years ago. Rose 
Dear too had felt the same way and had killed herself. With these 
thoughts, shes moves a bit closer to understanding the mother 
whose suicide she had always resented, and whose absence had left 
in her life a void she could never fill. As they recall their absent 
mothers, each woman is silent, and lost in her own thoughts. Then 
Alice finally takes Violet's coat and starts mending the lining. When 
she hands the mended coat back to Violet, the narrator comments 
that the stitches are fine and invisible to the eye. Alice's words 
slowly soothe Violet's consciousness almost as perfectly as her 
stitches mend the rips in her clothes. Just as the stitches cannot be 
distinguished from the fabric, so her conversations cannot really be 
labelled as counselling sessions - but act as just those to heal the 
cracks in Violet's personality and make it whole again. 
On her next visit, as Violet watches Alice ironing, the latter 
tells her that Joe will "do it again...And again and again and again" 
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(112), but when Violet talks of throwing him out, Alice does not 
agree. She tells her that if "You got anything left to you to love, 
anything at all, do it" (112). Violet asks her whether she should 
fight, and Alice says, "fight what, who? Some mishandled child who 
saw her parents burn up? Who knew better than you or me or 
anybody just how small and quick and this little bitty life 
is?....Nobody's asking you to take it. I'm sayin make it, make it!" 
(113). Alice wants to make Violet realise that instead of holding 
other people like Dorcas responsible for her miseries, she must 
learn to shoulder her own burdens and develop the strength to take 
credit for her failures and successes. During this long and 
emotionally charged speech, Ahce puts her iron down on the dress, 
and the yoke gets burnt through. She is agitated at first, then sees 
Violet smiling, and both of them start laughing loudly. Jones 
explains that the value of this laughter lies in the fact that "it does 
not deny or forget the worst of life, but it endures in the face of the 
worst....[and] indicates a potentially positive aspect of the double 
consciousness: the insight that allows one to see the self as an 
'other' and to love the 'other self.'"" This is exactly what happens to 
Violet. She still remembers the uncertainty, the jealously, the 
hatred that had followed her discovery of Joe's infidelity and crime. 
9 Jones 487. 
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but now takes a mature perspective of it. It is almost as if she is 
watching another Violet stabbing a dead girl - but is fully conscious 
that it is not the alien "that" Violet of before - just her own self 
doing something foolish: "crumpled over, shoulders shaking, Violet 
thought about how she must have looked at the funeral, at what her 
mission was" (114). Violet finally understands the absurdity of her 
accusations and her violent act - the senselessness of attempting to 
kill a dead girl. She is, at last, able to laugh at the whole situation -
to view it critically without taking herself too seriously and thus 
drowning in self pity. This spontaneous and free laughter that she 
shares with Alice marks the culmination of all the lessons she has 
learned from Dorcas's aunt. 
Later that day, Violet goes to her regular drugstore where 
she thinks back to this last visit, and recalls every single detail of 
her conversation with Alice - especially the laughter that followed 
the accidental burning of the yoke. When she walks out sometime 
later, she notices that spring has come to the City. The most 
significant fact, however, is that her 'other' part ("that" Violet) also 
notices the arrival of spring at the same time. This is the beginning 
of the fourth and final stage of the development of Violet's 
consciousness. The two parts of her personality have finally come 
together to make an integrated, whole, self. This key scene shows 
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Violet's journey back to realitj' - her acceptance of the facts of life as 
they are - and her acknowledgement of springtime in spite of these 
harsh truths. Her winter of discontent is finally over, and has given 
way to the spring which will allow her to start life on a new, more 
optimistic note. Joe's courtship of Dorcas had begun in October and 
ended in January. Violet's visits to Alice continue through 
February and March, and usher a season of new beginnings for her. 
Morrison reiterates here that Alice, a black woman, finally does for 
Violet what white run social service organisations could not: instil a 
sense of faith in herself, exploit the potential within her to the 
maximum, subdue her self-conscious, unsure self, and enable her to 
emerge as a strong, independent woman. In Alice's company, she 
gets back the voice she had lost, i.e., she is able to express herself 
verbally in the other woman's company, and thus allow herself to 
fully explore, analyse and understand her thoughts and actions. 
The fourth stage of the development of Violet's sensibility, 
and her new awakening as a self-confident woman is marked by 
three significant events. First, she stops wearing her coat on warm 
days because she is no longer conscious of her "missing" behind, i.e. 
her less than adequate hips. This step indicates that she has 
stopped laying stress on physical assets, and has learned to accept 
herself as she is. Second, she returns Dorcas's photograph to Alice -
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indicating that she has buried her painful past after reconciling 
herself to it, has forgiven, and will attempt to forget. Third, she 
welcomes Dorcas's best friend, Felice, to her house, and strikes a 
rapport with her. Violet's willingness to be friendly with Felice 
suggests that she has matured considerably, and does not suffer 
from a complex about her age and colour. She is no longer afraid 
that some adolescent girl will again come along and snatch her 
husband away from her. When Felice begins visiting her regularly, 
she tells her that she made a mistake because she wanted to be 
"White. Light. Young again" (208), and it "messed up" (208) her life. 
These words highUght the extent of the damage caused by the 
majority culture's priorities. In Violet's case, the obsession with 
colour and youth had begun early. She had started craving for both 
as a result of her grandmother's stories about Baltimore and her 
adoration of Golden Gray. Jones contends that Golden Gray is 
"light, bright, and therefore, all right. He is the Dorcas in Violet's 
mind, the image of what she ought to be to keep Joe's love and to be 
a whole self. She has to rid herself of this image in order to be 
whole."!" Both Dorcas and Golden Gray had youth, beauty, and a 
light skin in common. Both existed in Violet's mind as ideals of 
what she should be in order to be appreciated and loved. Now, 
'0 Jones 489. 
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however, she desires neither youth nor beauty, but rather holds her 
craving for them responsible for the trying circumstances of her life. 
She explains to Felice that she got rid of the other woman inside her 
by killing her, and then killing "the me that killed her" (209), and 
the person who is left is "Me" - the real Violet, the original Violet 
not ridden by silly complexes. Felice asks her why she stabbed 
Dorcas, and Violet replies that she did it because she "lost the 
lady,...put her down someplace and forgot where" (211). When 
Felice asks how she found her, Violet replies simply that she 
"looked" (211). This conversation suggests that Violet has finally 
understood herself, and is now able to answer questions she could 
not before. She has sorted out her priorities, and is living according 
to them. Her main purpose now is not to take revenge on a dead 
girl or a grieving husband, but rather to strengthen her existing 
relationships, and take up her life from where she had left off. She 
feels confident because she knows that she only has to turn inward 
to her self for sustenance and comfort. 
Felice also helps Violet and Joe to come together by making 
Joe see the other side of Dorcas. Her words portray the dead girl as 
a scheming go-getter and two-timer who let herself die by refusing 
medical assistance and help. She convinces Joe that Dorcas was 
not worthy of the kind of selfless love he was willing to bestow on 
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her. Jones claims rightly that "Felice, who becomes a daughter, also 
sees the best of Joe and Violet."" This observation suggests that 
Felice replaces Dorcas in Joe's and Violet's life. She appreciates 
Violet for her simple honesty and straightforward nature rather 
than viewing her as a crazy, violent woman. She is largely 
responsible for the attempt that Joe and Violet make in trying to 
build back their marital relationship. Morrison describes their new-
found closeness thus: "lying next to her, his head turned toward the 
window, he sees through the glass darkness taking the shape of a 
shoulder with a thin line of blood. Slowly, slowly it forms itself into 
a bird with a blade of red on the wing. Meanwhile Violet rests her 
hand on his chest as though it were the sunlit rim of a well and 
down there somebody is gathering gifts...to distribute to them all" 
(224-225). Jones comments that Joe's and Violet's "pasts are 
concretized and sanctified, brought into the present in the image 
and act of sleeping with the beloved, who is parent, lover, and 
child."*^ This observation indicates that Joe and Violet are able to 
bury the troublesome ghosts of their pasts because they discover in 
each other what they had been looking for all their lives: the absent 
parents, the dead lover, the daughter they never had. As husband 
11 Jones 490. 
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and wife lie together, they find in each other's company the strength 
to face their painful memories, and make new, happier memories. 
The narrator concludes that "it's nice when grown people whisper to 
each other under the covers...and the body is the vehicle, not the 
point. They reach, grown people, for something beyond,...and...way 
down underneath tissue" (228). This comment implies that Violet 
and Joe have discovered a love that transcends physical attraction. 
They have become one emotionally and spiritually, and age and 
beauty no longer affect the way they feel about each other. 
Jazz demonstrates how one woman fights for her survival 
and succeeds, and what role other women play in enabling her to 
reassert herself and reaffirm her worth as an individual deserving 
love and respect. Since the black sisterhood plays such an important 
part in the novel, Morrison paints quick but detailed portraits of 
Alice, Felice and Dorcas - all three of whom contribute in one way or 
another toward the development of Violet's consciousness. The 
author also shows, however, that each woman's own sensibility too 
develops out of the repercussions of living in a racist society. 
Dorcas, for example, loses both her parents during the East St. 
Louis race riots when she is barely nine years old. Her father is 
pulled off a streetcar and kicked to death - just because he is black -
an innocent victim of a gruesome crime inspired by racial hatred. 
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The same night, as she sleeps over at a friend's house just across 
the street, her own house is burned down by rioters. Her mother 
burns aUve inside. The fire engine is called but does not come -
since it is a black neighbourhood and therefore not considered 
worthy of emergency aid. After the death of her parents, she goes to 
live with her mother's sister Alice, who brings her up strictly, and 
coaches her in self-protection (against whites) and self-restraint (in 
the company of whites). Highlighting the form this training finally 
takes, Morrison writes that she "instructed her about deafness and 
blindness...in the company of whitewomen who spoke English, and 
those who did not...Taught her how to crawl along the walls of 
buildings, disappear into doorways, cut across corners in choked 
traffic - how to do anything, move anywhere to avoid a whiteboy 
over the age of eleven" (54-55). Since Alice has herself felt belittled 
and humiliated during her encounters with members of the 
majority culture, she does not want her niece to face the same 
disrespect and disgrace. These precautionary steps on her part 
paint a sorry picture about race relations in the United States. The 
legacy of hatred flourishes and is passed on from one generation to 
the next because each race feels justified in protecting its youth 
fi-om the harm they think the other community will inflict on it. 
The feelings of resentment are so strong that members firom two 
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communities do not even give each other a chance to exchange 
views and learn to respect one another. Alice does not even allow 
her niece to wear makeup, high-heeled shoes or clothes that 
highlight a woman's assets - for fear that these will attract the 
unwanted attention of white men who will compulsorily view her as 
a prostitute or loose woman. The author suggests that it is 
unfortunate that young black girls are forced to curb their natural 
growth, development and longing for fashionable things just 
because the male gaze will necessarily objectify them. Though 
Morrison herself is not in favour of clothes and cosmetics that girls 
buy in the hope of becoming beautiful and attractive,^^ she feels 
that they should reach that understanding by themselves rather 
than having such abstentions forced on them. The results of these 
unnatural restrictions are disastrous because such girls grow up 
rebellious - wanting undue attention, and obsessively leaning 
toward the very things that have been forbidden them. None of her 
aunt's admonitions can, for example, curb Dorcas's natural 
"boldness" - a boldness that became part of her the night her father 
was killed, and her mother, her dolls, and her house burned down. 
It is this innate boldness, a result of white aggression on her black 
soul, that enables Dorcas to resist her aunt's stringency and dream 
'3 Please refer to chapter 1 and chapter 3. Morrison depicts the futility of 
Pauhne's and Hagar's attempts to recreate themselves in white propagated 
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"of that life-below-the-sash as all the life there was" (60). Dorcas 
feels incomplete unless she can define herself in terms of a physical 
relationship with men. It is this lust for male companionship and 
attention that leads her, during her adolescent years, to go after 
both Joe and Acton. Unfortunately for her, neither of these men 
can fill the "inside nothing" (38) that she had started out with. This 
"inside nothing" remains as such because she tries to fill it with 
material things like clothes, jewellery, makeup, and even sex - none 
of which are meaningful in the end because they decorate and 
gratify only her body whereas her soul and spirit ("inside") remain 
starved. She emerges, ultimately, as a selfish girl who has no 
regard for anyone in her community. She is willing to have a 
relationship with a married man - even though she knows that 
doing so would harm another woman - and one from her own 
community at that. Her total disregard for her aunt, and her whole 
attitude in general stems fixjm a skewed personality - a personality 
distorted by race prejudice and made worse by the emotional scars 
left over from the horrors of a childhood spent in the riot-torn city of 
East St. Louis. 
Like Dorcas, Felice too has been shaped by unfortunate 
confrontations with an adverse white world, but she turns out to be 
images of beauty and attractiveness. 
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an entirely different kind of girl - perhaps because her experiences 
were not as traumatic as Dorcas's, and had more to do with loss of 
status than loss of life. The memory that stands out most clearly in 
her mind is, of course, of the disastrous visit to the prestigious, 
whites only, department store with her mother. She cherishes the 
silver opal ring not because of its value as a jewel, but because of 
what it signifies, and how much it meant for her mother to go 
against her principles and innate honesty to rebel against the 
injustice of prejudice by stealing it from the display tray. This 
episode demonstrates that race prejudice brings out the worst in 
both the aggressor and the victim of the aggression - making one 
callous and the other belligerent. In spite of this humiliating 
experience, Felice grows up mature and sensible - probably because 
she understands life and people in a way that Dorcas never did. Her 
sympathetic understanding of Joe and Violet brings her closer to 
them than Dorcas could ever have been. She cares about her own 
family too, and is willing to share the responsibility for work. 
Unlike Dorcas, who never assisted her aunt, Felice helps her 
grandmother and parents by doing little errands for them. She 
emerges, ultimately, as a strong woman who is "nobody's alibi or 
hammer or toy" (222). Morrison suggests that Felice has learned to 
be independent at a young age and, therefore, wants to develop 
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without societal pretensions (trying to be what she isn't)and 
pressures (being forced to behave in a certain way). She does not 
leave room for anybody to exploit her, and thus clears the way for 
herself to grow according to her own priorities and preferences. 
Alice's story, like that of Felice, is also a story of strength and 
survival even though she has been a victim of severe racism and 
sexism. Morrison introduces her as a woman who has been 
"frightened for a long time" (54). She is frightened of 
"Illinois,...Springfield, Massachusetts,...Eleventh Avenue, Third 
Avenue, Park Avenue,...and Fifth Avenue" (54) because in the&o 
classy cities and elitist areas black women have no respect, and are 
treated like dirt. She recalls them as places where "whitemen 
leaned out of motor cars with folded dollar bills peeping from their 
palms...where salesmen touched her...as though she were part of 
the goods they had condescended to sell her" (54). She feels that the 
white male gaze objectifies her by viewing her as a thing to be 
possessed - or worse - as something that can be purchased with 
money. Even salesmen act as though they are doing her a favour by 
selling her the items she requires. This blatant sexism is also 
accompanied by racism - made obvious by the fact that nobody 
wants to associate with her merely because of the colour of her skin. 
The white women travelling on the bus, for example, do not allow 
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their children to sit near her: "don't sit there honey, you never know 
what they have" (54). This simple admonition is not just a 
temporary warning. By preventing their children from sitting next 
to black women, these mothers are actually propagating a culture of 
hate, and distancing the gap between two cultures already caught 
up in the web of hostility and prejudice. Alice learns here that the 
malaise of racism has not even left foreign women untouched - that 
even "women who knew no English at all...moved away from her if 
she sat next to them on the trolley" (54). The foreigners (mostly 
European white women) coming to these places take their cue from 
the majority culture, and view African American women with 
distaste - automatically assuming that any contact with them will 
contaminate them both physically and otherwise. All these acts of 
literal distancing are symbolic of a conscious movement away from 
a sub-culture viewed as inferior and therefore unworthy of 
association. It is due to these early traumatic experiences that Alice 
grows up as a woman afraid of the streets and of men. She, 
however, possesses several nurturing qualities - qualities which 
come to the fore when her beloved niece is killed. She knows that 
Joe shot Dorcas, but does not complain to the police because she 
feels that he really repents his act. This generous gesture bears 
testimony to her forgiving nature, and highlights the concern she 
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feels for members of her community. Even more creditable is the 
fact that she not only allows Violet to visit her house, but also 
restores her lost sense of self In teaching Violet, however, Alice 
herself learns a few lessons too. By letting Violet into her house, 
and gradually building up a relationship with her, she learns to 
banish her fear of the street. By hearing Violet talk, and listening 
to her own words, she also forgives her husband and his mistress, 
and rises above her distrust of men. She even leaves New York and 
moves back to Springfield after overcoming all the fears it had 
hitherto held for her. Morrison concludes that the few things whi-h 
Alice now requires for her contentment include "the cheerful 
company...of someone who can provide the necessary things for the 
night" (222). This statement indicates the enormity of the change 
that has come about in Alice's life. She has risen above the bitter 
experiences of youth and middle-age, and has learned to accept men 
- acknowledging at the same time that all of them are not alike and 
cannot therefore be stereotyped. Back in the city of her origins, she 
plans to live out the last years of her life in peace, contentment, and 
a sense of security born out of a renewed confidence in her self. 
Of the four women portrayed in the novel, only Dorcas does 
not live to redeem herself. She is the only character who does not 
see or acknowledge her flaws, and who shows no desire to improve 
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the circumstances of her hfe - save by pursuing men who are all 
wrong for her. Violet, Felice and Alice, on the other hand, emerge 
the stronger for their experiences and trauma. They learn lasting 
lessons about life and love from each other and from themselves. 
Much before she wrote Jazz. Morrison commented in an interview 
that "classical music satisfies and closes. Black music does not do 
that. Jazz always keeps you on the edge. There is no final 
chord....And it agitates you....There is always something else that 
you want from the music. I want my books to be like that - because 
I want that feeling of something held in reserve and the sense that 
there is more - that you can't have it all right now."i'' Jazz conveys 
this impression of yearning and longing perfectly. Though there is 
a sense of satisfaction that Violet, Felice and Alice have found a 
certain completeness, confidence and wholeness, there is also an 
awareness that this is just the tentative beginning of things - that 
there is more to be desired and had. In the final analysis, 
nevertheless, Jazz emerges as a novel of optimism and survival. 
Violet becomes a contemporary tragic heroine representing the 
modern Afirican American woman who fights hard to live a decent 
life, to make both ends meet, and to hold on to what she has. 
During the course of these events, her courage fails sometimes, but 
^* Toni Morrison, "An Interview with Tom Moi-rison," with Nelhe Y. McKay, 
Contemporary Literature 24 (1983): 429. 
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the beauty of her story is her determination to recover lost hope 
through an in-depth knowledge and deeper understanding of her 
weakness and, by overcoming them, join the fragmented pieces of 
her life back together again. She has the resilience that her mother 
lacked, and is therefore able to emerge victorious in the face of 
trying circumstances. Morrison makes a strong statement of hope 
in Jazz, and demonstrates that black survival in a white world 
depends largely on the support that African American women are 
able to extend to each other. Though Violet's concerns (for a happy 
home and loving husband) may seem limited and narrow to the 
casual reader, the author suggests that they are most significant 
because the entire image of the self depends on their acquisition. 
For a woman to feel truly and completely victorious, however, she 
must recognise her inner strengths and fight for her rights. What is 
important ultimately, is not whether she is able to regain a lost love 
or resettle her desolate house, but rather to understand that she is 
worthy of love, affection and respect - regardless of whether a 
particular person or a group of people gives it to her or not. The 
same understanding must come not only to all African American 
women but also to repressed classes, minorities and marginal groups 
the world over so that they are better able to fight and survive the race 
prejudice and gender oppression that have haunted them throughout 
history. 

/ said something I didn't know I knew. About the "dead girl. " That bit 
by bit I had been rescuing her from the grave of time and inattention. 
Her fingernails maybe in the first book; face and legs, perhaps, the 
second time. Little by little bringing her back into living life. So that 
now she comes running when called - walks freely around the house, 
sits down in a chair; looks at me....She cannot lie. Doesn't know greed 
or vengeance. Will not fawn or pontificate. There is no room for pupils 
in her eyes. She is here now, alive. I have seen, named and claimed her 
- And oh what company she keeps. 




Less than Perfect or Better than the Best? 
Ambiguities and Paradoxes of Female Selfhood 
Through a comprehensive examination of Morrison's work, previous 
chapters explored the lives of women whose only crinve is their 
colour, and who must suffer because they are born black in a world 
where only white is cherished and considered human or worthy of 
attention. Such women, throughout history and in contemporary 
society, in life and in literature, have traditionally been overlooked, 
undermined and stereotyped. They have existed only on the 
periphery of society - inhabiting marginal worlds, playing servile 
roles. Gloria Wade-Gayles has perhaps provided the best 
description of the African American woman's position in white 
American society. She contends that there are 
three major circles of reality in American society, 
which reflect degrees of power and 
powerlessness. There is a large circle in which 
white people, most of them men, experience 
influence and power. Far away from it there is a 
smaller circle, a narrow space, in which black 
people, regardless of sex, experience uncertainty, 
exploitation, and powerlessness. Hidden in this 
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second is a third, a small, dark enclosure in 
which black women experience pain, isolation 
and vulnerability. These are the distinguishing 
marks of black womanhood in white 
America....Black women are thus confined to 
both the narrow space of race and the dark 
enclosure of sex. This 'double jeopardy' has 
created a complex, painful, and dehumanizing 
reahty in which they have struggled for freedom 
and selfhood....And yet their unique position in 
American culture is often ignored or minimized 
in studies of the impact of race and sex on 
American values, lifestyles and economic 
groupings.' 
From her very first book, Morrison's a t tempt has been to pull such 
women out of the anonymity of existence and place them a t the 
nucleus, the throbbing heart , of l i terature. She re i tera tes this aim 
in an interview with Christina Davis: "1 was interested in finally 
placing black women center stage in the text, and not as the all-
knowing, infallible black matr iarch but as a flawed here, 
t r i umphan t there, mean, nice, complicated woman, and some of 
them win and some of them lose. I am very interested in why and 
• Gloria Wade-Gayles, No Crystal Stair: Visions of Race and Sex in Black 
Women's Fiction (New York: The Pilgrim Press, 1984) 3-4. 
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how that happens, but here was this vacancy in the hterature that 
I had any famiharity with and the vacancy was me, or the women 
that I knew."2 Morrison's writing is a protest against American 
literature which has traditionally portrayed only the trials and 
tribulations of fragile white heroines, the daring exploits of white 
heroes, and coming to age stories of naughty white boys and girls. 
Though these works have historically been the acknowledged and 
uncontested masterpieces of the world, critics are only now coming 
to understand that such literature may have unwittingly and 
inevitably done injustice to a certain class of people or, rather, to 
people of a certain colour.^ In the pages of these worthy books, 
blacks have existed as mere props to assist and entertain the key 
characters, as accessories to enhance and elevate the general 
appearance of the fair protagonist. Morrison's work, however, pulls 
black characters out of the drudgery and stereotype of Nigger, slave, 
mammy, by placing them in key positions and meaningful roles. It 
endows them with respectability and honour by allowing them to 
take control of their lives, assume responsibility for the self, and 
2 Toni Morrison, "Interview with Toni Morrison," with Christina Davis, Toni 
Morrison: Critical Perspectives Past and Present, eds. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 
and K. A. Appiah (New York: Amistad, 1993) 419. 
3 In her own book of literary criticism, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the 
Literary Imaeination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), Morrison 
cites examples from such novels as Moby Dick and Sapphira and the Slave Girl to 
show how the presence of blacks remains marginalised and their contributions, 
unacknowledged. 
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make choices that suit them best. It gives them an opportunity to 
become subjects in a world that has only treated them as objects so 
far. (The point is not that a person's depiction as Nigger, slave or 
mammy is in itself degrading - but that such characters have 
always been presented as dehumanised, unimportant, and inferior 
to everybody else). Though she writes with the aim of retrieving a 
rightful place for black American women in literature, Morrison 
never elevates or glorifies her heroines beyond believability. She 
does not write about infallible, morally upright, virtuous women 
who can do no wrong. Her pen rather creates characters who, at 
their worst, have committed murder and adultery, have lied and 
cheated when necessary, and have often been uncaring, stubborn or 
resentful. In an interview with Nellie McKay, Morrison says, "I 
want my work to capture the vast imagination of black people. 
That is, I want my books to reflect the imaginative combination of 
the real world, the very practical, shrewd, day to day functioning 
that black people must do, while at the same time they encompass 
some great supernatural element."'* Morrison creates characters 
who resemble normal black people, and are as prone to mistakes as 
the next person. They seldom move along clearly divided "good" or 
"bad" lines, but rather, by virtue of their very humanness, exhibit 
* Toni Morrison, "An Interview with Toni Morrison," with Nellie Y. McKay, 
Contemporary Literature 24 (1983): 427. 
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shades of gray. What makes these heroines different, however, is 
the way they face and survive the test of time and circumstances. 
As these characters tread the paths of life, they find themselves in 
peculiar situations, but when they emerge from their extraordinary 
predicaments, they gain a certain startling knowledge either about 
themselves or about the world around them that somehow ennobles 
them, and at the same time makes them aware of their weaknesses. 
Though the doors to acceptance often slam shut in the faces of 
these women, most of them manage to find their way to 
respectability and honour. 
If one ignores the publication dates of the books and 
concentrates, for a moment, only on the time during which each 
novel is set, it will be clear that through Beloved, set in the 1870s, 
to Tar Baby, set in the late 1970s, Morrison explores the lives of 
black people in white America over almost a century, and shows 
how little has changed over how long a span of time. She 
demonstrates that enslavement continues in subtle ways long after 
slavery has technically been abolished. Though slavery, as the main 
theme, appears only in Beloved, it recurs in various forms in all the 
novels along with other related themes. Jazz, for example, is set in 
the 1920s, but from its pages it is clear that African Americans are 
treated in a manner that goes beyond racism, and demonstrates 
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that a form of slavery still lingers in subtle and understated ways. 
Morrison portrays its existence in the professions to which black 
people are confined, in the land they cannot own, in the houses and 
neighbourhoods they cannot live in, and of course, in the violence to 
which they are subjected simply because of the colour of their skin. 
The Bluest Eye, set in the 1940s, too portrays attitudes which 
transcend racism, and are evidenced in all the privileges which 
white people enjoy but blacks are denied - again because of the 
colour of their skin. Because the majority culture does not wish it, 
members of the minority culture cannot enter Lakeshore Park. 
Because the white employers do not like it, Pauline's husband 
cannot visit her at work, and so the list goes on. In a disturbing 
flashback scene. The Bluest Eve also traces ChoUy's failed sexual 
initiation back to a return to slavery. His treatment at the hands of 
white men can be viewed as a re-enactment of slavery because the 
will of the "superior" is once again imposed upon that of the 
"inferior," and the black man is coerced into behaving according to 
the wishes of the white man. In Sula the Bottom is a literal gift of 
slavery. It is both the white man's condescending contribution to 
black well-being, and at the same time a mockery of it. It suggests 
the majority culture's compulsive ordering of the minority culture's 
universe. It reiterates the fact that black people must learn to live 
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according to the priorities set by white people. Even as late as the 
mid 1960s, neither city planners nor the government make any 
attempt to relocate the inhabitants of the Bottom even though they 
know that both temperature (extreme cold) and topography (sloping 
land) make it impossible for anything to grow in the entire area. To 
make matters worse, capable black youth are also denied work on 
the new railway line in favour of white men. 
In Song of Solomon, the callousness that accompanies slavery 
is witnessed in the process of the naming of the Deads. While 
making Macon, Senior's, papers, a clerk writes the name of the 
place (Macon) where the father's first name should have been, and 
his status ("dead") where the last name should have been. Hence, 
Macon Dead is born. A member of white society entrusted with a 
specific job related to the minority community thus makes a mess of 
it because he does not wish to make an effort to know the correct 
name of the person concerned. Such an attitude again recalls the 
era of slavery when slaves were never called by their proper names 
- but were yelled and shouted for like animals. Disregard for a 
person's name implies a denial of his heritage, and a negation of his 
identity. It also reinforces the idea of a person as a possession - to 
be called or summoned according to the idiosyncrasies of the owner. 
With Tar Baby the theme of slavery literally comes full circle. 
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Valerian and Margaret Street can easily be equated with the 
Garners, and Sydney and Ondine with Sethe and Halle. The 
Garners are literal slave-owners while the Streets are slave-holders 
by implication. The Garners allow Halle to purchase his mother's 
freedom just as the Streets sponsor Jadine's education in return for 
the work Sydney and Ondine do for them. Though the Garners are 
comparatively decent, even they do not bother to find out Baby 
Suggs's real name as long as she is with them in the capacity of a 
slave. The Streets, similarly, call the daily help by the descriptive 
yet generic names - Yardman and Mary. All the examples 
mentioned above suggest a return to slavery because they symbolise 
a repudiation of the individual will, and a lack of concern about the 
well-being of a particular group of people. They demonstrate that 
the dominant culture has snatched from the members of the minor 
culture the right to choose, the right to make a decision about their 
lives. Even though people like Sydney and Ondine are free to leave 
- just as the slaves were after the abolition of slavery - only dismal 
prospects await them because the opportunities are extremely 
limited, and the general atmosphere has not yet become conducive 
to their survival or well-being. 
In the entire range of her work, Morrison demonstrates that 
the effects of slavery - whether direct or indirect - strike at a 
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person's capacity to love naturally, normally, appropriately. This 
distortion of love occurs in varying degrees in all the books. It 
affects maternal love, paternal love, fraternal love and romantic 
love - the consequences of which continue to influence the central 
characters in one way or another throughout life. From her first 
novel to her sixth, Morrison demonstrates that the absence of 
parental figures, or the anomalies in their love for the children, 
result in characters who grow up with skewed sensibilities. In The 
Bluest Eve, for instance, Pauline - riddled by her own complexes 
and insecurities - raises Pecola in an atmosphere of resentment and 
loathing. Since she aspires to the unreachable standards of white 
society, and wishes to emulate the heroines she sees on the movie 
screen, she fails to teach her daughter to appreciate her Afi"ican 
looks, and to believe that more important than looks are personality 
and character. Pecola thus grows up with feelings of inadequacy 
and severe lack of self-confidence - continuing to believe that she is 
ugly and unworthy because she is black. She also carries the burden 
of her mother's disgust and hatred around for the rest of her life -
ultimately going mad in the hopeless quest for beauty and, through 
it, love. Pecola suffers not just on the maternal front but at the 
paternal level as well. ChoUy rapes her on the kitchen floor one 
morning, and performs an act which becomes as difficult to justify, 
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and as problematic in consequence, as Sethe's act of infanticide and 
Eva's murder of Plum. Pecola's father thus harms her physically, 
forcing her body to conceive the child it is not ready for, whereas her 
mother ruins her emotionally - drilling into her tender mind cruel 
facts no child's mind should be forced to accept. Though most critics 
see in The Bluest Eye a bleak criticism of the education system, it 
can equally be viewed as a criticism of the black American family 
akin to that of the Breedloves. Morrison, however, does not criticise 
blindly, but rather traces the disillusionment and fragmentation of 
the African American family unit back to the repercussions of the 
general black experience in white society. Pauline is depicted as a 
typical victim of white entertainment culture - a woman so much in 
awe of the images on the movie screen that they seem real and 
ultimate to her. Cholly's attitude, on the other hand, can be traced 
back both to the lack of parental love in his own life, and a direct 
and embarrassing confrontation with members of white society. 
Abandoned on a junk heap by his mother, and rejected for a card 
game by his father, the only love he ever received was from his aunt 
who looked after him until her death when he was fourteen years 
old. During Cholly's first sexual encounter, he was discovered by 
two white men who forced him to finish the act before their eyes -
admonishing him to "make it good, nigger" (The Bluest Eve 116). At 
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that moment, the hatred that should have been directed toward the 
two men, found its target in his partner Darlene - whom ChoUy 
began to loathe on the spot. This pattern repeats itself throughout 
ChoUy's life, and his family members constantly become targets of 
misdirected hatred. This is Morrison's subtle way of demonstrating 
that the aggression arising out of the frustrations of daily life is 
transferred to or taken out on the family members of the aggrieved. 
The contrast to the Breedlove family is provided by the MacTeer 
family where the mother tends to her sick daughter carefully, and 
the father, in an act of protective love, throws out the boarder who 
tries to finger Frieda. Though poor, Claudia nevertheless feels 
secure in the love of such a family and, by trying to relish her 
blackness, perceives life differently from Pecola. 
Morrison's next book Sula contains extreme examples of both 
the finest kind of maternal love, and a mother's love at its most 
destructive. When her husband deserts her, leaving her penniless, 
Eva places one of her legs under a moving train to collect insurance 
money to feed her starving family. The same Eva sets fire to her 
son Plum's sleeping body when she realises that he has surrendered 
to the world of drugs. At another level, Eva's daughter Hannah 
changes forever the course of Sula's life when she casually tells her 
friends that she likes Sula but does not love her. She generally 
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leaves Sula alone to do whatever she wants. Helene Wright, on the 
other hand, interferes persistently in Nel's life. She does not allow 
her to think or act independently - or even to make friends of her 
own choice. Though Nel initially adores her mother, her attitude 
undergoes a complete change when Helene turns "custard" (Sula 36) 
in j&ront of a white man. After this episode, Nel becomes as distant 
from her mother as Sula from hers. Both girls live in women 
dominated households, and father-figures are conspicuously absent 
from their lives. In Song of Solomon. Ruth is as ineffectual a mother 
as she is wife and woman. Though she has two daughters and one 
son, she does not play a significant role in any of their lives. Her 
prolonged nursing of Milkman, rather, places her as an object of 
ridicule in the eyes of the community, creates an embarrassing 
situation for the entire family, and forces upon Milkman a name to 
contend with for the rest of his life. Even more ironic is the fact 
that her persistent feeding of him neither sustains nor nurtures 
him, and he grows into a directionless, uncaring, selfish man. It is 
only Pilate's influence which convinces him of the authenticity of 
the traditional African experience, and changes him into someone 
who upholds the values of the civilisation and culture that gave 
birth to him. Both Lena and Corinthians are, unfortunately, denied 
this association with their aunt. Like Pauline, Ruth too is 
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influenced by white culture - but unlike Pauline who is hypnotised 
by show biz, Ruth is impressed by elitist white social values, and 
raises her daughters accordingly. She and Macon both turn the 
girls into objects to be admired by white society and envied by the 
black community. Ruth's disinterest, and Macon's cruelty do not 
allow the girls to develop normally, or to make their own choices in 
life. It makes the path of romance very difficult for Corinthians, 
and leaves Lena an unhappy woman - without purpose or meaning 
to her life. 
In Tar Babv. Jadine is depicted as an orphan who does not 
have biological parents. Ondine, the mother figure in her Ufe, 
initially encourages her to go after the white American Dream, but 
later regrets the fact that she failed to inspire familial and 
communal responsibility in her, and did not teach her to be a good 
daughter. Sydney, the only father figure in her life, has neither 
power nor authority over her because he is, in a way, socially 
inferior to her. She sits at the table with the Streets during meal 
times, and Sydney waits at the same table - quietly and tactfully 
serving the food. It is Valerian Street who can be said to play a 
partly paternal role in Jadine's life - because he provides the 
necessary funding for her education. Valerian's patronage, 
combined with the expectations of Sidney and Ondine, however. 
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only result in making Jadine more confused. She is convinced that 
her future lies in the direction in which Valerian points, but Sydney 
and Ondine beckon from the opposite direction. It is ironic that 
while Valerian and Margaret take an active interest in Jadine, both 
are essentially absent from their own son Michael's life. Valerian, 
in fact, only learns through Ondine years later, that Margaret used 
to torture Michael physically when he was an infant. The portrayal 
of this fact allows Morrison to demonstrate that it is not only the 
black family unit where violence occurs - that the same shameful 
episodes happen in white homes too, but are mostly subdued. The 
white world is not as pure and untainted as one is led to believe. In 
Beloved, the estrangement between parents and their children 
occurs as a direct consequence of slavery. The family unit is first 
fi-agmented when Halle witnesses his wife's rape and loses his 
mind. He is thus unable to meet her at the spot fi'om where they 
had decided to run away, and Sethe never sees him again. She is 
thus forced to raise her children without the love and support of a 
father. When Schoolteacher follows her all the way to Ohio, Sethe is 
compelled to murder her infant daughter to prevent an almost 
certain return to the slave plantation. She and Denver suffer the 
extreme consequences of this action for nineteen years. Sethe has to 
undergo the triple trauma of killing her daughter, of watching her 
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return to demand retribution, and of losing her again forever. She 
can onlj' take comfort in the fact that a new, self-confident and 
dignified Denver is born out of the ghastly experience. In Jazz. Rose 
Dear's life is suddenly shattered when her house is raided by rioting 
white men. The result of this violence and aggression is such that it 
severs her relationship with her daughters permanently. By 
dispossessing Rose Dear of her property and sense of security, white 
society renders her incapable of nurturing or guiding her children 
through life. Violet suffers greatly as a consequence of this 
experience. Because she has seen her mother thus humiliated and 
stripped of every bit of self-respect, she grows up with a number of 
insecurities and apprehensions which continue to trouble and 
traumatise her during the most crucial years of her life. Her 
husband Joe, also separated from his mother, continues to seek her 
like a madman throughout life. The other heroine most affected by 
racial violence is Dorcas whose father is lynched, and whose mother 
burns alive when her house it set on fire by white men. This denial 
of both maternal and paternal love endows Dorcas with an "inside 
nothing" (Jazz 38) which compels her to pursue a series of lovers -
none of whom can give substance and meaning to her life. 
In Beloved. Jazz and The Bluest Eve, the absence or 
distortions of maternal and paternal love are directly related to 
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white aggression; in Sula. Song of Solomon and Tar Baby they 
result from other factors, but are just as painful nevertheless. In 
Morrison's work, the father's contribution to the family (in terms of 
positive input) is nil. The fathers she depicts are for the most part 
away from home and out of touch with the family - like Nel's and 
Violet's, dead or missing like Sula's, Jadine's and Denver's, or 
violent and aggressive like Pecola's and Milkman's. Men like Mr. 
MacTeer and Pilate's father are rare - but they lend their daughters 
enough support which, combined with other factors, significantly 
alters the course of their initiation into society. Pilate's father dies 
when she is very little, but his influence on her life is especially 
remarkable. Even as a grown-up woman she continues to look to 
him for guidance - convinced that he comes to her in the form of 
visitations, carrying cryptic messages. Parents are important in a 
character's life because they signify the vital but fragile link to the 
ethnic past. They are capable of nurturing or destroying, of healing 
or harming. They determine a character's priorities in life, and the 
way the children will develop. Morrison indicates that the heroines 
who fail in life, or those who have the wrong priorities do so due to a 
lack of parental support. Parents represent the much revered 
ancestor that Morrison talks about.^ Whereas previous chapters 
5 Toni Morrison. "Rootedness: The Ancestor As Foundation," Black Women 
Writers (1950 - 1980V A Critical Evaluation." ed. Mane Evans (New York: 
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outlined the effects of race and gender consciousness on the 
heroines of each novel, the paragraphs that follow will present a 
comparison and contrast of the main female characters in 
Morrison's books. These women, some of whom are just beginning 
their lives, are also the future of multi-ethnic America. 
Pecola is the genesis, so to say, of Morrison's genre of the race-
conscious tragic heroine. Young and vulnerable, she represents the 
ultimate in victimisation - by family, society, and the community. In 
her figure merge the shattered hopes and dreams of a new generation, 
and the disillusionment felt by an entire race. The other heroine most 
similar to her is Hagar. A grown-up Pecola, she too seeks love through 
the vehicle of white defined beauty, but whereas Pecola seeks only 
platonic love from family and fi-iends, Hagar desires a romantic 
relationship with her cousin while denying its incestuous nature. 
Pecola's obsession with blue eyes mutates into Hagar's obsession with 
hair. Pecola seeks fulfilment and attainment of the white ideal through 
food, drink and, ultimately, desperately, through divine help with the 
assistance of Soaphead Church. Hagar does it through clothes and 
cosmetics - immersing herself in the materialism propagated by 
consumer culture. For both girls, the lack of such ingredients of beauty 
as blue eyes and blond, straight hair signifies a lack of love, and is 
Anchor-Doubleday, 1984) 339-345. 
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responsible for their failure in life. Hagar dies a physical death 
whereas Pecola dies a mental death. Not much different from Pecola 
and Hagar is Violet. As she tries to come to terms with her husband's 
rejection, she blames her plight on not being white, light, and young -
and, by implication, being black, fat and old. Violet's story, however, is 
one of resurrection and renewal, while the stories of Hagar and Pecola 
are those of death and degeneration. These differences in the fates of 
these heroines with similar pre-occupations seem to suggest that 
Morrison wishes to trace the reasons back to the quality of maternal 
guidance in the lives of these women. Pecola goes mad due to extreme 
neglect, whereas Hagar dies as a result of over-indulgence. Though 
Reba and Pilate cater to every single whim and desire of Hagar's, they 
fail to teach her the values they themselves hold most sacred -
contempt of white materialistic culture, and appreciation and 
emulation of the African way of life - handed down to them through 
generations. It is only when Hagar lies dying after having been 
rejected by Milkman, that Pilate desperately tries to convince her that 
she is beautiful because she is black. These words of wisdom, however, 
come too late. No power on earth can now convince her of the beauty 
of her hair (and, by implication, her African features) because 
devastating experience has taught her otherwise. Violet, on the other 
hand, moves from being a hysterical and complex-ridden woman to one 
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who learns to be proud of all her features, and confident about her 
ability to deserve love and respect. She learns to accept herself as she 
is. She gains this mature perspective through interaction with Alice 
who gently nudges into bloom the self-confidence that had been lying 
latent inside her. Alice thus succeeds in playing the maternal role at 
which both Rose Dear and True Belle had failed. 
The next group of heroines may be labelled as the educated 
race-conscious heroines - those black women who have stepped out 
into the white world, and left their houses and communities to go to 
college. Sula, Corinthians and Jadine belong to this category, but 
the stories of all three suggest that their education has played no 
significant role in their lives. For a class of people normally 
deprived of it, a formal education traditionally guarantees respect, 
an elevation in social status, and economic prosperity - but 
Morrison's heroines are denied these benefits. Sula, instead of 
earning the respect of the community, is labelled a pariah, and 
ostracised by the inhabitants of the Bottom. She shows no 
inclination toward exploiting the potential of the mind, but indulges 
only in exploration of the self - an activity which requires no 
grounding in formal education. She makes no attempt to find work, 
but merely lives off her considerable inheritance - once again 
demonstrating the uselessness of education in her life. Only the 
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formal, literary words she uses with Nel once in a while indicate 
that she has been to college at all - and at the same time make a 
mockery of it. 
The case of Corinthians is only slightly different. Though she 
studies at one of the best colleges for women, and even spends a 
year in France as part of the all-round American educational 
experience, she has no academic or professional goals. She returns 
from college only with high expectations of finding a man of wealth 
and status for a husband, but her hopes are soon dashed when all 
such men reject her. She eventually ends up in a relationship with 
Porter - a poor, uneducated yardman - several rungs below the 
Deads in social status. Morrison, however, indicates that this 
relationship is more satisfying and meaningful than any she could 
have had with the kind of man she and her parents wanted for her. 
Just as her education does not help her on the personal firont, it 
fails her professionally too, and her half-hearted search for a job 
leads her to work as a maid at the house of an eccentric white 
poetess. Once again, in an inversion of traditional values, Morrison 
demonstrates that this job, generally considered lowly and 
demeaning, gives Corinthians what years of elite academic learning 
and travelling could not - a sound sense of self, economic 
independence, and some kind of purpose or meaning to life. 
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The heroine next in line is Jadine. Viewed superficially, she 
gives the appearance of a woman to be envied. Even better educated 
and more widely travelled than Corinthians, she also possesses 
what Pecola, Hagar and other disillusioned black women can only 
yearn for: a beauty that not only emulates the white ideal but also 
bewitches the most discerning of blue eyes. She not only succeeds 
in attracting both white and black men, but also has the admiration 
of professors and employers alike. Though parentless, she gets 
immense love from her aunt and uncle, and abundant financial 
support from the Streets. Her case can be most sharply contrasted 
with that of Pecola's, whose parents abuse her, whose teachers 
hardly notice her, and who has to watch out for every cup of milk 
she drinks at the MacTeer house - no matter how noble Mrs. 
MacTeer's intentions. Jadine's exclusive education has, however, 
nothing to do with any of her achievements. She is a model by 
virtue of her figure and looks - not because of any outstanding 
quality of her mind. She has both money and status because she is a 
popular model and moves around in elite circles - not because she 
has a masters degree in Art History. Even when she realises that 
she is becoming too old to model, she just considers opening a 
modelling agency. It does not even cross her mind that she can start 
a workshop or training program for art appreciation - thereby 
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putting her own education to good use, and passing on some kind of 
knowledge to others. Other than the fact that her professor has 
promised to find something for her to do (if the need arises), there is 
no indication that she is going to use her education in any way in 
the near future. 
Throughout her novels Morrison has constantly tried to show 
that the education system created and controlled by the majority 
culture teaches nothing of value to the minority culture because it 
acknowledges neither their presence nor their contributions. Sula 
idles away her years - a living and sad proof of the fact that 
education only instructs but does not inspire. Corinthians spends 
the best years of her life doing menial work because the courses she 
had taken in college have become outdated and are not sufficient for 
getting her a decent job. This is Morrison's firm way of indicating 
that such an elitist education is only superficial and ephemeral -
and not lasting like the values taught by the ethnic culture. Jadine 
boards the flight to France with only a hazy notion of finding 
something suitable to do there - but the indication is that her 
choices are pretty limited. The only heroine who stands slightly 
apart from these three is Denver - who waits on the threshold -
about to enter college. Morrison, however, suggests that her 
educational experience will be very different fi-om that of other 
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characters because she will go to college as an active young woman 
rather than a passive one. As discussed in the chapter on Beloved, 
she will not blindly absorb all that is taught, but will probably bring 
her own critical perspective to it, and perhaps even alter the system 
somewhat. Her sensible approach to education will perhaps lay the 
foundation for much needed modifications in the present method of 
instruction - especially if she goes on to become a teacher, and has 
an opportunity to redesign the system. Once this task is 
accomplished, even black women and other minorities will be able 
to enjoy all the traditional benefits of a sound education. When 
Denver goes from working as a maid to becoming a teacher, she will 
automatically earn more respect and admiration from the 
community, and wiU have the potential of contributing to its well-
being in various ways. Her social and financial status will also 
improve considerably. Though Morrison does not state it explicitly, 
implicit in her portrayal of Denver is the hope that when the right 
balance is brought to the education system, it will be better able to 
reflect the multi-ethnic nature of America, and accommodate the 
specific needs of all sub-cultures so that both the majority and 
minorities may benefit from it fully.'' 
*" Though her focus is different from mine, Cynthia Dubin Edelberg provides a 
fairly comprehensive examination of the theme of education in the novels of 
Morrison in her essay "Morrison's Voices: Formal Education, the Work Ethic and 
the Bible," American Literature 58 (1986): 217-237. 
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Just as Morrison's heroines can be grouped according to their 
priorities and educational backgrounds, they can likewise be 
examined according to the fate that awaits them at the end of each 
novel. Hagar and Sula die physically, Pecola dies a mental death, 
and Jadine dies spiritually. Though Pecola and Hagar waste away 
because the standards to which they aspire continue to evade them, 
Sula and Jadine suffer in spite of the fact that they do achieve their 
goals to a certain extent. Throughout her life, Sula follows her 
favourite pursuit - and spends all her time discovering her self. She 
rebels against all accepted norms, and takes pride in both her 
independence and individuality. Jadine, too, is individualistic in a 
way. She makes a difficult choice when she decides to return to 
France in pursuit of professional goals - instead of accepting the 
love and security offered by Son. Neither Jadine nor Sula find 
happiness because they are essentially selfish, and do not think 
beyond their own selves. Just as Sula places Eva in a nursing home, 
Jadine rejects Sydney and Ondine's plea to "daughter" them. Sula 
is contemptuous of all the customs and traditions held sacred by the 
Bottom community, and Jadine obstinately rejects the Eloe culture 
to which Son introduces her. Though both heroines are to be lauded 
for the determined pursuit and achievement of their goals (as the 
chapters on Sula and Tar Babv have done), Morrison ultimately 
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presents them as failures because her novels do not glorify selfish 
individuality. She firmly believes that individual accomplishment 
must be balanced with concern for the family and community, 
respect for ethnic values, and a willingness to share both triumph 
and failure, happiness and sorrow. Morrison essentially wants to 
know whether her female characters have the power to carry the 
race forward, or whether they are like cacti stems that have lost the 
ability to hold water, and will shrivel in the dryness of the white 
desert. 
The heroines whom Morrison depicts as successes, in whose 
lives the flame of hope and happiness flickers and tries to keep 
alive, are those who view themselves as part of the black 
community instead of separate from it. Their personal achievements 
are not materialistic or concrete - but abstract and value-oriented -
like the gaining of a certain knowledge, the development of self-
confidence, and a happiness that comes from within because 
something considered lost has been regained. Claudia, Pilate, 
Corinthians, Sethe, Denver and Violet belong to this category, and 
achieve in varying degrees the kind of success mentioned above. 
Even when she is very young, Claudia considers an intimate family 
experience as the best Christmas gift - as opposed to the selfish 
desire for dolls and toys that other children prefer. With an insight 
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beyond her years, she also shows concern for the community -
demonstrated first by her anxiety about the future of girls like 
Pecola, and then by her reflections upon the fate of the black 
community if the criteria for beauty and worthiness continue to be 
determined by the majority culture. Claudia's approach is, 
however, practical because she realises what the limits are, and 
identifies the practices that must be shunned, and those that have 
to be accepted. She thus grows up to be a balanced individual and, 
by telling Pecola's story to the world, is able to expose the harsh 
circumstances under which African Americans have to live. 
Pilate may be viewed as the most successful of all of 
Morrison's heroines, and perhaps one of the most finely drawn 
characters in American fiction. She lives by her own set of values, 
but is not self-centred or selfish like Sula and Jadine. Her reverence 
for family and community are evidenced in the serious attention 
she pays to the words spoken by her dead father, and the way in 
which she extends all possible help to other people. Her greatest 
failure lies in her inability to teach Hagar the values she herself 
holds sacred, but she makes up for this defeat by instilling in 
Milkman a desire to discover his true self by tracing his roots and 
learning to appreciate his cultural and ethnic heritage. She dies 
more enriched than she had lived because Milkman's quest also 
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clarifies for her the meaning of her father's words which she had 
persistentlj' misunderstood before. Though pale when compared to 
Pilate's achievements, the story of Corinthians is one of success too. 
Her victory lies in her willingness to shun the material comforts of 
her luxurious house, and begin a life of hardships with Porter for 
the sake of love. Her acceptance of Porter also indicates that she 
has discarded the false values of the white world drilled into her by 
Ruth and Macon - in favour of the sustaining values of the black 
community - the people with whom she will now establish contact. 
Sethe's success lies in her ability to overcome the repression 
of memory - thus accepting the reality of her slave past, and 
acknowledging the act of infanticide. She also allows Paul D to 
convince her of the value of her self by finally conceding that she is 
her own "best thing" CBeloved 273). Denver's victory is best 
exemplified in her effort to overcome the fear of the outside world, 
and seek a job for the sake of her mother's well-being. Sethe 
overcomes her pride, and Denver her shyness to accept help from 
the black community, and become a happy part of it once again. 
Violet's story is one of optimism and hope because her friendship 
with Alice allows her to overcome her feelings of jealousy and 
inadequacy, and gives her the confidence to shun the majority 
community's ideal of being white, light and young. Once she 
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accepts herself as she is, she not only develops feelings of happiness 
and self-worth but also embarks on a more meaningful relationship 
with Joe. She is also to be lauded for not becoming selfish, and for 
sharing her success with Malvonne and Felice - thus involving the 
community in her good fortune. 
It is thus clear that Morrison's writing is an attempt to 
encourage African Americans to retrieve the black soul that has 
been lost in the materialism of white America. The female 
characters who finally emerge victorious are those who allow 
African culture and heritage to play a vital role in their life, and 
maintain a link with the black community. Such a connection is 
crucial because it gives them options other than those provided by 
the dominant culture. It allows them to counter the pressures of 
white society by giving them the confidence to follow their own code 
of behaviour - regardless of the milieu in which they live. While 
Morrison's work makes clear what the priorities of the modern 
African American woman should be, it also raises certain disturbing 
questions. As citizens of contemporary America, do these women 
belong only to a black community rather than larger society with its 
own multi-ethnic populations and white Americans? In one country, 
why must the ideals of success, beauty and worth as defined by a 
specific group clash with those defined by another? Are the heroines 
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who fail looking for fulfilment in the wrong places, or are they 
merely women who are just ahead of their time? Is it because these 
heroines are women of the world that they become strangers to the 
very community to which they belong? Why, when love is not 
enough, does hatred fill the spaces of desire? Much as Morrison 
resents and disapproves of it, a sociological and cultural perspective 
must be brought to her work in order to answer these questions. 
Morrison has herself said in an interview that "a black artist for 
me, is not a solitary person who has no responsibility to the 
community. It's a totally communal experience where I would feel 
unhappy if there was no controversy or no debate...no passion that 
accompanied the experience of the work.'"^ Novels with such pertinent 
themes, therefore, must necessarily spill over into the realm of 
sociology because Uterature is not only influenced by but also shapes 
individual perspective and cultural reality. It draws, not on empirical 
data but traverses the terrain of the human heart and soul to discover 
the apprehensions that lie there, and to think of ways to alleviate the 
stress of present circumstances. Morrison's work is her way of fulfilling 
her responsibility to the community. Norris Clark writes that 
Morrison's novels "do not merely protest against the white oppressor, 
nor do they only emphasize the 'blacker than thou' attitude of many 
^ Toni Morrison, Davis 418-419. 
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contemporary black writers. Instead,...she incorporates the black 
man's sense of oppression and his ways of dealing with it. She 
juxtaposes the fictions of society, black and white, with the realities of 
living as a black American."^ Some of the stories address distressing 
problems which cannot be solved by the government alone. The need 
rather is for a unity which must be brought about in spite of the 
diversity of America. The ideas of the majority culture must, at one 
time, take a back seat, and the tradition of domination and 
exploitation must give way to one of acceptance and understanding. 
Even at a global level, the concepts of colonialism must step back and 
clear the way for the emergence of other, diverse views - more in 
keeping with the nature of an ever-changing world. 
Morrison's stories are, in fact, local stories with global focus -
which is why the cultural specificity of her work never takes away 
firom its strange, universal appeal. Since every country in the world 
has majority or minority populations divided along racial, religious 
or class lines, it is easy for each individual to find her own 
experiences reflected in those of Morrison's heroines. Even though 
other characters in literature have fought for a separate identity, 
have sought to find their essential selves, Morrison's work is 
different because she does not glorify rebellion against the 
* Norris Clark, "Flying Black: Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eve, Sula and Song of 
Solomon." Minority Voices 4.2 (1980): 53. 
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community. Each woman must seek to create an identity or define 
herself as part of the ethnic community - with her own racial 
memories which must never be forgotten, and her own link with 
history which must never be severed. Though her fiction does not 
tell tales with perfect, "happily-ever-after" kind of endings, 
Morrison's women give hope to both majority and minority cultures 
by demonstrating that survival is possible even under inimical 
circumstances. Such has been the power and beauty of her prose, in 
fact, that a cult seems to have evolved around her. This popularity 
is evidenced not only in the number of articles, essays and theses 
that appear on her work each year, but also by the number of web 
sites that have sprung up all over the Net. Not only is Morrison 
reigning over the present literary scene, but is fast becoming queen 
of cyberspace as well. It would be appropriate to conclude by saying 
that she is one of the most sought after writers today because of her 
capacity to envision, anticipate, and provide solutions. In a world 
full of redundant ideas, her books make a statement for much-
needed change at both local and global levels. 
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